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OBJECTS OF THE RALSTON HEALTH CLUB.

1. We would teach the importance of taking care of the health

while it yet remains. This is the scope of the present volume,

known as the Book of General Membership.

2. We would restore to health all who are sick.

3. We would not discard physicians ; but we would seek aid

from the Natural Laws of life, and thus help the honest doctor in

his efforts to cure disease.

4. We would teach the plain causes of ill health in such a

way that men, women and children will know and avoid the con

sequences of every injudicious act.

5. We would come into the lives of all who are sick, and show

them the way to health, wherever it is within the range of human

possibility to grant them this blessing.

6. We would acquaint them with the inevitable laws of life,

the tendencies of disease, and the possibilities of cure.

7. We would warn them against using patent medicines, or

taking into the system any drugs, except when prescribed by a

local physician of well - established reputation ; and then only in

critical instances. The leading physicians of America and Europe

concur in this doctrine.

8. We would teach the great fact that Nature tends to heal all

diseases as soon as the irritating CAUSE is removed.

9. We would invite all persons who own copies of the General

Membership Book to join the Ralston Health Club. This may be

done without expense, by simply notifying us of their desire to be

recorded as members . This step can be taken only by detaching

the Certificate of Notice from its place in this book.

10. We would open the way, to all members who are in gen

eral ill health, to obtain admission to the Inside Membership of the

Club ; so that they may be restored to perfect health, and come

into permanent membership in the General Club.

11. We would invite into Complete Membership all those

who are suffering from special disorders, as well as those who

desire to study the deeper and more wonderful provisions furnished

by Nature for solving the problems of disease.

12. We would organize a Universal Membership of Ralstonites,

whose great purpose shall be to spread the doctrines of good health,

cleanly lives, purity of heart, and progressive existence ; to build

homes on these principles, and create neighborly communities.



BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENT.

The business of handling so unusual an enterprise as that of the Ral

ston Health Club has been both difficult and thankless , except in so far as

the enthusiasm of the members may have repaid the efforts made to give

the Club a secure and permanent footing in the history of the country.

The early meetings of the few members, who had no guidance but the

written principles, in manuscript form, were attended with an eagerness that

seemed inexplicable. At that time it was never imagined, and certainly

never planned, that the general public should be invited to practice or even

read the new doctrines.

The first impetus given to the Club as a public benefaction was when

the early members admitted their friends to the private meetings, and one

and all became possessed of an uncontrollable desire to talk Ralstonism to

everybody. At that time, no books had been printed , and no personal

motive existed to spur the advocate on ; therefore, the enthusiasm was

genuine. It is for this reason that many believe there is a purpose in the

existence of the Club, deeper than human thought can fathom. We make

no claims of this kind . The books speak for themselves.

The principles of health which constitute Ralstonism were copied in

type-written form, at the expense of several dollars for each transcription.

This cost was lessened when each copy in actual printed form could be had

for one dollar. The present Seventh Edition is more than ten times the

size of that early print, yet those who procured the lesser volume for a

dollar believe it to be worth many times its cost. Since then the book has

grown larger with each new edition ; has retained all the valuable matter of

each preceding issue, while adding more as it grew, thus losing nothing and

gaining much ; and the minimum price of one dollar has been retained,

making it the most valuable book for its price ever published.

It was universally said of the fourth , fifth and sixth editions that, as

books alone, regardless of the many attendant privileges and blessings, their

market value was well worth double the price charged. This advantage is

emphasized in the present edition . The volume now dedicated to the public

is the product of the pen of Edmund Shaftesbury, who , as he states in his

preface, chooses rather to interpret than to re-write the doctrines of Ralston

ism . His arrangement of the subjects, and his simple way of stating the

difficult problems of science, so that they may retain all their value and yet

be understood by the popular mind, have been submitted to advisors and

have received unanimous approval .

The Ralston Health Club has now so many thousands of energetic and

enthusiastic supporters back of it that it is practically in the care and keep

ing of the great American people, of whom the present publishers are but

the agents or representatives. Were the work to be dropped to -day, a thou

sand responsible men stand ready to take it up and speed it on its grand

mission . Very respectfully,

THE PUBLISHERS.



OUR FINAL EDITION.

A

STATEMENT was made to our members, previous to the

issuing of the fourth edition, that no more editions would.

follow. The demand for further information required the addition

of more matter ; but the desire to avoid changing the edition led

us to name the next THE NEW FOURTH. Then came the request ,

from far and near, for universal membership, and the legislative

department followed in the sixth. Since then we have solicited.

and received advice from the representative physicians, scholars,

and professional and business men of America, as well as from

thousands of ladies and gentlemen of the various classes of intel

ligent citizens, suggesting a re-writing of the books throughout

the series, based upon a single symmetrical structure, and calcu

lated to abide for all time. To ensure this permanency , the utmost

care has been used in every page, line and word ; and to protect

our present and future members from the necessity of purchasing

any further editions , in case they are issued , the ownership of the

present book carries with it the following contract : Martyn Col

lege agrees to present to every Progressive Ralstonite under the seventh

edition, a copy of each and every subsequent issue of the General Mem

bership Book. It is not our intention to issue any further editions,

as we believe the present to be perfect ; but, having previously

declared the same thing, we wish to protect our members from

further expense.

Author's Preface to Seventh Edition .

I have been requested to write the seventh edition of this

book. I am aware that the previous edition is the work of no less

than six authors. As I shall retain their writings, and reflect the

views of nearly two hundred others , I claim only to be an inter

preter of the doctrines of Ralstonism .

The changes that occur are generally enlargements of former

editions. While Nature is always the same, her operations may

be viewed from different points. The sunlight of high noon,

which pierces the shallow air and scorches the blade of grass, is

the same impulsive force which slants into the chill hovel of the

beggar and warms his heart's blood. Ralstonism has always been

the same, and must always remain unchanged ; for its principles
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are Nature's laws. Therefore, if this book contains more matter

than its predecessors, and many new facts are added, the conclu

sion can only be that the great doctrines are presented in a larger

variety of operations , in order that they may be more easily com

prehended ; and of this I claim no authorship , except so far as

the mere phraseology is concerned . Man cannot invent what

existed before he was born.

I hope I may be pardoned if I offer two suggestions at this

time and place. First, I believe that the Ralston doctrines should

be presented in very simple language. To be sure, the scientist.

expects to see a scientific fact stated in technical language, which

he alone can understand. But is this fair to the great public?

I believe that Nature's magnificent forces should be uncovered and

made visible to all classes of minds ; and, for this reason , I shall

use the plainest and simplest words throughout the work. My

second suggestion is, that the Ralston books should not be changed

so frequently . It does injury to the Club, in that it prevents that

permanency of feeling which all devotees of a great cause desire

above all things. When the task was assigned me, many months

ago, to write a final and permanent edition , I resolved to under

take it with a view to absolute completeness . I have had in my

possession thousands upon thousands of letters from members,

offering suggestions, making criticisms , and relating experiences ;

I have become familiar with the objections of the cynics and pes

simists, as well as with the desires of the broad-minded, pure

hearted men and women; and, putting all these together, believing

firmly, as thousands of others do, that Ralstonism is to be the

greatest power of the age, I have submitted a presentation of its

doctrines that embraces all that it is possible to collect and

publish. Very respectfully,

[1895.]
EDMUND SHAFTESBURY.

Echoes of the Past.

From Preface to the Sixth Edition .

The history of the Ralston Health Club is unique and inter

esting, and is told in the pages of the present volume. That the

Club has been increasing with a rapidity that is almost incredible,

is too apparent to require even the assertion . In presenting this

new edition we have met with one difficulty-that of satisfying

those who hold the earlier edition of 1894, or the second section
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of the fourth edition, which should properly be termed the fifth .

The plate edition was exhausted long ago ; and, being forced to

reset the work, it is natural that certain needed improvements

should be incorporated into the next reprint.

MAY, 1894.

From Preface to the Fifth Edition.

The growth of the Club has been phenomenal. We add a

few
pages of new matter to this issue to keep up with the times.

The day is not far distant when every sensible man and woman

will be in the Great Ralston Health Club. The majority are here

already. The All -Wise Being has sped our glorious work by His

Grace during the past year. Our mission is His will, to help

mankind.

SEPTEMBER, 1893.

From Preface to the Fourth Edition.

In the present work we recognize the high mission of the

Club, and bring the members, new and old , into closer relations in

many particulars . First : We take them into the confidences of

our " Laboratory Club," and partially disclose the origin and pur

pose of a small company of truth-seeking scientists . No romance

could be more fascinating than this weird history. Second : We

divide the Club into " Ralstonites " and " Progressive Ralstonites, "

the former being under no obligations to take an active interest in

the welfare of the Club and its philanthropic mission . Third : We

simplify the process of advancement and avoid giving offense to

people who are either too busy to read thoroughly or fail to under

stand readily . We ask all thoughtful persons to approach the

perusal of this book with a prayerful desire to be afforded all the

light that can come from it ; to act slowly and deliberately before

deciding to assume the grave obligations of a " Progressive Ral

stonite ;" and when once the " Progressive Pledge " has been

signed, to abide by it at all hazards, at all times, and in all places,

with a firmness of purpose and steadfastness of principle that

mark a true character.

OCTOBER, 1892.

From Preface to the Third Edition.

The value of a work like this cannot be estimated by its size

or the number of its pages . Gems are never bulky. An important

truth may be worth a million dollars, yet occupy but a line or

two. A man, whose life was despaired of, consulted physicians

who could not save him ; but a doctor, who knew the secret of his
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cure, found it necessary to attend him but a few minutes, and the

man lived. The charge of one hundred dollars was gladly paid.

A lawyer, walking down the streets of New York, was accosted

by a business man, who asked him a question . It was answered

in ten words. The fee of fifty dollars was paid.

"That brief answer was worth fifty thousand dollars to me,"

said the business man.

"And it cost me three years of research and a lost case," said

the lawyer. The great truths which are presented in this book of

General Membership are of themselves worth an untold fortune.

Not a page can be found which is not worth dollars.

From Preface to the Second Edition.

In the light of recent science there is nothing strange, and

very little new, excepting the method stated in the following

pages. There are valuable opportunities awaiting us on every

hand for the improvement, not only of health , but of mind and

all our circumstances in life, if we but had our attention called to

them, and knew how to appropriate them to our own use. But

they are lost. Our bodies undergo a constant wear and tear which,

in a much shorter time than nature intends, superannuates them.

We commence to wear out as soon as we are born.

From Preface to the First (Manuscript) Edition.

Since our little society has increased, so that it is not possible

to meet one another in anything like a regular way, we are com

pelled by the unanimous voice of our friends to do something

toward preserving the principles heretofore laid down in open

meeting. The Ralston doctrines are really founded upon two

ideas : first, that there is a natural cause for every disease ; second,

that there is a natural cure for the same. Among our members is

a man who admits, and whose physician admits, that he would

now be in his grave but for Ralstonism ; also a mother, whose life

was spared to her family after her doctors had declared that there

was no hope ; also a girl (whose sister's grave is an unnecessary

one) who came to a knowledge of Ralstonism in time to save her

own life ; and others who are indebted to these unfailing princi

ples of mother Nature for the blessings of health that could not

otherwise be enjoyed . These are our only reasons for seeking to

preserve in written form, for the use of other generations , the

noblest things of human experience.



CHAPTER I.

(SOCIAL DIVISION. )

PLAN OF THE CLUB.

HANGELESS march the stars above,

Changeless morn succeeds to even;

And the everlasting hills ,

Changeless watch the changeless Heaven.

Charles Kingsley.

"A tiny cell, smaller than the eye of the most powerful microscope can detect,

contains a perfect human body."-Shaftesbury.

HE Ralston Health Club may, at first, be hard to under

stand . It seems to have many divisions ; but, in fact, it

is very simply arranged ; its system of classifying its

members having been approved by all its previous

members. Without order, everything would be chaos.

For the purpose of testing your readiness to grasp the

arrangement of the club-system, the plan is outlined in the

following manner. There are two classes of people :

First class :-those who are in good health .

Second class :-those who are not in good health . Here are

presented the classes of Ralstonites. They are not regarded as

members until they give notice of their intention to act as mem

bers ; but when they do that they are then known as general

members, inside members, and complete members. The general

members are in class one, which means that they are in good

health . They are called general because, in order to take care of

thegood health which they so fortunately possess, a general regime,

very simple and very effective, is prescribed .

The second class embraces all who are not in good health ;

but here two divisions are necessary, for some are suffering from

general ill-health, and others from special disease. Therefore,

those whose ill-health is general only, are admitted to the inside

knowledge of nature's cures ; and, as soon as the body is made

well, they come into the general membership along with the

members who are in good health . In other words they pass from

class two into class one. The complete members must be cured

of specific disease ; to them the cause and cure of all illness are
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made known , and their membership is terminated only when they

are well enough to come into class one.

Is this plainly stated ? The club seeks well members, and

calls them general members ; and admits to general membership

only those who are in good health. If, at this time, you are a

well person, you may become a general member ; and without

any expense whatever if you already own this book and its two

membership certificates . If you are not in good health, but are

suffering from general illness without having any special disease,

you should become both a general and an inside member ; but,

after a complete cure, you should remain only a general member;

and, if you are in the toils of some specific disease, you should

become a general as well as a complete member, obtain the cure,

and then pronounce yourself a general member only . The first

membership, strange as it may seem, is the last and highest. If

this is not clear to you will you kindly read it over with some

friend , for two heads are better than one, they say.

It is sincerely hoped that you are in class one, and will always

remain there. You will rarely be in danger of sickness , if you

give attention to the very easy regime which is prescribed . It

requires but little thought and time, especially if you read this

book through carefully and understandingly. There is much to

read ; but, while reading it, you will absorb some valuable prin

ciples of health, which, afterwards, you will be putting into exe

cution almost unconsciously. If it is true that you value the

health which you already have, guard it now ! It is an easy

matter to die. Many of those who are in untimely graves were

never sick until the fatal malady struck them. The well man

of to-day may be ill to -morrow. Perfect health is not strongly

founded unless it is protected by a knowledge of nature's laws .

Take care of yourself and your loved ones ; for the unnecessary

graves are monuments to the broken hearts of those that remain.

If you are ill, by all means get well ; come back into class one to

stay ; and remain a general member all your life.

Having thus carefully explained the classes, it only remains

to state the divisions of this book of general membership. Th

first part embodies a social chat with you upon the plan of the

club ; and for that reason it is called the social division . The

second part is the larger portion of the book, and deals with the

entire system of health preservation ; for which reason it is called
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1.

SOCIAL

DIVISION.

the health division . The third part is the business office and

governing power of the club, and is called the legislative division.

As a summary of the book the divisions are given in the following

table :

EXPLANATORY.

2.

HEALTH

DIVISION.

THE HEALTH CLUB PROPER.

3.

LEGISLATIVE

DIVISION.

BUSINESS OFFICE AND

GOVERNING POWER.

Read slowly and carefully , and re-read , all that is stated in

this book. More light will come with each review. Read the

whole book, and each word, understandingly. Even the title page,

the announcements and the prefaces are important. The more

you catch and absorb of Ralstonism, from the slightest details to

the consummate principles which mark the life-action of the body,

the better will be your knowledge of yourself and your place in

nature. There is valuable history in the series of prefaces which

open the book, and they should receive your attention .

Simple as is the plan of the Ralston Club, it offers ample

opportunity to those who are possessed of an ambition to know

more of the body than the mere laws of its physical operations.

There are many beautiful suggestions for home life, for social

combinations, interesting meetings , drill-classes and private as

well as public friendship and influence. It has been well said of

the Ralston Health Club that it meets every wish, opportunity

and ambition of one's life ; adapting itself to time, place and cir

cumstance as completely as if it were the ideal of each being.

These beautiful plans follow in after volumes ; and do not neces

sarily attach themselves to your membership, unless you choose

to adopt them.



CHAPTER II.

(SOCIAL DIVISION . )

ORIGIN OF THE CLUB.

BREEZE came wandering from the sky,

Light as the whispers of a areain ;

He put the overhanging grasses by,

And softly stooped to kiss the stream .

Bryant.

"Nature, the handmaid of God, delights only in the glory of perfect

humanity."-Shaftesbury.

O satisfy the inquirer for all time to come, no fact in the

early history of the club should be omitted , especially

in this, its permanent and final work. As a real society,

it had its beginning when four scientists agreed to

demonstrate its supposed new truths ; but all achieve

ments, though executed by many, are traceable to that

primitive act which some single individual performs as the

initial stroke of the business ; as the click of the electric lever,

touched by one finger, may set a hundred engines going. Ralston

ism had its primitive beginning and its one man to give it impulse,

slight though it was.

How it came to be, is simple and interesting. The one man

was an educated biologist. He knew the human body, as a

machinist knows his engine. One day a friend of his , in perfect

health, dropped dead of heart failure ; and, in the week, two able

bodied men, who would have laughed at the thought of ever being

sick, were taken from life by fatal pneumonia. Here were three

deaths of men in health ; and no one would have predicted their

departure for ten or twenty years to come. In the spring that

followed , a lady friend was dying of consumption ; her demise

being hastened by the loss of five nieces in three weeks from

diphtheria, and all under the same roof.

Full of wonder at the ease with which death may claim its

victim, this man made a tour of investigation for the purpose of

learning how many persons in health had been taken prematurely

from life. There was the " empty chair " of the husband in one

family ; of the wife in another ; of the father, mother, sister,

brother, daughter, son, and loved one, scattered through many
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houses ; and one and all almost without exception seemed to say

"the death was unnecessary-it might have been prevented ."

But disease was also claiming its victims, and making life a linger

ing wait for the grave.

A physician of large practice said twenty years ago that sixty

per cent of the men and eighty-five per cent of the women of

this country know that they are in ill health ; while a large

majority of the others are possessed of organic diseases which

have not yet become apparent to them. This statement has been

confirmed by many other physicians since then. It furnishes an

explanation to the marvellous wealth gathered from the public by

the patent-medicine venders. Since the Ralston Club became

active in 1889, this patent-medicine trade has been decreased many

millions of dollars ; and the very act of membership pledges each

Ralstonite to use none of these drugs, and only such medicines as

may be prescribed by a reputable physician.

Knowing the construction of the human body, and the opera

tion of its governing laws, it was an easy task to assert that every

disease had its natural cause, and probably its natural cure ; but

certainly its natural prevention . To prove all these, was not so

easy. If man could even prevent the fatal entrance of the grim

messenger into his home, a great victory would be won ; but to extri

cate the intended victim from the clutch of its icy fingers, to save

the loved one from the grave, is a far more difficult task than to

guard the body against attack. All these problems were dis

cussed, not from a medical, but a physical, standpoint ; not from

the relations of medicines to disease, but from the relations of the

laws of life both to the prevention and to the cure of disease.

It is hard to believe that there are disinterested people in the

world. That one or more persons should seek to investigate the

great laws of life for the purpose only of benefitting humanity

is too strange to be true. The condition of the human mind is

such that it can accept no act of pure philanthropy as unalloyed.

The green-hued cynicism which stains the heart is the outgrowth

of an experience composed of disappointments.

As all men are not bad, it must follow that some are worthy

of belief. A world that had no good men in it would be wretched

in its wickedness . The author remembers well an afternoon.

debate, some years ago, in which the assertion was made that if a

genuine philanthropist came upon earth , reared in all the purity
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of an honest life, and undertook to do good and only good among

his fellow-beings, the first thing to be charged against him would

be that " he had some motive in it all. " This charge would dam

pen his ardor and destroy his usefulness . At first, when the club

had saved from consumption a girl whom the physicians said had

no hope and whose sister was in her grave through culpable ignor

ance, some staunch friends declared that it was a selfish act to

keep the new doctrines of Ralstonism from the world. Three

classes of cynics were ready to criticize it : first, those who thought

that every good deed was a mere business enterprise to make

money ; second , those who sold patent-medicines and were likely

to be injured by the spread of the Ralston doctrines of common

sense ; third, those who thought that the club should disregard the

cynics, and come boldly to the front no matter what people thought.

But none of these criticisms had any weight. " Haste not,

waste not," became the motto. One principle guided the early

leaders : " If Ralstonism is, in fact, a great and good thing, it

cannot die ; if it is not good, or only of ordinary value, it is not

entitled to the prominent attention of the world." Acting on this

theory, the club was never pushed forward nor repressed . It has

grown by the energy of its own force. How did it get such a foot

hold ?-has often been asked. The story is simple. Many years.

ago, a man who had been reduced to a skeleton by disease, became

again a full , well-rounded , healthy being. One, who had not seen

him for a year, exclaimed : " I knew your brother, he was a skele

ton a year ago ; poor fellow, I suppose he died ." " I am that

skeleton. How did I get well ? No, not medicines. My physi

cians helped me ; but I helped them. I got hold of the Ralston

idea . I learned the cause of my illness. I learned its natural

cure ; I learned that Nature, after all, does the curing, even when

medicines are given . The skilled and successful physicians

always say : 'We doctors must assist Nature.' Medicines and

physicians may have helped me, but I would now be in my grave

but for the Ralston idea ." Here was the secret of the club's

growth. In every part of America, and probably of the world,

are men and women who have been saved from the grave by the

"Ralston idea," as this man called it . But the public work of the

club is still young ; and if, in so short a time, it has become so

universal, why may not the prediction come true that its destiny

is to enter every home and every individual life?



CHAPTER III .

(SOCIAL DIVISION. )

THE EARLY LABORATORY CLUB.

E was a scholar, and a ripe and good one ;

Exceeding wise, fair spoken, and persuading;

Lofty, and sour, to them that loved him not:

But to those men that sought him, sweet as summer.

Shakespeare.

"Man is environed by limitations beyond which he cannot peer. "-Shaftesbury.

HE men who were earliest interested in the club were

satisfied that the use of medicine in the cure of disease,

while beneficial at times, was the result of theoretical

experiment. Thus if a certain drug produced a start

ling change in the functions of the body, and diverted a

disorder into another form, a cure was said to have been

effected . The practice of medicine of to-day is but the outgrowth

of the wisdom of the men and women of long ago who could tell

what every herb would cure, not by a knowledge of the body, but

byreason ofthe previous cures effected by certain weeds and herbs.

This was not strictly guess work ; there was some instinct in

it, and some practical value. For centuries the idea of physicking

as a universal cure, and of bleeding as a specific (although a cure

all with some), had been in conflict with the use of medicines ;

when finally the doctors agreed that the latter presented the least

evil . So the venerable profession of physickers, now called physi

cians, became known as M.D.'s, or medicine doctors, and are so

termed to this day. The wisest of them state that medicine is a

science, but agree that it is a science of medicine. It is a dangerous

science in the hands of any men except those of the greatest skill.

As a science, even , it can only be experimental. When it cures, its

success is always due to the fact that it clears the way for Nature

to do its work. But the danger of taking medicine is in its after

results.

All these considerations were placed before a small body of

scientists, and became perplexing problems. From the one man

who gave Ralstonism its early impulse, it grew to four, afterwards

to seven, and then the good work cropped out and began to
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spread, until to-day it is beyond the control of any one man, or

any thousand men . There is no living being who can stop it.

When the laboratory club consisted of only four members, the

work was most prolific in results. The four persons were educated

gentlemen. They were honest. Sometimes investigators of great

truths bend their energies to prove some pet theory, and thus see

but one-half of a fact. These men had no theory . In all their

studies, their investigations, their experiments , they resolved to

seek the truth and the whole truth. Their motto was : " No

theories, but honestfacts." To this they were pledged .

In a large square room, surrounded by smaller apartments ,

was the laboratory. The equipments could not have been possible

to persons without wealth. So valuable was some ofthe apparatus ;

and so important were the processes of many experiments, that no

servant was ever admitted, for fear some accidental carelessness

might do injury . These men took care of the room. The building,

and especially this section of it, became mysterious to some who

came near it during the day, but never entered the room of rooms.

Here every kind of light was analyzed . Here heat in its vary

ing forms came to be known. Here electricity, magnetism, and

GLAME were studied . Here air and gases , water, oils, liquids ,

and all the substances of earth were resolved , and re-resolved a

hundred times to their elements. Here molecules and atoms drew

close attention . Here the human body, its blood and bone, nerve,

tissue, muscle and brain , and all the operations of all the functions

ofmyriad and mysterious life, were made to pass and re-pass before

the searching eye of the investigators . The truths so attained are

not all in the present work on health, for that would be impossi

ble; but they appear in the following works :

1. The General Membership Book of the Ralston Health

Club, known as Volume 1 .

2. The Inside Membership Book, or Volume 2.

3. The Complete Membership Book, or Volume 3.

4. A series of works, consisting of several courses of study,

constituting a so -called School of Philosophy, to which all Ral

stonites may be admitted free, upon taking the proper degrees

leading thereto.

The main book of the club, however, is the present volume;

as it contains all the foundation principles of health.



CHAPTER IV .

(SOCIAL DIVISION. )

HOW TO ENTER THE CLUB.

ET thy mind still be bent, still plotting, where

And when, and how thy business may be done,

Slackness breeds worms ; but the sure traveller,

Though he alights sometimes, still goeth on.

Herbert.

"The minds of some persons are so constituted that they can never be made up to

do a great thing."-Shaftesbury.

ERHAPS the simplest way of looking at the Ralston

Club is to say that it is merely a book. It is surely

the name of a book ; and one may as well belong to

a book as to any organization that compels its mem

bers to remain mere figure heads. " I belong to a

political club," says one.-"What do you do?"-"Oh,

nothing. I just belong." Another says "I belong to a social

club."-"What do you do?" -" Nothing but smoke and chat."

If, therefore, a full fledged club, with its great buildings, requires

nothing substantial of its members, why is not a book-club more

advantageous, especially if you can stay at home in the bosom of

your family and get some real good out of it?

But the Ralston Health Club may be made vastly more

important than this. It opens up possibilities for organization at

home and in the community ; of united efforts for securing the

public health ; of opportunities for educating the masses in the

simple doctrines of Nature, and her beautiful and wonderful

powers. The Ralston movement is the most important reform of

the century. It believes that the doctrine of perfect health is

solving the great moral questions of the age. Ralstonism aids.

the church ; builds up homes everywhere ; makes happy families ;

brings money, education and intelligence into the household ;

establishes a progressive and neighborly community ; and by

aiming at the root of unclean health, vicious habits and nervous

lives, is laying the foundation of a new race.

You should by all means decide to become a member of such

a club as this , whether your membership is confined to the book

and its doctrines , or you choose to unite with others in some com
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bined effort to accomplish good work. You are free to remain a

silent home-member, if such is your ambition ; or to decide at any

time to do a grander life work for others. In either case you

should join the club, as it costs nothing, and means only that you

wish us to record you as one who believes in good health .

In order to correct some of the misapprehensions which are

sure to enter the mind of each person who may see the pages of

this book for the first time, we assure you that you are not yet a

member of the Ralston Health Club, nor of any of its branches.

We also state that the purchase of this book, which costs you but

a trifle, carries with it no rights and no responsibilities . It is a

book whose pages contain truths that raise its value in the minds

of thinking people to hundreds of dollars ; some say " it is worth

its weight in gold ." Nevertheless it costs you but a trifle, and

it costs the publishers considerably less than the trifle you pay

for it . As a book it is a piece of merchandise, well worth many

times the price.

Millions of ordinary books are sold every year , some good,

and many idle trash. One who buys a book as a book, has

nothing further to ask or expect. Because you have purchased

this book, no responsibility has arisen from any source. We do

not know you, and cannot know you, until you join the Club.

When you decide to take that step the only thing necessary is to

send us the form of notice. This costs nothing, unless you have

obtained the book without paying for it, in which case the mem

bership fee of one dollar is charged . The fee of one dollar is for

membership, to pay for registry on our books, and for clerk hire

in attending to your business for the scores of years during which

you may be a member. If in obtaining the book you have paid

Martyn College or any person one dollar for the book, that amount

is regarded as a final payment for your membership. It is the

only fee you will have to pay as a General Member. There are no

assessments at any stage of your membership .

So far, so good. Let us understand each other as we go along.

As a purchaser of this book merely, you become only its owner ;

you are not a member of the Ralston Health Club ; not even a

Ralstonite ; you have only added one more book to your family

library. If you desire to become a member, it will cost you

nothing. But a few persons may hesitate to take the step for fear

the responsibility is great. This fear is unwarranted . Even a
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Progressive Ralstonite, who takes the pledge, does nothing more

than every man and woman who would be loyal to the principles

of health should do . If you do not wish to become a Progressive

Ralstonite for the present, but prefer to take the first step, all you

need do is to declare yourself in favor of good health.

This declaration every sensible person should make and un

doubtedly will. It is embodied in the CERTIFICATE NOTICE,

which you will find at the end of this chapter. Before you cut

out the certificate notice, read carefully the Rules which are given

at the end of this chapter, in order that no mistake may occur.

Of the several things stated in the declaration of health we will

speak at this place. First , every person who is in good health

should take care of it. A little care goes a long way. All people

are careless ; and nearly all are ignorant of the laws of health.

When sickness comes, it is very easy to look back to the neglect

which caused it. How many thousands on beds of death have

prayed for one more chance to live and obey Nature's laws ! A

merchant said to his physician : "When I was well I scoffed at

health, called health - seekers cranks ; here I am ; I have to die."

Another said , " Doctor, get me out of this, just this once, and I

will never neglect my health again. "-Still another, and his words.

are ringing nowout of the past, although he has been dead sixteen

years : " If you can save my life , I will work for you for ten years

and give you all my earnings ."-A strong man was given an invi

tation in 1890 to join the Ralston Club. He sneered at the thought

of sickness. He afterwards died of Bright's disease ; and , had he

joined when asked , he might have lived thirty or forty years yet.

Second, the preservation of your health is a duty which you

owe to your family, your friends, and the public. Are you father,

mother, child , or relative ? What right have you to neglect your

health and inflict care and trouble on others, and perhaps broken

health in watching and doing for you? Ill-health , when due to

pure neglect, is a moral wrong. It robs the home of money and

happiness-the two chief factors of human life. More sinful is

that man or woman who will enter the bonds of wedlock, knowing

that children born of the union are sure to grow up in suffering.

Ill-health begets poverty , discontent, irritability and a diseased

mind. There can never be a sound brain in an unsound body.

Nearly all poverty is due to ill -health either in this or a previous

generation. There is plenty in the world for all mankind ; and
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no person should remain poor. Old age should find all men and

women in comfortable content, living upon a fixed income. No

one should ever suffer in mind for fear that the means of support

may be taken away. Society and human associations are ill

founded when any member of this great family need fear hard

times, a turn of fortune, dependence upon charity, or that horror

of horrors, the poor house.

You may be the victim ofthe carelessness ofsome other person.

If you set the example of care, others will follow. You may be the

means of uplifting a community. There are many instances of

gross public and private neglect of the laws of health, now

endangering the lives of the people. It is time that individuals

awake to the need of better protection . In entering the Health

Club you simply add your voice to the general demands for

security, and the results must soon be achieved .

You may say that the act of entering the Club amounts to

nothing. It is but the first step. If you choose to take other

steps , you will be clothed with ample authority and given full

opportunity to accomplish a vast amount of good . The present

step is a necessary formality , and results in three things : you are

recognized as a member, and that will bring you many advantages ;

you are given a club-number, as a guarantee of permanent recog

nition ; and, best of all, you have decided to take care of your

health, and thus fulfilled a duty. We trust that you will not

hesitate a moment to fill out the original certificate-notice and

send the copy to Martyn College for recognition ; and, in order

to save you from error, a few rules are given .

RULES FOR ENTERING THE RALSTON CLUB.

1. No person can enter the club who does not own an indi

vidual copy of this volume, as many of its principles require the

private use of the book.

2. This volume is worthless as an evidence of membership if

the copy of the certificate-notice is missing at the time the book

comes into your possession ; or if the ORIGINAL is taken out, either

now or hereafter. Please take unusual care to see that no accident

of this kind shall affect your membership . These rules are made

to prevent others from issuing spurious copies of the book

3. In performing the act that admits you to the club, you are

simply to fill out the original certificate-notice, and then the copy ;

and send only the latter to Martyn College, Washington , D. C.
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4. Do not allow the ORIGINAL CERTIFICATE-NOTICE to be ever

taken from its place in the book.

5. In removing the copy of the CERTIFICATE-NOTICE either use

a pair of scissors or a fine knife- blade, and cut along the line of

the inner margin of the page, being careful not to cut any of the

other pages . This copy is to be filed away in the archives of

Martyn College, and must be sent in good condition.

6. As soon as the copy of the CERTIFICATE-NOTICE is received

at Washington (if you have enclosed stamps for the return ) you

will receive a beautifully engraved Certificate of Membership, exe

cuted on bond paper, with the golden seal of the club, and the

explanatory illustrations of its great doctrines. This certificate

is, in fact, the recognition of your membership.

7. When you receive the certificate of membership you are

to insert it in the place of the COPY of the certificate-notice, which

you cut out to send to us. A portion of the margin will remain

in the book from which you cut the copy, and to this, with a little

mucilage, you may attach the sealed certificate ; thus completing

your book and making it perfect in every page.

8. Direct the COPY very carefully to MARTYN COLLEGE,

Washington, D. C.-A letter will not go astray in the mails

unless carelessly directed . If you do not receive your Certificate

of Membership by return mail it will be because you forgot to

enclose the stamps. The dollar membership fee is quickly

exhausted ; Martyn College is but the agent of the people ; every

stamp counts, when thousands are in constant demand, while two

or three would hardly be noticed by one person . The club needs

all the stamps it can get to help send out its literature ; and you

will be doing it a good service, if you enclose a stamp or two

occasionally. Of course you are under no obligation to do so,

unless you expect something in return .

9. In sending orders, or in writing to Martyn College in

regard to any matters connected with the Ralston Health Club,

do not include orders on the same sheet. Write separately, if two

or more matters are spoken of, and always have your state, town,

street and number, or Post-office box, with your name on each separate

order ; and you will be promptly attended to.

CLOSE OF THE SOCIAL DIVISION .

Our chat is now ended . Until we hear the good news of your

having decided to enter the club, we bid you a social farewell.
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Original

(SIGNED)

CERTIFICATE NOTICE

...OF...

ENTRANCE

...INTO THE...

RALSTON HEALTH CLUB.

wwww

DECLARATION OF HEALTH.

I believe that a person who is in good health should

take care of it ; that one who is sick should seek

recovery, as far as possible, through the aid of Nature's

laws, with the least risk of after injury to the functions

of the body ; and I further believe that the care of the

health is a solemn duty which each person owes, not

only to self, but to friends, relatives , and the public .

I, therefore , extend to the Ralston Health Club my

good wishes in the work it has undertaken, and I desire

this declaration to be regarded as the act of entrance

to the club. I do this with the understanding that I

may remain merely a home-member, if I choose ; that

my name shall never be made public unless I author

ize the same in writing ; and that no duty in any way

devolves upon me, until I determine whether or not I

shall become a progressive Ralstonite .

I have carefully read the Rules immediately pre

ceding; have filled out and signed the copy of the

notice-certificate ; have cut it carefully from the inner

margin of the page, and mailed it to Martyn College,

Washington, D. C. This original I will not remove

from its place herein .

When the Certificate of Membership is sent me

under seal of Martyn College, I will insert it securely

in the place of the copy, by attaching it to the inner

margin of the page so as to complete my book.

"

1

;



CHAPTER V.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

THE FIRST SEPTEME.

Nature, gracious mother of us all,

Within thy bosom myriad secrets lie

Which thou surrenderest to the patient eye

That seeks and waits.

Margaret J. Preston.

"If we could know what Nature is, we might divine life's inner life . "-Shaftesbury.

ATURE is the first septeme.

N

A septeme is one of

seven ; a seventh of a great body. If man were

asked what fact in the world is most potent, he

would answer, Nature. A body of seven scientists

determined to spend a year in the search for the

seven greatest principles of life ; and , to the pleasant surprise of

all, there was a unanimity of agreement that Nature was the first

and greatest.

The human body is a temple ; it may be made a temple of

health or of disease. It goes to pieces just as any house does. You

ask how long may a person live ? The answer is , how long will a

house last? The body is like a frame-building. The bones are

but supporting timbers ; the skin but the shelter ; the functions

but the life within . A house decays by neglect, faster than it

wears out by use. So does the body. The house may be a frail

one, by reason of being badly built. So the body, built by its

sickly parents, may start life in poor condition . What will you do

with the house, if you cannot get another? Repair and strengthen

it. Your body is all you have ; but, by a thorough process of

repair, you may give it a respectable degree of strength and good

appearance. How long will a person live ? How long will your

house stand?

Care and repair will keep a frame house for seventy, eighty,

or even a hundred years. Many persons have lived beyond a

hundred . It does not require much care to keep in health.

Probably the Ralston Degree Exercises will do this work effectu

ally, and they surely do not require much time. The house needs.

care, and necessity compels a man to keep it up, or be shelterless
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but he lets his body go. He feeds his land intelligently with

phosphates to get crops ; but never thinks to feed his body with

its most urgent foods, to get blood. So the house and land are

cared for, but the body goes to rack and ruin . If vermin gets

into his house, he fights them out ; if bacteria gets into the body,

he pays no attention to the invasion until something is destroyed ,

and the misery ends only in death . It is an absolute fact that

people pay less attention to their health than to that of their

horses , dogs , cats and cattle. It is time that the prevention of

disease should be taught to everybody ; and the problems of cure

will be lessened .

To be perfectly well is almost an impossibility . Nature

at her best is full of flaws, because growth is purely accidental .

If something be lacking in the soil , the tree will have defects ; if

something be lacking in the food, the body will be defectively

nourished, and that is ill-health . The impulses of Nature, how

ever, are perfect. If you can distinguish between impulse and

growth, you will quickly learn why people get sick ; and when you

learn that, the rest is easy . Here is a rose-bush . It is full of

vigor and growing finely. Place it in a poor soil , and it becomes

sickly. Its growth is good or bad according to the soil. Give it

the chance to take all the nourishment it requires, and its perfect

impulse will make it glorious. Nature therefore is perfect only

in its impulses ; and these are children of accident. Without

water the crops fail ; in impoverished soil the sturdy tree sickens ;

in modern homes the blood is starved : all for lack of nutrition.

Does the vigorous constitution stand a better chance in impover

ished soil than the oak?

Nature is impulse and not material . It is not food , water

or oxygen. The body is not nature. The tree is not nature.

Take a drop of blood : it is full of round corpuscles floating in

plasm ; this plasm may be analyzed, and the chemical elements.

are found with great exactness ; but no chemist can make blood .

Even the analysis destroys it as blood, although all the parts are

there. Something has fled . The impulse that made the blood

live is gone. So if you breathe oxygen, and your lungs are not

able to absorb it , no good will be done ; the impulse is lacking.

Put the best food in the stomach, and if the blood will not

assimilate it, the food ferments instead of being digested , and

dyspepsia follows.
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Food, air and water are all the body needs to supply its

growth, but if these are perfect and the natural impulses of the

body are weak, they will do no good, as they will not be taken

into the blood . If the impulses are perfect and either the food ,

air or water is defective, disease follows. When the impulse of

life weakens, sickness follows ; when it ceases, death ensues.

vitality is the impulse, and we call it the measure of Nature.

Human life is, therefore, a struggle to get food as long as the

impulse ofliving will make use of it. Let either be neglected, and

sickness follows.

N

These two sides are all there is of life. They should be

understood. Do not think that Nature will feed herself. She

will not. The food must be brought to her. The finest fruit trees

have died when planted in a soil loaded with coal ashes ; although

the richest loam lay but a few feet away. Living things must go

after their food, and at the best they go scantily supplied . The

food is not Nature ; the impulse that demands the food is ; one is

the material of life, the other the power to use it. If properly

developed the impulse will grow rapidly ; and , as it grows, it will

use the food. The sickly tree, made so by neglect in an impover

ished soil, may be transplanted to a rich soil ; but, its vitality

being weak, it cannot thrive ; it needs something more than food.

This something is Nature.

Medicines are material and therefore not Nature. The

cure of disease is possible only on same principle that will

renew the vitality ; and on some other principle that will feed it.

Food and Nature must go hand in hand. It will be interesting, a

little later on in this book, to learn what this Nature is, how she

may be encouraged, and the simple processes of enlarging her

vital energy. The biscuit that you eat has none of it, the dead

air in the rooms of your sepulchred house has none of it , the

monstrous stupidity of your quiet life and the nervous excitement

ofyour flighty pleasures have none of it. It may be suspected that

Nature shines out of the skies, blooms in the flowers, lurks in

the flelds, in the morning air, in the glad smile,

in the buoyant heart ; but we shall see. She is

admittedly at the foundation of all life and all

health ; and here, at the close of this chapter,

we lay the corner stone of our temple of health,

and the Ralston Club.

POROS
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CHAPTER VI.

(HEALTH DIVISION. )

EX

THE SECOND SEPTEME .

THE brightness of her cheek would shame those stars

As daylight doth a lamp ; her eye in heaven,

Would through the airy region stream so bright,

That birds would sing, and think it were not night.

Shakespeare.

XYGEN is the second Septeme. It is admitted to be

one ofthe seven principles of health ; but its position

has been somewhat in dispute. All scientists place

Nature at the corner stone, the foundation on which

life is built ; but from her wonderful resources, from

her many elements , there is one that is more closely allied to

human life than all the others combined . So the great majority

of biologists agree, and it must be true, that oxygen, this all

pervading essence of the body, is the most important agency, as it

is the chief element, in the health of man .

"We are living forms of oxygen, to which all other elements are

merely incidental . " -Shaftesbury.

The world is nine-tenths oxygen. The great oceans con

tain eighty-nine per cent of oxygen. The water you drink

is eight- ninths oxygen. The solid matter of the earth is

sixty per cent oxygen by weight, and ninety by bulk. If a

man weighs 150 pounds, 110 of his weight is oxygen. A per

son carries so great a weight of this one material, that we very

naturally ask what it is for ? If his oxygen were set free it would

fill 750 cubic feet of space. It is everywhere present, but its sharp

and fiery activity would make it dangerous if it were pure.

What is called fire is but the dangerous activity of oxygen.

The flame you see in the lamp is but the union of oxygen with

carbon ; the burning being but the dancing of the little particles as

the union takes place. Thus oxygen is all activity , all restlessness .

Its mission in the world is to change ; it tears down , but only to

rebuild . If it destroys by fire it saves all the materials, and

quickly uses them to rebuild something else. It is the only

builder in the human body, and is man's greatest friend ; for it

destroys the bad part of the living tissue, and builds the good.
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What life is may be easily seen. If you light a piece of

wood, or paper, or some coal , or oil, or anything containing carbon,

it will decompose, or give up its carbon to unite with oxygen.

We call this burning. Takethe oxygen away, and it will not burn .

To prove this , breathe into a tumbler. Your breath contains poi

son. Light a match and hold it in the lower part of the glass ; it

will go out. Light another match and hold it in a tumbler into

which you have not breathed ; it will burn freely. The gas will

not burn in a room where there is no oxygen ; the fire will go out ;

and every living being will die. If the supply of oxygen were

taken away from you for four or five minutes, you would be dead.

A drop of blood contains the entire human body in minia

ture, in that it holds all the elements used in building a complete

being. The blood carries carbon for the purpose of exciting the

oxygen ; and the air-cells of the lungs bring it oxygen, just as the

bellows will blow air upon the fire. The greater the supply of air,

the greater the draft, and the more intensely does the fire burn.

So life exists exactly in proportion as we breathe. There is always

too much carbon in the body ; there is never enough oxygen.

The carbon ferments and causes humors ; because not enough

oxygen is inhaled to burn the carbon. This burning is life.

you lift your arm, it is necessary that some oxygen shall burn up

some carbon in order to set free the force necessary to move the

muscles. Fire and heat are expressions of force. You burn when

you exercise ; and this burning is life ; and there is no other way of

existing. You cannot live without burning, and you cannot burn

without oxygen . This process is simpler than we think, for

Nature is always amazingly simple in her operations. Thus far

we have learned that we live in proportion as we breathe .

One more problem is presented . If oxygen be abundant

and dead, it does but little good. In the first septeme, we learned

that Nature is impulse. Oxygen may be present either with or

without this vital principle of Nature. If it is charged with the

impulse called life, it is fit for breathing ; in other words oxygen

must be founded on Nature, not on its mere material force . The

truth of this is seen when the chemist attempts to build blood , or

to create life. He can get the purest oxygen and all the other

elements, but the thing will not live . Oxygen, without the

impulse of Nature back of it, is simply an active chemical

element . It has its nature, so -called , but it is merely chemical.
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Common air contains oxygen, but not Nature. It has the

chemical element which is capable of keeping the functions ofthe

body in operation ; but it contains only a very slight degree of the

vital principle. No matter by what name we call this vital spark,

it is known as life, as the agent that makes the body a living

creature. Let the heart be stopped for a second ; let the respira

tion cease ; the perfect human form, complete in all its parts , gives

up its vital flame, and no art of man can put this impulse back.

They tried electricity, thinking it was the secret, at last discovered ;

but the muscles only twitched, and the dead felt no throb of the

great enginery of his being. There is a great secret behind the

materials of the earth , sea and sky ; a great principle back of

existence. We shall gradually come to see what it is. For the

present chapter, let us learn to get natural oxygen by getting

natural air.

Avoid oxygen as a medicine. It is common. The chemist

cannot make it natural , for he cannot give it the vital principle.

Do not be misled into the belief that something that preys upon

your imagination or produces a temporary change, is a wonder.

Avoid breathing air which does not contain Nature. When it lacks

it, we call it dead . Thus if you enter a house that has been closed

for a season, and attempt to breathe the dead air in the rooms, you

will be made sick. Yet it contains a proper supply of oxygen.

It is simply dead . Water becomes dead by standing ; so does air

by being confined . Air becomes dead possibly in less than an

hour, by standing. This is true of air indoors ; and the very

best rule of health is to let in a supply of fresh air every hour.

Yet we do not advocate open windows in cars, for they admit

the rush of cold air against the chest of the party in the seat next

back of the offender ; and many a death has been caught in this

way. Nor do we believe in exposing the body to a sudden chill ,

or to any exposure whatever There are many ways of getting

fresh air every hour without the slightest inconvenience.

Re-breathing used air is also a double danger. If a man

has used the air in his lungs and exhaled it in the form of poison ,

why should you breathe it ? It is not oxygen. It may be more

than a poisonous exhalation ; sometimes disease floats out in the

breath . The slimy coated liver, the ulcerous lungs, the bad

stomach all send the excretions, their poisons, their disease out in

the breath ; what do you wish of such air ? and why do you
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persist in breathing it? An exhalation , at its best, is intended to

carry off the decayed tissues that the body must get rid of; why

do you want to take them into your body ? As an experiment,

take a glass jar and breathe gently into it, until it is full of your

breath ; then cork it lightly. After a while go to it, and the

decomposed animal matter in the bottle will give out a very offen

sive odor. Yet you are re- breathing your breath continually ; and

re-breathing the exhalations of other people.

Life depends upon oxygen and must have it. Refuse it,

or re-breathe air, or stay in a room where the dead air is not

changed, and the blood stagnates, the muscles put on a tired feel

ing, due solely to this one cause, and cured, not by medicine , but

by natural oxygen ; the heart acts slowly ; the impulse of digestion

is withdrawn, and the food may ferment in the stomach or pass

through unused ; the blood clogs the brain and the head begins to

ache ; the dead tissues throughout the body, instead of being

carried off by the exhalations, are collected in every nook and

corner, where they become a fertile soil in which disease thrives ;

sores, ulcers, tumors, cancers even, may follow, but catarrh of the

nose, throat, air passages, or other parts will most surely result.

Ralstonism differs somewhat from medicine. Physiology ;

says that oxygen is needed by the lungs ; Ralstonism says that

vital oxygen, such as we get from fresh air charged with Nature,

is more beneficial to the lungs. Medicine says that oxygen,

collected in a tank and inhaled through a rubber tube, should be

taken . Ralstonism goes to the fountain head, to the source of

life ; and many years of experience, crowned with success in all

giving health to thousands of believers, have placed the eternal

stamp of truth on Nature and her simple methods. " Come with

me, hand in hand with Nature and with Ralston , and let us

drink deep of the fountain of life." We will go.

together, and while you walk the path of better

health we will guide your steps, and see that you

do not fail . Disease is not an accident. For every

pain you suffer there is a plain and absolute cause.

This chapter, important as it is, deals with but

one subject, and that is oxygen. We seek only

the kind that is founded on Nature, and in building

the great pillar which is to support the temple of

health, we put this second stone in place.
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CHAPTER VII .

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

T

THE THIRD SEPTEME .

'EMPERATION is the third septeme. This word is

coined. It is not found in the dictionary . It does

not refer to temperance, except in the general sense ;

but more to temperament, temper and harmony in

health. It comes from the old Latin root-word

tempus, meaning time ; and probably implies two things-to give

proper time to every act, and to suit the act to the time of doing

it. From the first we see the meaning of moderation, or care to

avoid either extreme ; and from the second, the meaning of

harmony, or temperament. Both ideas are contained in the word

temperation ; and, if we were asked to define it in a nut shell, we

should say that temperation meant to consult your temperament

in all that you do, and to avoid doing anything in extremes .

As a doctrine of health , temperation becomes most im

portant. It is not only one of the septems, or seven doctrines

of health; but it is the first recognition of the individual person .

Nature, the first septeme, is the foundation of all life, animal as

well as vegetable ; oxygen, the second septeme, is the foundation of

animal life only. Human beings must breathe oxygen to live ;

vegetation must breathe carbonic acid to live. What man exhales

feeds the plant ; what the plant exhales feeds man. Therefore,

while Nature is for all, oxygen is for part, and temperation is for

the individual. It is the third step in the process of life. All

men are not alike. We will not undertake to state, in this volume,

the origin of the races, tribes and temperaments, as such history

would be out of place in a health book; but advanced Ralstonites

will find the whole matter discussed in their School of Philosophy,

in the volume called Our Existences . It is a well known fact that

there are five great separable races of mankind.

EMP'RATE in every place,-abroad, at home,

Thence will applause, and hence will profit come ;

And health from either-he in time prepares

For sickness, age, and their attendant cares.

Crabbe.

"Temperaments differ as do minds and faces."-Shaftesbury.
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Your temperament is not like that of your neighbor ; and

perhaps not like that of any member of your family. You belong

to the Caucasian race, the greatest of earth, and differ from other

peoples in this general respect ; but you differ, also, from the

members of your own race in your individual temperament.

Your disposition is either distinctly one-sided , or many-sided ; in

any case it is tempered by your temperament, and thereby you

become yourself, apart from others. There are classes of people,

to one of which you belong. The doctor may call you a person

of sanguine temperament, or osseous, lymphatic, melancholic,

executive, hysterical, mental, visceral or aesthetic. These divi

sions are correct ; but Ralstonism places you in one of a number

of special classes, with the particular object in view of suiting

everything to your inherited temperament.

The same treatment that helps another may not help you.

Physicians know how true this is ; and , while blindly recognizing

the fact that the medicine which cures some other patient, may

do you no good, are hopelessly at sea in the application of their

knowledge ; for the books of medicine are sadly silent on this

exact phase of life. It is even true in the matter of foods. A

few years ago the Ralston Club was blamed for asserting that the

same foods are not equally beneficial to all temperaments ; but

the fact is now amply tested . Ralstonism claims that the foods,

the medicines, and the conditions of life must conform to the

individual nature of each man or woman. Thus temperament

is a factor in every case of sickness, as well as in the main

tenance of health. What this means will be seen as our chap

ters unfold the simple story of Ralstonism. The law of harmony

is the keynote of temperament, and is the first part of temper

ation : whatever you do, avoid conflict with your inherited

temperament, unless it leads you into a surly, ugly, dishonest or

criminal disposition ; in which case you should fly to the School

of Character.

Extremes are dangerous in all things . Excesses are

extremes of violence ; inaction is the extreme of moderation .

The lazy person cannot take in much oxygen ; and the avenues

and channels of the body become filled with the soil that should

have been excreted or breathed out. This soil is a mass of dead

tissues, dead flesh, dead earth . This is the extreme ofmoderation.

Of course you are not lazy ; but, perhaps, you may have some
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acquaintance who would take lesson from this brief summary of

one of the most fruitful causes of disease.

Calmness never does injury, and temperation invites this

most excellent quality . It is acquired as a habit, and chiefly by

a course of regime or practice designed to develop it. Man is a

three-part creature : he has a body, whose physical tendency is

undoubtedly animal, if left to itself ; he has a mind, whose scope

is contained in the area between the fool and the sage ; he has a

soul that is capable of the lowest evil or the highest good. How

often the ambitious boy or man has sought great physical prowess

by extreme efforts that brought on consumption ! The gymnasium

and the violence of the athletic field have sent thousands to the

consumptives ' graves ; simply because the tissues of the lungs are

broken down by extreme exercise . How often the ambitious stu

dent or thinker has brought on nervous prostration by excessive

brain work ! How often the third part, the heart or emotional

nature, has been excessively exercised ! Extreme joy and sorrow,

and extreme religious devotions, have developed insanity.

To illustrate intemperation, take the case ofthe bank cashier

who, in attempting to quell a little fire, exerted himself too much.

and fell dead of heart disease. A personal friend of the author's,

ran violently to overtake a street car ; when he reached it, he

entered as usual and took a seat in the corner. The conductor

called for his ticket and extended his hand to a dead man.

Excessive thinking on one subject has ruined the minds of many

otherwise capable men and women. Examinations at school, if

too difficult, are not advisable. The body keeps pace.

with its uses ; deficient use leads to rust and decay ;

excessive use tears away and breaks down the fibers

that support the organs. The chain, by constant use,

is kept bright and free from rust ; by over-straining,

is broken; by neglect, falls apart from decay : so does

the body. There should be no extremes. The law

of temperation applies even to its own first division ,

or temperament . Violence of anger has killed many

a man and woman. Keep the temper even. As the

third step from the material earth, through Nature

as general life, and oxygen as physical life, we come

tothe individual in thelaw of temperation, and place

this as the third stone in our column of health.
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CHAPTER VIII.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

" Resolution is a throne of strength , and every man and woman who sits thereon,

an imperial monarch.'-Shaftesbury.
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THE FOURTH SEPTEME.

TRENGTH is the fourth septeme. It is one of the

seven doctrines of health. Its position was unani

mously agreed upon as the center of the column, the

natural place for the idea of power, as it then exerts

its influence more accurately and easily to all parts.

A man stands in the position of greatest strength when his sup

port is central ; that is, when the line of gravity runs through the

center of his body.

S

OD made thee perfect, not immutable ;

And good he made thee , but to persevere

He left it in thy power ; ordained thy will

By nature free, not over-ruled by fate.

Milton.

The meaning of strength is not merely muscular, for that

kind of power is feeble compared with the impulse of Nature ;

and this brings us back to our first septeme. There we learned

that Nature consisted of growth and impulse ; that growth was

accidental and therefore imperfect, and that impulse was perfect in

itself. Take a familiar illustration. It is quite natural to grow if

we eat food ; but many persons eat good food and do not even keep

well. Their stomach will not digest it. The impulse of Nature,

called vital strength , or merely strength as we call it in Ralstonism ,

is too weak to assimilate even the best food ; and so it is called a

weak stomach.

Weak lungs cannot easily digest pure air, for the impulse is

lacking. Here we come to the very pith of Ralstonism. It must

be borne in mind that there are but two ways of feeding the body ;

by the stomach, for solids and liquids, and by the lungs for air.

Two passages lead from the mouth into the body : the windpipe

into the lungs, the food- pipe into the stomach. The stomach

receives the materials to be used in building the body ; the air,

entering the lungs, carries the builder itself. We have learned

that oxygen is a builder and a destroyer ; it tears down the tissues

(carbonizes or burns them) and immediately rebuilds new ones by
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taking the material (food) which the blood carries from the heart

to every part of the body.

The law of strength is learned by examining the law of

impulse. We feed the stomach with food, and the lungs with air.

The food must be digested by the impulse of the organic life of

the stomach, which is really the blood around the stomach . The

opposite is true of the lungs, for there the air will not be well.

digested unless it (the air itself) contains the impulse. This

apparently reverse order of things is really harmonious. The

stomach must furnish the strength to digest the food ; but the air

must furnish its own strength , in order to be digested . To show

the harmony of this process we find that the strength of the

stomach comes from the vital strength of the blood, and this gets

its energy from the vital oxygen in natural air. It is a chain of

influence, traceable back to not only pure air, but vital oxygen ;

not the oxygen of the chemist, or of the closed rooms, or of the

sleeping chamber, but of moving air vitalized by Nature.

S

The test of this doctrine is its universal truth under all

circumstances ; from the many experiments ofthe early laboratory

to the application of the great process in the saving of human life .

The three most common of all maladies are dyspepsia , colds, and

catarrh the former is due to lack of vitality in the blood, or to a

stomach ruined by medicines. Colds and catarrh

are traceable to deposits of soil, or dead tissues, which

clog the system, and accumulate until a fever or

inflammation seeks to throwthem off, although other

immediate causes intervene. As a test ofthe efficacy

of Ralstonism apply this principle to these common

maladies ; preventing them, or curing them if in light

degree, by the exercises of this volume ; or , if chronic ,

by the special treatments in the book of complete

membership . The impulse of the body is its vital

strength . The heart is strong or weak ; the stomach

is strong or weak; the lungs, brain, nerves, blood, are

strong or weak, just in proportion as the vitality, the

spark of life, is strong or weak. As the central doc

trine of health , the vitality of the body should be

cultivated until it has acquired its fullness of strength ,

and then disease will be impossible. We put strength

in the column as the central stone.
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CHAPTER IX .

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

THE FIFTH SEPTEME .

HERE is a day of sunny rest

For every dark and troubled night;

And grief may hide an evening guest,

But joy shall come with early light.

Bryant.

"An honest face, like an honest flower, loves the light. "-Shaftesbury.

IGHT is the fifth septeme. It has some relation to the

source of life. We are all agreed that, if the sunlight

were withdrawn, all things would die ; but, at first

thought, this would seem to be due to the absence of

heat. Scientists are unanimous the world over in the

belief that something more than heat comes to the earth in the

form of sunshine. The sun is the source of three great powers :

light, heat, and vitality . This is proved not only in the animal,

but in the vegetable world. Laying aside the fact, known to all,

that excessive sunheat is more than man can stand , even as too

much oxygen in the composition of the air produces too much

activity and endangers the machinery of life ; we will show the

necessity of light by stating the result of darkness.

Life and light are related as steam and heat are related . One

is the effect of the other. Had there never been any light, no mat

ter how perfectly the heat might be adjusted , there could never be

any life. The sight is the first to be affected by this source of

power. People whose eyes are most exposed to the full bright

light, not in excess, have the strongest eyesight ; those who use the

eyes but little, lose their vigor of sight ; those who keep in dark

rooms have weak eyes ; and cave-dwellers become blind after a

certain length of time. The curious effect of darkness upon the

vegetable world is in itself a clear lesson on this subject . As we

have learned , plants should absorb the carbonic acid which animal

life (by this we mean man as well) exhales ; but in the night time

the plants do not do this. They reverse their process in dark

rooms by day, and always in the night, by inhaling oxygen,

needed by man, and exhaling carbonic acid , which is poisonous to

Darkness is a slow poison to plants.man.
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It is healthful to be in a bright room, not necessarily sunny,

with plants or vegetation , during the day ; for these plants give

out vital oxygen for man to use ; and they drink in the poison of

his breath . All moving air in the daytime, and for a while after

dark if out of doors , carries this vital oxygen from vegetation ,

unless the plants have been growing in shady corners or in dark

and dingy nooks. No weeds should be permitted to exist in

neglected corners or hidden places . Their life is the reverse of the

law of Nature. It is not healthful to be in a shady room by day,

with plants ; nor to spend the night with any form of vegetation.

If a person must live in dingy rooms, it is best to open the windows

often, stand at it or put the head out and get a long deep breath of

moving air, every fifteen minutes or so . But the bright light is

better; it is food to the brain and heart, and it alone furnishes the

impulse that enters at the lungs and feeds every nerve, fiber, and

blood-vessel in the body.

An eminent scientist, Draper, says : " Though the air

is dependent for the renewal of its oxygen on the action of the

green leaves of plants , it must not be forgotten that it is only in the

presence and under the stimulus of light that these organisms

decompose carbonic acid . All plants, irrespective of their kind or

nature, absorb oxygen and exhale carbonic acid in the dark."

Another great investigator, Robert Hunt, in his Poetry of Science

says : " Light is an essential element in producing the grand

phenomena of life . Where there is light, there is life, and any

deprivation of this principle is rapidly followed by disease of the

animal frame, and the destruction of the mental faculties . We

have proof ofthis in the squalor of those whose necessities compel

them to remain in places where sunshine never penetrates, and

where everything necessary for health, except light, is had."

George Kennan, in the Century Magazine for March, 1888, writes of

one who told him of his life in a dark casement of a fortress in

Siberia : "Before the end of the first year, I grew so weak, men

tally and physically, that I began to forget words . *** I greatly

feared insanity , and my apprehension was increased by the fact

that two or three of my comrades in cells on the same corridor

were either insane or subject to hallucinations." We know two

sisters who spent all their time indoors, with the curtains drawn.

They were secluding themselves from the world because of the

death of their mother. They went out in the evening to get the

I
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air and to exercise ; but the exclusion of light brought on insan

ity, where no trace ever existed before.

By experiments as well as by observation , the proof of the

sun's vital power has been clearly established . Many investigators

go so far as to even claim that electricity and magnetism are

derived from the sun's rays. For the present purpose it is imma

terial whether so much is true or not ; we are certain that Nature

is either derived from or vitalized by the sunlight, and that no

other light can take its place. It is a most curious study to

analyze the ray of sunlight in connection with some of the best

scientific literature on the subject . One class of investigators will

impress us with the belief that the rays are dancing molecules or

atoms that have an energy which is imparted to the substance

that blocks the light or absorbs it. And others advance the theory

of an energy that vibrates the ray, or a line of ether that is like

a wave of the ocean. At all events we know there is energy,

and we desire to secure it . Those, therefore, who prize health,

must place themselves in harmony with Nature. Seek the light,

the daylight, and indirectly the sunlight. It is not

necessary to come in contact with the rays them

selves. Nature teaches temperation in the use ofoxy

gen, for in the purest air, only about one-fifth is

oxygen, this amount being diluted in nitrogen ; so

the sunshine itself may be too hot or too intense.

To be near it may be sufficient. To be at a window,

but out of the direct rays in summer, or on the

street in the shadow of the buildings, or in the fields.

beneath the shade-trees, will give you the effects of

S

T sunlight. The light is even in the bright shadows.

The secret is a simple one. Wherever moving

air, on which the sun has just been shining, can be

found, there is vitalized oxygen, and the source of

human health, energy, strength, mental vigor and a

happy disposition . Nature is thefoundation ; oxygen

is the vital force ; temperation the rule of individual

growth ; strength the central law ; and light the sup

ply and renewer of all these energies. For this

reason, in rearing the column that shall become the

universal support of the temple of health, we place

light in the fifth position .
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CHAPTER X.

(HEALTH DIVISION. )

THE SIXTH SEPTEME.

WHO hath not heard the rich complain
Of surfeits, and corporeal pain?

He, barred from every use of wealth,

Envies the ploughman's strength and health .

Gay.

" Death is rest, and life is action." -Shaftesbury.

A

CTIVITY is the sixth septeme. The sources of life are

Nature, by reason of necessity ; oxygen, as the builder

or rather changer of the structure of the body ; tem

peration as the care of the individual ; strength as the

degree of vital intensity ; and light as the renewer of

the vital flame. In order to put these forces into operation a

further principle of health is necessary, and that is the activity of

the being. Action is not the first law of life, but is as essential

as the first ; for a force cannot operate if it does not become active.

Inactivity is impossible, if by it we mean perfect stillness.

It is possible that some worn out planet may be in complete

quietude ; but the ice -fields of earth , the soil , the rocks and all

that makes up the crust of this world, are scenes of constant

molecular movement. A man asleep is full of activity : the

heart is the most powerful engine for its size ever invented ; the

lungs, the stomach, the myriad vesicles, the fibers, tissues, cells

and atomic chemistry of the wonderful body, are ever as busy as

engines and machinery can be ; and the whole scene presents the

idea of a great factory working day and night, year in and year

out, with millions ofworkmen in hundreds of departments hurry

ing to do the special work assigned them.

The art of living is the art of keeping active. He who is

more active in his muscles than another, lives more and grows

more in his physical nature ; he who is more active in his brain,

lives more in his mental nature ; and he who is more active in his

heart, lives more in his moral nature ; and that person who, tem

pered by moderation , brings the activity of body, mind and heart

to bear in equal proportions upon the art of living, is the complete
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human being. Your degree of life is measured by your activity.

Health in one department is affected by the activity of another.

The regular use of the mind has an influence over the body ; and

this is called mental ambition. The activity of the moral nature

gives a finer glow to the blood than even physical exercise.

Activity includes exercise , but the latter is much more.

restricted, although a larger form of action. Exercise is mechan

ical and voluntary. Activity within is natural and involuntary,

except in so far as we feed it. It also includes , beside exercise

which is outward, three species : heat, magnetism, and impulse.

Heat is the constant commotion of the particles , whereby the

proper materials are selected for the tissues of the body. Magnet

ism is the nerve fluid which feeds thought, feeling and action, and

dwells in the nervous system . Impulse is the vital spark, called

Nature, which makes heat live, and magnetism

human, instead of mechanical . To sum up, we

find that activity is outward and inward. When

outward, it is called exercise ; when inward, it is

heat, magnetism and impulse ; or movement, nerve

strength and vitality.

The heat of the blood is a thermometer of

motion only ; it merely tells us whether the composed

mass is sufficiently active to sustain life . But heat

itself is nothing but an agent, a servant. For this

reason it is kept in balance. It should be maintained

at an even degree, as steam is kept at a regular press

ure. But magnetism or nerve-strength, may be

increased to its utmost degree, and greater health

T come from it ; although it is chiefly the health of

ZONOLDSVE
brain and nerves. So the impulse of life is capable

of a remarkable growth under proper culture. In

the healthy child, fresh from the hands of its Creator,

this impulse is most vigorous ; but the youthful

activity grows less as it is brought under restraint.

and the influence of languor. The inactive child is

diseased . Proneness to lassitude is an unhealthful

condition of muscle, nerve or impulse. Because of

its importance it is given a lofty position in the pillar

whose combined strength is to support the temple

of health .
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CHAPTER XI .

(HEALTH DIVISION. )

WATER

THE SEVENTH SEPTEME .

N

O duty could overtask him,

No need his will outrun;

Or ever our lips could ask him ,

His hands the work had done.

Whittier.

" Regime is a duty which we owe to Nature."-Shaftesbury.

EGIME is the seventh septeme. It occupies the

R

proud position of being at the top of the column ;

and very naturally comes in contact with the temple

it supports. In fact, it is the only one of the seven

BRIT
doctrines of health that touches the building itself.

So in the practice of the great principles of life, regime is the

only means of giving expression to the laws of being. This

is true in study : a regularity of habit makes the scholar. It is

true in diet : a regularity imparts health. It is true in exercise ,

in breathing as an art, in daily habits, and in the management of

life itself.

But its chief value is in the classing together of special

exercises for special purposes . The acquisition of health, after

disease gains entrance to the body, is no easy task. Its preserva

tion, before disease secures its fateful grip, is quite simple. It

requires a person of some character to conclude that it is better to

prevent disease than to let the body go to rack and ruin and then

attempt to restore what might have been easily retained , but now

is likely to evade all but the most strenuous efforts . In other

words, prevention is better than cure. The problem of the age is,

not so much how the sick may be made well, but how the well

may be induced to avoid sickness .

In either case regime is necessary. It is necessary in health

in order to keep well. It is more necessary in sickness in order

to get well. What, you exclaim, shall a man who is not sick diet

himself? The word diet does not mean what people choose to

think it does. You may have a fine horse ; it thrives on hay and

grain ; you give it tacks and sawdust ; when you cease to abuse it,
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you diet your horse. Diet means a little common sense used as a

guide to the use of the stomach. If you have a fertile garden or

farm , are you going to exhaust its vitality by an abuse of the com

mon sense laws of land culture ? People feed their lands, put

millions of dollars worth of fertilizers on it every season , and

even have an exact regime for all the animals they raise. Are

land and animals more valuable than humanity? As a result of

this barbarism, of this lack of regime, nearly every man and

woman on earth is in imperfect health . The effect has its cause.

It is not tiresome to have a regime of your own. It is a

pleasure. The idea seems tiresome as you read it ; for you have

never tried it ; but the practice of the regime is most pleasant. At

first you may say , Ralstonism has too much to it ; it requires too

much time. This is not true. If one is in good health, a simple

system of daily care, so easily learned and so harmonious that it

becomes very soon an unconscious part of your life, will suffice.

If you are not in good health, Ralstonism is no more a pleasure to

you than any other attempt to get health would be. Its only

advantage is, that it brings you back to health if such a thing is

possible. But the regime of a general member is only the practice

of the pleasant art of living pleasantly.

For each day a certain degree of care should be exercised ;

but it becomes a positive enjoyment, and even increases the exhil

aration of the health you already possess. Perhaps on Ralston

Day the regime is more exacting ; but, even then, this is a free

country and you are not obliged to observe the day. The duties

of the club are not forced upon you. There is no compulsion in

any part of the work. The very essence of Ralstonism is common

sense ; and the club appeals to you as a thinking being to do what

is most beneficial to yourself and to others ; and if your good

judgment is thus aroused to act, there is no step in the whole

course of Ralstonism that can be called irksome . You are invited

to partake of its freedom, and to freely decide to accept any or all

of its regimes ; particularly that of Ralston Day. For each

important degree there is a special and favorite code of practice.

Thus, as a general Ralstonite, you may practice the very simple

regime and very simple exercises that apply to your general stand

ing. If you decide to become a progressive Ralstonite you will

commence to take degrees. Your Inside Membership is the first

degree ; and, as a first-degree member, you may adopt the regime
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and exercise suitable to that stage of your advance. Then comes

the Complete Membership, with an entirely different purpose and

a different regime. A club of fifth - degree members, generally a

private club which any one may organize, is found in nearly all

towns and cities ; and in their meetings they often vary their exer

cises with the use they make of the different degrees.

Regime includes the general use of air, water and food as a

means of preserving the health ; and the special use as a means of

curing disease. It also includes a code of activity ; first, as exercise ,

to develop muscular health ; second, as magnetism, to

develop nerve-strength ; third, as glame to develop

the resources of vitality, known as Nature. Yet in

these divisions and departments the process is always

as simple as it is to go to a window, raise the sash,

and inhale a large, full, deep draught of fresh air.

To a lazy person such a slight thing is obnoxious.

Laziness is a disease ; you may have it not ; but if it

ever comes your way, you may know it from the fact

that when you are in a comfortable position you will

not wish to change it ; and some people are too lazy

even to get up out of an uncomfortable position . It

is said that animals love rest so much, except when

hungry, that they would sleep themselves into

animal decomposition, if it were not for the insects

by night and by day that torment them into

action.
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Your body, containing flesh, thought and feel

ing, is a temple of health, having three stories, mind,

soul and physical life. This temple has four walls,

which extend to its full height in all the stories. On

every side, in the very structure of the walls, and

supporting the whole magnificent temple, are pillars,

one hundred in number, each made of the same

material, of seven distinctly different kinds of stone,

representing the quarries from which they are taken,

real stone they are in vital quality ; and their com

bined structure, by the philosophy of design or the

accident of fate, presents the tower of life, bearing

the separate initials ofthe seven doctrines of health .

and spelling the name Ralston.



CHAPTER XII.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

CHANCES OF LIFE.

HAT is the worst of woes that wait on age?

What stamps the wrinkle deeper on the brow?

To view each loved one blotted from life's page,

And be alone on earth as I am now.

Byron.

"If I could live all I would like, I would live three lives ; my first would be in the

country, my second in the city, and my third around the globe."-Shaftesbury.

O person in the possession of full vigor and enjoyment

of life wishes to die. Those who seek destruction are

generally insane or morbidly discouraged . Some are

"willing to go " if relief from the cares and sufferings

of this existence may be obtained . But the possession

of all the faculties of body and mind, attended by an

enjoyment of living, can only inspire all human beings with a

tenacious desire to prolong life to the utmost length . Old people

think of their many years and expect soon to pass away. In

most persons this one thought is constantly in mind and it hastens

the breaking down of the faculties, and actually brings on prema

ture old age, decrepitude and death . Here we have a good illus

tration of the power of the Fourth Point of Health, and of the effect

of its non-observance.

The most interesting experiment that a man could make

would be to test the possibilities of a long life . The body, mind

and nerves are subjected to constant abuse, and give way in time

to disease. 1. Until recently no scientific attempt has ever been

made to draw GLAME into the system. 2. Four-fifths of the food

taken into the stomach is injurious. 3. Exercise is either omitted

or forced, or taken by gymnasium methods ; all of which produce

short lives. 4. Cheerfulness is never cultivated ; and irritability

increases with advancing years. We declare that in the life of

any man or woman who belongs to the first class of Ralstonites

(and all should be in this class sooner or later) an extreme age

may be reached without the decrepitude that ordinarily attends

it, if such person will give ordinary attention only to the Four

Points of Health.
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The principles of health are observed in greater or less

degree by many men and women who attain a great age without

applying the doctrines scientifically ; as they know nothing of

them except in a rude way. We have met hundreds of people

over seventy, many over eighty, and a few above ninety in every

instance where we have inquired, and we have done this often , the

early life had been spent in the open air, and the love of Nature,

being thus acquired, had followed through the after years.

Necessity furnished regime, and ambition, humble but intense,

had fired the blood . Often by mere accident of circumstances a

long life has been due to a blind acquiescence in the principles of

health. Many fabulous accounts are found concerning longevity ;

but some reports are records, both authentic and accepted without

the possibility of doubt. Laying aside the great ages mentioned

in the Bible, as belonging to a different era, we come down to the

present period and find ample evidence of extreme age.

Regime will restore a broken constitution . Urdini, a Count

of the last century, who, at the age of thirty- nine had ruined his

health by dissipation , was told by his physician that he must die

in less than a year. He consulted all the men of learning of that

age, but all agreed that his constitution was ruined, and had

not sufficient vitality left to sustain life much longer. An old

Alchemist, who had studied the circulation of the blood, dis

covered that it fed on two unknown powers ; one he described as

thebreath oflife (corresponding probably to the recently discovered

glame), and the other he described as a good disposition or " active

cheerfulness." These two powers digested food and made blood ;

while exercise gave strength . Here we find the Four Points of

Health unconsciously discovered by a now unknown Alchemist of

the last century, and adopted by the Count Urdini. He resolved

to recuperate his lost health, to regenerate his blood, to rebuild

his body and to live ! In three years he was a new man ; he

lived to a good old age, and died at ninety-eight.

From authentic records we present a list of long-lived

people. For these facts we are indebted to other works, reports

and records.

"J. E. Worcester, LL.D., gives a list of ninety-eight persons

in New Hampshire, with the date of their deaths, which occurred

within the period of ninety - three years, ending in 1824, all of

whom were one hundred or more years old, besides six others , the
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dates ofwhose deaths were unknown , the eldest of whom was one

hundred and twenty. Dr. Worcester gives a table, beginning in

1808 and ending in 1821 , exhibiting a list of one hundred and

thirty-two persons in the United States who had attained the age

of one hundred and ten years or upwards ; three at one hundred

and thirty, three at one hundred and thirty-four ; one at one hun

dred and thirty-five ; two at one hundred and thirty-six ; one at

one hundred and thirty-seven ; one at one hundred and forty-two ;

one at one hundred and forty-three ; one at one hundred and fifty

years of age."

" There were in the United States , in 1850, two thousand five

hundred and fifty-five persons over one hundred years of age,

which would make about one person in every nine thousand. In

the beginning of the year 1858, there were in the New England

States , four clergymen , all educated at Darmouth College , each of

whom was one hundred years old ."

A very interesting case is that of Metlin, and the records

are fully verified by the local reports.

"Robert Metlin died in 1787 , at the age of one hundred and

fifteen. He lived for some time at Portsmouth, and followed the

occupation of a baker. He was a great pedestrian . He usually

bought his flour in Boston and traveled thither on foot. He per

formed the journey in a day, the distance being then about sixty

six miles, made his purchases, put his flour on board a coaster, and

returned home the next day. He was eighty years of age the last

time he performed this journey. At that time this was thought an

extraordinary day's journey for a horse. The stage-coaches

required the greater part of two days. Colonel Atkinson, with a

strong horse and a very light sulky , once accomplished it in a day.

He set out early in the morning, and before he reached Greenland

overtook Metlin, and inquired where he was bound. Metlin

answered to Boston . Atkinson asked if he ever expected to reach

there, and drove on . Atkinson stopped at Greenland , and Metlin

passed him ; they alternately passed each other at every stage on

the road, and crossed Charlestown ferry in the same boat before

sunset."

Greater ages have been attained in Europe than in this

country. Peter Zarten , near Temesvar, in Hungary, died January

5, 1724, at the age of one hundred and eighty-five. Henry Jen

kins, of Yorkshire, England , lived to be eight score and nine, or
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one hundred and sixty-nine years of age. Thomas Parr, of Shrop

shire, England, died in 1636, aged one hundred and fifty-two years

and nine months. He was twice married ; the first time at eighty,

the second time at one hundred and twenty years ; he had offspring

by each marriage. Nina Zahn, near Berlin, died at the age of one

hundred and forty-one, having never tasted meat in her life, nor

used beer.

"John Rovin and his wife, of Temesvar, Hungary, died 1741,

he in his one hundred and seventy-second year, she in her one

hundred and sixty-fourth, having lived together, man and wife ,

one hundred and forty-seven years . He was married at the age of

twenty-five and his wife at the age of seventeen. "

"The Hon. Mrs. Watkins, of Glamorganshire, visited London

at the age of one hundred and ten , the last year of her life, to wit

ness one of the performances of Mrs. Siddons. She ascended the

many flights of steps, which lead to the whispering dome of St.

Paul's. The last forty years of her life, Mrs. W. is said to have

lived exclusively on potatoes."

"Henry Francisco, born in France, died near Whitehall, N. Y.,

in October, 1824, in his one hundred and thirty-fifth year. " Dr.

Mussey, formerly a professor of anatomy and surgery at Dart

mouth College, says that John Gilley , born in the County of Cork,

Ireland , in 1690, died at Augusta, Me. , July , 1813, aged one hun

dred and twenty-three. " I saw him," says Dr. Mussey, " after

sunset of a cold evening in December at the age of about one

hundred and eighteen . At that time he took the whole care of the

cattle at his barn, and cut all the wood for the fire in his house.

He lived a bachelor till he was between seventy and eighty, when

he was married to a girl of eighteen. They had eight children

who had gone out into the world to seek their fortune, leaving the

old folks to take care of the homestead ."

"William Scoby, a native of Ireland , died in Londonderry ,

N. H., at the age of one hundred and ten years . When he was

one hundred years of age he traveled on foot from Londonderry to

Portsmouth, more than thirty-five miles in one day."

In distant times and climes many cases of extreme age

are recorded as facts. " According to Pliny , in the year 76 of the

Christian Era, from a taxing of Vespasian it was estimated that

between the Apennies and the Po, there were living one hundred

and twenty-four persons one hundred years old or upwards ; viz.:
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fifty-four of one hundred years ; fifty-seven of one hundred and

ten years ; two of one hundred and twenty-five years ; four of one

hundred and thirty ; four of one hundred and thirty-five years ;

and three of one hundred and forty. Besides these, Parma had

five, whereof three fulfilled one hundred and twenty, and two,

one hundred and thirty ; Brussels had one of one hundred and

twenty-five ; Placentia one of one hundred and thirty-one ;

Faventio one woman of one hundred and thirty-two ; a certain

town then called Velleiacium, situated in the hills about Placentia,

afforded ten, whereof six fulfilled one hundred and ten years of

age, four, one hundred and twenty ; lastly Rimino, one of one

hundred and fifty years, whose name was Marcus Apponius."

" Captain Riley, in the Journal of his Shipwreck, mentions

that he was told by Sidi Homet, of an Arab in the great African

Desert who was nearly three hundred years old ; and he adds ' I

am fully of the opinion that many Arabs in this great expanse

of desert actually live to the age of two hundred years or more. ' ”

"Malte Brun says, ' It was in Punjaub and other elevated

districts that the ancients collected numerous examples of Indian

longevity. The Cyrni and the subjects of Prince Musicanus, often

lived to the age of one hundred and thirty or two hundred years.'

Eminent scientists assert that, under favoring conditions :

1. The skin may last for nine hundred years.

999

2. The bones may endure four thousand years.

3. The heart may endure three hundred years.

4. The liver four hundred years .

5. The stomach nearly three hundred years.

6. The kidneys two hundred years or more.

7. The lungs fifteen hundred years.

H. J. Webber, in the American Naturalist February, 1892, says :

"Of certain organisms, however, we cannot predict that death will

occur. On the contrary, for the Protozoa and probably Protophyta,

it has been determined that there is no death . They are, accord

ing to Weismann , immortal, so far as normal death is concerned .

Accidental death must be considered , and the ravages from higher

animals to which the Protozoa and Protophyta are exposed are

enormous. So methods are provided for their reproduction . "

To what age might a person live ? has often been asked . We

cannot answer it. Very slight care and a very easy regime will

preserve the health for a long time.



CHAPTER XIII .

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

STRUGGLE OF LIFE AND DEATH.

HE

E is deformed, crooked, old, and sere,

Ill-faced, worse-bodied, shapeless everywhere :

Vicious, ungentle, foolish, blunt, unkind ;

Stigmatical in making, worse in mind.

Shakespeare.

"No man or woman is sure of being alice tomorrow. "-Shaftesbury.

HE question is often asked why the human organism.

cannot live forever ; why, when the body is built with

such wonderful design and magnificent complications,

containing as it does the seeds of immortality, and

capable of so much happiness, it should ever perish.

The flesh, bones, tissue, muscles and organs which are

used in the processes of every day existence , it would seem, ought

to be capable of an indefinite existence.

The old saying that the moment we commence to live we

all commence to die, is far from being correct. While the body is

adding to its size, or in other words, while growth is going on we

are not only not dying, but are more than living. There is at

work a certain positive life-principle, which asserts for the body a

strong existence ; and this life-principle more than holds its own

during the years of growth, after which it commences the struggle

which continues for so many years in strong constitutions, and in

which it is finally overcome by death. A careful knowledge of

this life-principle is essential to us all, and a subsequent chapter is

devoted to the discussion of it.

When the struggle between this essence of existence and

the hand of death commences, there is only one question at stake,

and that is merely one of time. It is a matter of absolute certainty

that death will conquer in the end , yet if we could knowjust what

the death of the body means we would be able to meet it, and, by

marshalling our forces, win instead of lose the battle. It is true

that during the period of growth, the life-principle may be sud

denly arrested by disease, and death ensue ; but all death from any

cause except the wearing out of the body is unnatural.
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We will call death by another name, disintegration . Place

any specimen from the vegetable world upon the ground and a

certain process commences, whereby the particles which compose

it are separated from it one by one, and absorbed into new life.

This is the disintegration of that substance. Place a piece of meat

anywhere, and a similar process will ensue. Very soon the entire

piece becomes corrupt ; not only does its corruption cause its own

disintegration , but by contact with any other species of life is very

sure to commence a rapid dissolution of that also . This is the

whole sum and substance of death, stated without technical terms,

and freed from the language of the medical profession ; but made

clear to the ordinary reader.

Now we do not mean to say that this same process is

delayed in the human body until growth ceases, but we do say

that the life-principle is much stronger while growth is going on

in the average person, than after life has obtained a foot-hold

upon the human body ; it is powerful enough to defeat the results

of dissolution . Even after growth has ceased the life -principle

holds its own against the process of disintegration often for many

years. When this process does commence it is sometimes very

rapid, as in the case of fever and other active diseases, and at

other times it is exceedingly slow, struggling for half a lifetime.

If it is possible to prevent disintegration , then it is possible to

delay the approach of death .

If we were to ask the question , how is life sustained ? the

answer would readily come : by supplying the stomach with food.

But supposing the stomach is not able to digest that food, what

then? Or, supposing the stomach is able to dispose of the food, but

the lungs are completely out of repair, of what use would the food

be to us? You may then say that food is supplied to the stomach

for the purpose of making blood, and that the air is breathed into

the lungs for the purpose of carrying oxygen, which is used for

purifying the blood . This is an old notion which is in conflict

with the true theory of life itself. While the oxygen which the

blood absorbs from the air undoubtedly purifies the blood, if we

call changing its nature a purification, yet the main purpose ofthe

union between the blood and the oxygen which first comes from

the air, is to establish that vital process which governs the nervous

system. It is in this very act that life itself originates .

The food that passes into the stomach ought to find a
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willing and anxious digestive organ,-in other words an appetite.

Hunger is the true source of perfect digestion . A morbid appetite

is the result of an unnatural or diseased condition of the stomach.

We assert that loss of appetite and morbid hunger may be entirely

overcome. Having taken the position that the stomach can be

made to do its full duty, and thereby generate the proper supply

of food for the existence of the body, and being also ready to

prove, in another chapter, that the proper amount of oxygen can

be acquired even in diseased lungs, we are ready for the examina

tion of the next question .

After the food has left the stomach, we find two processes at

work at the same time in the body : one, active life by means of

the circulation of the blood throughout the body, which is only

the better portion of the food passing to every possible fibre in

the entire system,-to bone, sinew, muscle, nerve, gland , tissue ,

and organ,-life and existence ; and at the same time that portion

of the food for which the body has no further use passing onward

for the purpose of seeking an escape through the proper channels.

If it were possible for the refuse of the stomach to escape imme

diately upon the completion of the process of digestion, we assert

that this one fact alone would add many years to a person's life ;

but nature has uses even beyond the stomach for this refuse.

Death and life are in possession of the body every minute of

the day. Whether we call the functional processes life, or give that

name to the vital spark behind them ; the living energy, whatever

it is , makes death and meets death in every throb of its being.

Look at the surface of the skin : the beautiful epidermis is dying

every minute ; the cells are breaking down ; the dead tissues are

blocking the way ; and a new skin is being woven in place of the

old . From birth to death, from the cradle to the grave, this living

and dying struggle knows no cessation. The muscles, the bones,

the veins, the arteries, the organs, the great network of the human

form, are breaking down and building up, from the first small cry

of the infant to the groan of departing age. In fact there can be

no life in our bodies that is not founded on the death of some

other life within . In a large sense the whole body is living and

dying at one and the same time ; and it needs but some disease to

complete the work quickly or to make it a weary drag for years .

In a small sense the tissues which compose every part of the body

from center to circumference , are dying in order to let others live.
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The body changes its inner or microscopic life, without

losing its own. If you raise your little finger, many tissues are

destroyed in the effort ; but immediately the blood brings a multi

tude of others to take their places, and you get the new instead of

the old. The latter die and the fresh ones live. This is true of the

whole body. Whenever you move, there are tissues to die. What

will be the character of the new ones ? It all depends upon your

regime that is , your common sense in supplying your blood with

food. Ifyou drink tea, coffee, alcohol, impure water, and eat fried

grease, bad meat, sickly pastry, cake, and unhealthy cooking, of

course you are sure to supply bad materials to the blood, or at

least not the best, and the blood will build inferior tissues in place

of the old. Now you cannot help the old ones from dying ; you

have but two problems : first , to supply healthful new ones ;

second, to get the carcasses of the dead ones out of the way before

they decay. The old ones are dying every day ; and, in case of

lazy people, they decay before they die-a small example of animal

mortification ; but, when the body is active, they die before they

decay and may be removed without causing disease . This sug

gests the necessity of a reasonable amount of exercise. The two

problems, simple and brief, are met by the solutions, equally

simple and brief, healthful food and healthful exercise.

Once in seven years , as the old saying goes , the entire body

changes. This is not always true. If you exercise reasonably,

the part ofthe body most used will renew itself in a year and less .

If you do not exercise, the old tissues will always decay before

they die, and will become a splendid ground of fertile soil for any

kind of disease that may come your way. But, some may ask,

how can the body die in its parts, and still be the same body and

the same person? A man had a house, a style of building which

"he desired to preserve . He constantly reshingled the roof, renewed

the sides, and put in , piece by piece, all the rafters and flooring.

After a while, not a particle of the grandfather's home remained ,

yet it was the same house. An Irishman had a coat ; the buttons

gave way, then one sleeve, then another, then parts of the back

and front ; his good wife all the time supplying new material ; yet

after a complete change it was the " same old coat. " As in renew

ing the house and the coat, better materials may be used in place

of the old ones, so the human body may be made better as it is

renewed-and this is Ralstonism .



CHAPTER XIV.

(HEALTH DIVISION. )

CAUSES OF DEATH .

FR
RIEND after friend departs ;

Who hath not lost a friend ?

There is no union here of hearts

That finds not here an end.

James Montgomery.

" Our lives belong to others than ourselves, and we do others wrong in our

neglect of health ." -Shaftesbury.

IFE may be ended in one of three ways ; and, whether

you live to a hundred, or die tomorrow, no other choice

is given you, but to die of one of the three causes :

Accident.1.

2. Wearing out.

3. Disease.

Accident is always preventible, unless it be elemental, as of

the storm , the flood , the sea or earth . Few persons die on land or

water, unless some negligence has aided the cause. In the cases

of railway disaster it would always be possible to prevent them if

a system ofdouble watch were established. But, with the apalling

accumulation of deaths from railways and fires, the number who

are killed annually from the driving of horses exceeds all others

combined, and even then may be multiplied by three. One death

does not impress the public as twenty do. The author has seen

over a hundred people injured , and some killed outright and others

wounded fatally, by fast driving or runaways. In the course of

residence in one city, thirty -seven people have been killed by

street vehicles ; and , in that time, not one inhabitant has been the

victim of a railway accident. This does not refer to those who,

by their own negligence, are struck by cars or horses. There is

too much fast horse-driving in crowded cities, and on thorough

fares used by pedestrians. The law is either too lax, or too feebly

enforced . All classes of people, old and young, have a right to

the open air, and to cross the streets ; and those who ride for

pleasure or drive for sport, should be compelled to respect the

rights of the less fortunate who seek what blessings their limited

opportunities will permit.

J
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Wearing out is in reality old age, whether it comes early

or late in life. It occurs from the simplest cause,-ossification .

That is , the calcareous or mineral matter in the body collects and

ossifies all the avenues and channels of life : they become clogged

and, failing to perform their duties, gradually give way or wear

out. Only healthy people wear out ; all others die of accident.

or disease ; yet the wearing out seems a pity when its cause is

so simple, and its prevention so easy. There are some who are

wonderfully fresh, vigorous and beautiful in extreme age, and

their enjoyment of life is so keen that death should be postponed

to a hundred years or more if possible. Physicians know that

mineral matter collects in the veins, among the fibers and in all

receptacles of the flesh ; they know that gall-stones , calculus and

bone-tendencies are specific maladies ; they even undertake to

determine the chances of a long life by examining the tendency

to ossification in the habits of the body ; but the simple cause of

it all is the excess of mineral matter which we eat and drink and

might avoid ; and the deficiency of counteracting food which we

take into the system. The bones are Nature's timbers, supporting

beams and rafters, intended to hold the body in shape, just as the

frame work of a house is used to keep the house from falling out

of shape. These bones are built of the mineral deposits in the

blood, during youth. When growth ceases, the mineral deposits

should be lessened ; but they are not. Age, therefore, begins just

as soon as we stop growing ; for the blood , brain , nerves and flesh

begin to ossify. We must examine this further.

Disease is the third cause of death ; and this is called ani

malism . It is not found outside of the animal kingdom . It may

be described briefly as the result of the accumulation of dead ani

mal-tissues in the form of a soil in and through the entire body ;

and the growth of disease-germs in this animal soil. The germs.

of disease are little plants, or vegetable-cells and pods, called

bacteria ; and, when death is not due to accident or to wearing

out, it is always caused by the growth of this disease-vegetation in

the soil which fills the flesh of the body. This soil is not the

refuse matter of food, after it leaves the stomach ; but is the

actual flesh-life of the body, which is dying every minute of the

day. There are many ways of proving the three great facts :

1. Disease is not possible unless animal soil has accumulated .

2. Disease is not possible unless there are bacteria somewhere.
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3. Disease is not possible unless the bacteria find their way

into the body and obtain lodgment in the soil, or animal refuse.

These facts being true, it follows that disease maybe prevented :
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FIG. 1.

1. By not allowing the animal soil to accumulate in the flesh.

2. By avoiding bacteria.

3. By preventing the bacteria from getting lodgment in the

soil, or flesh refuse.



CHAPTER XV.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

HOW THE BODY WEARS OUT.

A

LL flesh is grass, and all its glory fades

Like the fair flower dishevelled in the wind ;

Riches have wings, and grandeur is a dream;

The man we celebrate must find a tomb.

Cowper.

"There are some people who scoff at health until they lose it, and then

are cowards until they regain it. "-Shaftesbury.

(CCIDENT as the cause of death has been referred to and

will not again claim our attention, as it does not properly

come under the province of the Health Club. Our duty

is to deal with the two physical causes of death, the

wearing out, and disease ; and to show, as far as we are

able, how both may be prevented or delayed, and possi

bly checked when they are in the mastery. This chapter deals

with the wearing out of the functions, or organs, or any one of

them. The three vital organs are said to be the heart, the lungs

and the brain. Huxley claims that the brain is really not a vital

organ; and asserts that artificial respiration and circulation will

support life, after the brain has been removed ; but this is not an

advantageous experiment. The stomach is entitled to some

respect ; for, if its vitality is weakened, the heart, lungs and brain

cannot be nourished. The fact is, the whole body is dependent

upon its humblest organs, and we cannot afford to let anyone of

them wear out.

No one desires old age . Yet, if one could arrive at one

hundred and look only forty, with wealth , ease, power, and happi

ness, would age then be undesirable ? No. Now that is the

Ralston doctrine ; and science, scientists , facts, and Nature all

endorse it. We will lay down the principles which underlie the

new doctrine ; or this exposition of the first laws of life.

Nature affords a process to youth, which she intends should be

reversed when growth is attained. This claim was first stated by this

club ; yet, although the statement is new, the facts which support

it are old and authenticated . These facts we will look at now. A

glance at the diagram of the preceding chapter will show the large
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formation of bone in the vital parts of the body, and near the

heart. At birth this bone was gelatine. Life begins in gelatine

and ends in bones . Ask any physician ; he will tell you that old

age is but the osseous tendency of heart, brain, and arteries ; that

ninety-seven per cent of all people past middle life are ossifying,

or turning to bones, in the heart, in the brain , and in the arteries ;

that a steady, gradual change in this direction is going on from

youth to age ; and that when any part of the body, excepting the

bones , begins to secrete bony matter, weakness follows ; resulting,

first, in reducing the circulation, second, impoverishing the blood ,

third, breaking down tissues , and fourth, exposing the organs to

the ravages of germ life. These facts are stated by Koch, Gru

maine, Browne, Lewes, Bichat, Baillie, and a score of others : and

are proved by observation.

It is necessary that the osseous tendency should occur in youth.

This process makes the bones and gives the hardness. All foods.

and liquids, except fruits and distilled water, contain carbonate

and phosphate of lime and other calcareous salts , which develop

bones ; and, by a continuous action, carry the tendency to every

part of the body. When the bones become hardened, the body

reaches its limit of growth. If a young person should eat fruits,

drink only distilled water, and follow the Ralston system of foods,

the bones would not harden for many years, and the body would

attain to great size . This hardening of the bones determines why

some persons are small and others large.

Medical works say " it is as natural to die as to be born."

Until within a few years all physicians have asserted that " there

comes a time when the body wears out, and death is the penalty,

visiting all that live." Apart from disease which destroys life,

the wear and tear of the body which brings on age are absolutely

unnecessary. We have seen that ossification is necessary to youth ,

in order that the bones may be formed and made strong. This

action of the blood which deposits bony matter is kept up through

life . WHY DO WE NOT REVERSE THE PROCESS ? Old age, the wear

and tear of life, the breaking down of the functions of the body,

are all caused by this osseous process, which is itself caused by

calcareous deposits.

There are five great results which sooner or later follow the

osseous tendency of the system :

1. The hardening of the skin ; whereupon the skin wrinkles,
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gets old, the hair is killed , and the blood does not circulate freely,

causing an aged look in place of the freshness of youth . We say

this can be prevented.

2. The brain turns to bony substance in its intricate parts ; it

loses flexibility , becomes hard, gets " set," and deep thinking is

impossible.

3. The heart is likewise clogged ; its circulative action is

impeded, the body suffers by reason of poor blood , all the organs

begin to break down from lack of blood , and sickness or severe

exhaustion is liable at any moment to cause " heart failure. "

say this can be prevented.

We

4. The arteries all through the body become clogged by the

osseous tendency, and weariness results , causing the most serious

loss of energy. We say this can be prevented.

5. The bones, muscles, sinews , tendons, ligaments, and tissues

become stiff, and old age-" rheumaticky" old age-even at forty,

sets in, attended by multitudinous ills . We say this can be prevented.

Experiments , everywhere universal, prove that our theo

ries are correct. Nature , and Nature's God decreed to man the

power of reasoning out his life ; to animals the misfortune of a

diminished brain . So animals die from the osseous tendency.

Yet we can prolong the life and buoyancy of any animal by

giving it distilled water altogether. Animals cannot of their own

volition reverse the process of youth ; man can. We give the

Ralston Rule :

At the age of twenty-one, and ever after, habitually dissolve the

osseous deposits of the body. Distilled water of itself is sufficient ;

but, as it cannot always be obtained , the use of the following fruits

will aid to a great extent. Apples at all seasons , pears , grapes ,

orange juice (not the pulp) , cherries , plums, peaches, and

berries. Also follow the rules for eating as stated in subsequent

chapters.

To show that all the leading scientists of the world are now

accepting the Ralston doctrines, we refer our members to the latest

medical works and publications not only in America but every

where in Europe. Physicians and scientists are beginning to think

in new channels . Notable among the late writings of scientists is

the article of Dr. Wm. Kinnear in the June (1893) number of the

North American Review, beginning at page 775. We quote the

following from it : Very few people, it is safe to say, desire old
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age. Men and women harassed by trouble, or overpowered by

sorrow, surrounded by disgrace or tortured by pain, may long for

death , but not for a hundred or two hundred years of human life.

Old age is of two kinds. One, the passing of many years ; the

other, brought about by excesses either mental or physical.

We cannot defy death . But we may by searching, find

certain secrets of nature and apply them to the renewal of the

organs whose decay is constantly going on in the body. Anatom

ical experiment and investigation show that the chief character

istics of old age are deposits of earthy matter of a gelatinous and

fibrinous character in the human system. Carbonate and phos

phate of lime, mixed with other salts of a calcareous nature , have

been found to furnish the greater part of these earthy deposits .

As observation shows, man begins in a gelatinous condition ; he

ends in an osseous or bony one-soft in infancy, hard in old age.

By gradual change in the long space of years, the ossification

comes on ; but after middle life is past, a more marked develop

ment of the ossific character takes place . Of course these earthy

deposits , which affect all the physical organs , naturally interfere

with their functions. Partial ossification of the heart produces the

imperfect circulation of the blood , which affects the aged . When

the arteries are clogged with calcareous matter there is interference

with the circulation upon which nutrition depends. Without

nutrition there is no repair of the body. Hence, G. H. Lewes

states, that " If the repair were always identical with the waste,

life would only then be terminated by accident, never by old age."

In the chemical changes constantly taking place in our

bodies, oxygen plays the most important part by all odds. By

oxidation , which is a constant waste or rust of life, the physical

system is hourly destroyed, and then again built up by the repar

ation of the food we live upon. Albumen and fibrine exist in the

blood, and are resolved into their component elements, carbon,

hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur and phosphorus. By oxida

tion , the albumen is converted into fibrine, which nourishes the

organs of our bodies. But in repairing their waste an excess of

this substance accumulates in the blood vessels, causing their

induration, and thus gradually lessening their calibre. Gelatine

is an oxide offibrine, as fibrine is an oxide of albumen. Oxidation.

causes these substances in part to be decomposed, and afterwards

eliminated through the kidneys. A constant struggle is daily
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going on in our bodies when in the most perfect health between

accumulation and elimination. And these accumulations , becom

ing greater in old age than the power of elimination , produce the

effects we term feeling one's age.

Paradoxical as it may sound , certain foods which we put

into our mouths to preserve our lives, help at the same time to

hurry us to the inevitable gate of the cemetery. A diet made up

of fruit principally is best for people advancing in years , for the

reason that being deficient in nitrogen the ossific deposits so much

to be dreaded are more likely to be suspended . Moderate eaters

have in all cases a much better chance of long life than those

addicted to excesses of the table. Blockages of the functions of

the stomach are more usual to those who eat more than the stom

ach can utilize, than to light eaters. Mr. De Lacy Evans, who

made many careful researches in these regions of science, comes

to the conclusion that fruits, fish, and poultry, and young mutton

and veal contain less of the earthy salts than other articles of food,

and are therefore best for people. Beef and old mutton usually

are overcharged with salts and should be avoided . If one desires

to prolong life, therefore, it seems that moderate eating and a diet

containing a minimus amount of earthy particles is most suitable

to retard old age by preserving the system from blockages.

The powerful solvent properties of distilled water are well

known. As carbonate of lime exists in nearly all drinking water,

the careful distillation eliminates this harmful element. As a

beverage, distilled water is rapidly absorbed into the blood ; it

keeps soluble those salts already in the blood and facilitates their

excretion, thus preventing their undue deposit. The daily use of

distilled water is, after middle life , one of the most important

means of preventing secretions and the derangement of health.

Hence, to sum up : the most rational modes of keeping physical

decay or deterioration at bay, and thus retarding the approach of

old age, are avoiding all foods rich in the earth salts, using much

fruit, especially juicy, uncooked apples, and by taking daily two or

three tumblerfuls of distilled water.

WILLIAM KINNEAR.

As far as research and investigation are concerned, the

results of scientific methods, concurring from all sources , are

placed on a plane where dispute is not possible. All that is left

us is some simple means of meeting the requirements of Nature.



CHAPTER XVI.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

ATTACKS ON LIFE.

OUTH is not rich in time, it may be poor ;

Part with it as with money, sparing ; pay

No moment but in purchase of its worth :

And what it's worth ask death-beds, they can tell .

Young.

" Man has learned to cope with the dangers that threaten his life from without ; he

must now turn his attention to those within. "-Shaftesbury.

W

CHEN a child is born the bones are not hard. They are

like gelatine, easily bent. The milk and other food

should contain enough old-age matter (calcareous depos

its) to enable the bones to harden. But, even if this is

done, the growth of the body continues to demand more

old-age matter to enable the growing bones to be well

built. All through the years of infancy, childhood and youth, the

food is carrying the old-age matter to the blood and the bones

are using it ; and this is done without any special diet, except in

cases of food deficiency which are rare.

If youth receives so much of this bone making material,

how shall it be disposed of when growth is attained, when the

bones are made and stop increasing in size, and when more food is

eaten, and consequently more old

age matter gets into the system?

This is the problem of human life.

Figure 2 presents a thin longitudinal

section of bone. It is full of sap or

rich , blood-like fluid, which gives it

strength and a healthful flexibility.

It represents the bony structure of

any person above eighteen years of

age who exercises freely, and keeps

healthy. Through the bone, which

is highly magnified, are little channels for the flow of the blood

like fluid. In health a fresh bone exhibits a reddish hue, showing

that the blood sends its living vitality all through the structure.

We know that the bone includes chiefly old-age matter..

FIG. 2.

A section of bone magnified .
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FIG. 3.

The bone becoming older.

The first step in the approach of the calcareous tendency ,

which sooner or later must surely destroy life, is in the ossifying

of the bones themselves. Like attracts like. The calcareous , or

old-age matter seeks the bones, and begins to make them dryer,

dryer, more brittle, less flexible, and less

rich in the blood-like fluid which should

always flow through the channels, in the

very midst of the bony structure itself.

Even the channels become closed, and

the health of its inward composition

begins to fail. A comparison ofFigure3

with Figure 2 will show the difference

between the bony structure of a person

who exercises and keeps healthy, and

one who is getting lazy, unhealthy and

wrinkling. Nothing causes old-age and wrinkles so rapidly as lack

of exercise, properly balanced ; the strain on one set of over-worked

muscles being relieved by the use of others to balance. This

cures exhaustion and the tired condition that follows hard work.

Ofcourse to keep the bones full of rich fluid and healthy , a person

must exercise daily. Ifyou are in fairly good health , use only the

drill given in the exercise division of this volume ; but if you are

not well, then by all means take the movement cures of complete

membership . The one

hundred exercises are

clearly illustrated and

fully explained .

The veins, through

which the blood travels,

must be free to admitthe

flow without interrup

tion. Yet the inner por

tions are constantly

receiving a deposit ofthe

old-age matter. In Fig

ure 4 are shown the parts of veins, or blood-vessels magnified,

through which these deposits are washed. Ifyou will boil hard.

water in a kettle, you will find that, after a while, a whitish coating.

clings to the inner surface of the kettle. It is so with the innner

surface ofthe veins. Their irregular shape is noticed. Sometimes

FIG. 4.

Veins and pieces of old-age matter.
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the calcareous matter forms in lumps and blocks the veins ; then

a serious local complication arises ; death

of tissues, fibres, muscles, nerves, may

follow, ending in tumors and similar

troubles.
รักนุภาษ ภู

The bonesthemselves are seriously

affected by the osseous tendency of the

system. We have seen that the inner,

porous passages become blocked . Physi

ology tells us that there are more bones

in childhood than in age ; that some of

them grow together. A post - mortem

examination of the frame-work of an old

person shows that some ofthe bones grow

together during life. In Figure 5 are pre

sented two sections of the bone-work of the spinal column. The

true thickness is not apparent in this view. These bones are them

selves coated in time with

old-age matter, which is

bony, or osseous substance ;

after a while, in lazy people,

they lose their flexibility ;

the back becomes stiff; and

two or more of these sec

tions are stuck together.

Such is age, which comes on

early in the lives of the un

healthy ; but exercise and a

proper diet are cures for this

unfortunate condition ,

which prevails in ninety

five per cent of all people.

Pains in the joints

are due chiefly to the osseous

tendency ofthe system . In

the elbows, wrists , shoulders ,

hips , knees, ankles and feet, the bones are so placed with relation

to one another that there is a rubbing of bone against bone ;

though, in health, an oily film, or cartilage, protects them. This

becomes a hiding place for old-age salty mineral deposits. After a

FIG. 5.

Two sections of spinal column.
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FIG. 6.

The hip joint.
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while a person is stiff in the joints ; for the cartilage is thickening

and getting dry and harsh. Then every movement is a pain.

Figure 6 shows a very prominent joint in the body, and illustrates

how painful would be a motion ofthe bones ifthey grated harshly

on one another, with mineral salts between.

Age comes in middle life to many. Rheumatism and

kindred pains are "joint " troubles, and sometimes are found in

young people. The senses must be more or less affected by this

ossifying tendency. Ifyou have a beautiful watch, whose delicate

machinery is deluged with calcareous fluids, how long do you

1
2

FIG. 7.

The ear and bony structure.

think it will be before the works are clogged by the coating on the

wheels ? To test the certainty of disaster place your hundred dol

lar watch in lime water, and let it run until the mineral collects in

sufficient quantity to stop the works. When the hearing thickens

there must be some cause for it . Things do not happen of them

selves. Keep the ear and its surroundings free from old-age

deposits, and there will be no trouble in the hearing for several

scores of years . But these particles go everywhere. The bones

attract them ; but they are found in other parts of the body.

They collect about the ear, and have a large attraction, as will be

seen from the long structure as shown in Figure 7.
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The sight is attacked by the same cause. In Figure 8 we

give an unusually valuable illustration of the position of the two

eyes as they are placed in their bony sockets . The power of

seeing depends upon the shape of the eyeball ; let it flatten or be

narrowed and the result is very quickly seen. There are bones

right and left of each ball, as well as behind ; and there are many

opportunities for the accumulation of old-age deposits.

FIG. 8.

The eye-balls and their surroundings.

The brain is likewise the prey of the attacks of these depos

its. Throughout the blood-vessels and passages, the old-age matter

collects ; the mind is no longer flexible ; it cannot think as clearly

in some cases ; and , whenever it does think clearly, it has no

freedom ; its thoughts run in fixed channels ; opinions never

change ; right or wrong there is but one way for everything ; and

obstinacy, that sure sign of age, is the key of all conduct. By and

by some organ cannot do its work. If it is the brain , the owner

goes to the asylum ; if it is the heart, the failure comes unawares ;

if it is the kidneys, Bright's disease claims the victim ; if it is in

the nervous system, paralysis stops the clock-work of the body; if

it is everywhere, the time of life is extended, the feebling pulse sim

ply runs down like a slowly expiring time-piece, and the old man

falls asleep . So we all must die, in one of these ways, unless dis

ease claims us before the machinery is worn out.



CHAPTER XVII.

(HEALTH DIVISION. )

HOW DISEASE COMES.

As
S man, perhaps, the moment of his breath,

Receives the lurking principle of death,

The young disease that must subdue at length,

Grows with his growth, and strengthens with his strength.

Pope.

"There is no disease that has not originated in ignorance or

indifference."-Shaftesbury.

M

EN have searched for centuries for the causes of disease.

Before they sought the causes they studied the cures ,

and these were necessarily investigated from the

results obtained by experiments and experience.

They are still hunting for cures and have the addi

tional advantage of knowing the causes. There is no

such thing as an effect without a cause. All diseases have their

distinct and well defined origin, apart from the source of ossifica

tion. In the latter case the body wears out, by the filling up of

the avenues of life. In disease there is always a foreign growth

in the accumulated soil of the body. This growth kills life.

The body is but a collection of cells and tissues. It is the

waythese are put together that makes one part differ from another.

In Figure 9 we see these cells united in

layers. Imagine them to be so small that

millions are contained in a drop of water

that might be supported on the point ofa

needle and you may get an idea of their

number. They grow, and the body grows ,

merely by each cell increasing in size,

then dividing and making two instead of

one. This process is seen in Figure 10,

and this is the way the parts of the body

supply themselves when their tissues

break down. Millions times millions of cells die daily, but still

the increase goes on, and so the body lives . Let the increase stop

for any reason, or let the death of cells be greater than the increase,

and disaster follows ; and this is disease.

FIG. 9.

Cell-layers.
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Disease comes from several causes :

1. From lack of food to supply cell-life .

2. From lack of vital -oxygen to build cell- life.

3. From a foreign attack on cell-life . The first two causes are

not forms of decaying disease. The attack on

cell-life is always a species of decay . Meat spoils

only because its cell-structure is attacked by

germs; milk sours, foods ferment, all things rot

in one general way : the assault of germs upon

the substance, setting free the chemical elements.

involved. Disease, in its true sense, in the body

must consist of soil, and a germ growth in the soil . The germs

flourish in the soil and feed on the cells and the food intended for

the cells .

FIG. 10.

Cell-division.

If this point can be made clear we shall have accomplished

our chief desire. In Figure 11, we present some of the variations

in the forms of cells. They are, in fact, of all shapes. As they

grow some die in the expression of life. To speak aptly , every

effort of the body or its parts must be accompanied by the death

of cells . This death makes way for the new growth; but the dead

carcasses of millions of cells daily furnishes a continuous succes

sion of refuse-heaps of animal matter throughout

the body. This is the first step in disease . The

animai-refuse becomes a soil that should be thrown

off as fast as it is made. But what is the fact ? The

animal soil is left to itself. It collects at the pores of

the skin and leads to skin disease. It collects at the

lungs and leads to consumption ; at the heart and

destroys the better life ; at the stomach and clogs it ;

at the kidneys and hinders their full functions ; at

the throat and leads to diphtheria ; through the

abdomen and leads to typhoid ; in the blood-vessels

and prepares the way for one of many contagious

fevers ; and in the liver, leading to enlargement.
0

FIG. 11.

Forms of cells.
This animal soil is merely the fore-runner of

disease. It is like the garden which the planter has

made ready with rich earth wherein the orchard is to be set ; and,

being prepared, needs only the orchard ; but, if the trees are not

brought, spontaneous weeds will flourish. The animal soil of the

body has no right to remain in the system ; but, being there,
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something is bound to grow. Disease is the fruit. If no distinct

germ is found, a spontaneous growth of its own will spring up.

This is perhaps less dangerous than a specific disease. In

Figure 12 we show an organ of the body in good health. In this

FIG. 12.

A healthy heart.

case it is the heart but it stands for any healthy part. After the

vigor of youth is past the inactivity , or unbalanced toil, of men

and women may not be able to cope with the ever accumulating

animal-soil, and this disease-inviting refuse, at length fastens itself

to some organ or part, corroding and corrupting whatever it touches.

The breath is a very good indicator of the condition within.

If the teeth are unsound, their decay will prevent a clear indica

tion. But, in cases of those who have sound teeth, if the liver,

lungs, heart, or inner regions are well loaded with soil, the breath

will convey it to the nostrils of another. The odor is easily

detected . It is that of a decaying animal . In a pure breath,

there is only the smell of fresh life ; even the carbonic acid being

unnoticeable. Breathe this into a glass jar ; although the lack of

oxygen will put out a lighted match, yet there is no smell of

animal matter until it has stood long enough to decay ; then it is

very offensive. But in a person whose inner regions are loaded
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with soil from dead tissues, the odor of decay is always present,

and the breath is charged with it. More than this, it is a positive

danger for one person to inhale such breath , either in a hall, room,

or sleeping chamber. Unless the Ralston regime for the cure of

this condition is put into practice, it is safe to say that many

persons from the age of twenty upward, and nearly all persons

beyond the age of thirty-five or forty, have corroding animal soil

Fig 13.

A corroded heart. Actual photographic view.

throughout their bodies, and the dead carcasses, getting free, are

exhaled for others to inhale. No wonder that ninety-five per cent

of humanity are in ill-health . Figure 13 presents the heart of a

woman, from an actual photographic view, immediately on death.

It is full size. Nothing is left to the imagination of the artist, for

the view is real. It is generally impossible to get engravings from
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actual photographs, showing a condition like this, and the picture

is all the more valuable. What a lesson to our men and women !

To test the breath, obtain a good 500-diameter microscope ;

then breathe into a glass-jar ; and, after a few hours, examine the

animal life that came from the lungs. You will see the dead

carcasses of the tissues and cells that escaped from your body.

There is no mistaking the result. If the breath will carry off

FIG. 14.

Collection of animal-soil . Actual photographic view.

some of this refuse, why may it not be compelled to take it all

away? In Figure 14 is seen a large mass of dead-soil growth,

located between the kidneys. This is a photographic picture

taken from an actual condition. Such accumulations are going

on in all persons, in greater or less degree. It is true, they are

but the soil ; but the more solemn fact remains, that without

this soil disease-germs could not thrive in the body. The lesson

is clear: throw off this dead animal tissue by regime.



CHAPTER XVIII.

(HEALTH DIVISION .)

THE ENEMIES.

HINK'ST thou there are no serpents in the world

But those who slide along the grassy sod,

And sting the luckless foot that presses them?

Baillie.

"Bacteria are intelligent vegetable germs, capable of destroying the body in a few

days. "-Shaftesbury.

VERY part of the surface of the earth, except high

mountains, is the scene of germ-life . Even in frozen

climes they exist in spore-form, but are inactive until

warmth gives them vigor. To test the degree of

impregnation in the air, place a dish of milk or a piece

of steak in an exposed position. If the former sours

or the latter becomes tainted , such change is due solely to the

attacks of germ-life. Their presence is easily proved.

What are they, and why do they exist ? What they are,

and their mode of operation, is properly within the province

of this book; but why they exist is a purely philosophical ques

tion and is discussed in the high degree Ralston book, Our Exist

ences . The microscope of the biologist has not been idle these last

few years, especially the European, whose excellence has been many

times proved in the search for bacteria.

There are two divisions of life : animal and vegetable.

In the larger sense an animal has motion, a digestive cavity and a

nervous system ; while a vegetable grows in a fixed position,

migrating only by its increase, as weeds may spread over a whole

garden. An animal lives on organic matter, as plants and other

animals ; a vegetable lives on inorganic matter ; and if flesh is

offered to vegetation as food, the plant will first decompose it ,

before it will eat it . All decomposition , decay, tainting, souring

and fermenting may be attributed to vegetable life in germ -form,

tearing tissues apart in order to reduce the organic to an inorganic

state ; and this is just what decay does.

The rule of food is here clearly seen, and is in two parts :

first, the animal kingdom, including man, may digest any organic
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matter whether animal or plant ; and the vegetable kingdom may

digest only inorganic matter ; second, man should never take inor

ganic matter into his system, and vegetation does not take organic.

Medicines, as a rule, are inorganic, and therefore poisons. Any

perfectly fermented substance is organic reduced to inorganic , and

therefore poisonous. The rule is absolute, and is mankind's per

fect guide. By the law of adhesion much inorganic dust clings to

growing vegetation ; but this is incidental only, and from it are

formed the hair, nails, teeth and bones.

There are two divisions of animal life : first, that which is

visible to the eye ; second, that which is visible only by the aid of

a microscope. The latter is not bacteria, nor germ-life ; although,

as in the case of pork-disease, it is capable of destroying life.

There are three divisions of vegetable life : first, that which is

visible to the eye ; second, that which is clearly visible to the micro

scope ; third, that which is so small that only a most powerful

microscope and cultivation with the use of dyes may discover it

clearly. The last division is bacteria, and includes builders and

destroyers. They are all vegetable, as no animal life can exist so

small. The bacteria are builders when they are cells, just the

ordinary cells that make the body ; they are destroyers when,

instead of uniting with the body as a part of it, they tear open the

cells and devour the rich protoplasm inside, and grow, and thrive,

and increase in great numbers. They grow so fast that a single

one may become a million in a very short time, and so on until

the body is being devoured from end to end and death threatens

to terminate our life. We call these destroyers, enemies.

They are everywhere , except on high mountains. They

build nothing. They simply destroy, eat and increase. They

are open enemies. So vicious is their wolf-like nature that they

employ the most intelligent methods of getting to their victims.

For instance, they seem to know that damp air will do them no

good ; so they never venture out in it. Dry air is never free from

disease. This has something to do with the longevity of those who

live in healthy locations on the seacoast. The enemies also seem

to know that dry dust will cling on damp surfaces ; so they are car

ried from place to place, until they reach a favorable soil for growth.

Any damp surface in a dry air is a landing place for disease.

These enemies are growing plants ; just like so many

leaves . Their appearance is as varied as plants are ; but they are
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FIG. 15 .

Enemies.

classed in species, and each kind is the cause of a certain disease.

Figure 15 represents a simple

form of these enemies ; and

Figure 16 shows them lingering

around the flesh cells, ready to

destroy them and devour their

contents. In dry air, if you inhale through the mouth, as all per

sons do in conversation, you will take millions of these enemies

into your system ; but, if there is

no soil or dead animal refuse in

your body, they will not grow.

If they can get root they will

grow rapidly, and their offspring

All diseases take time.

pogonggoogromnogo.

FIG . 16.

Attack.

will make the attack as in Figure 16 .

The tartar on the teeth is loaded with disease germs.

From the teeth of children, who had not kept their tooth-brushes

very much employed, was taken a lot of tartar which contained

diptheria germs. No doubt these floating enemies had been

inhaled and were caught by the teeth . The dead soil around

unclean teeth would be fertile ground for them ; there they grow;

and from there migrate to the throat in the moving saliva ; and

then the throat becomes sore, inflammation sets in ; and death

As we shall see, it is impossible to catch disease if one

inhales through the nose, for the nasal chamber is a filter. Why

should not the art of nose-breathing be taught to the children of

the public schools on Ralston Day ? It will save life.

ensues.

Burst a white pimple on your face : the contents are a

yellowish-white cheesy mass. In it are great numbers of germs,

wallowing amid the dead tissues they have destroyed, and the soil

wherein they grew. If you go a week without bathing the result

is that dead soil has accumulated all over the surface ofthe body :

sooner or later in the week some germs will get root in this soil, and

skin eruptions , very slight at first, will follow.

Expose meat and bread to a dry atmosphere, and the moist

surface will be a favorable ground for the floating germs . As soon

as they touch the damp meat or bread, they will alight and com

mence to make themselves at home. In a few hours a nice family

of millions will be inbedded in the food, just below the surface,

where they have taken root. Heat will kill them. It is better to

toast exposed food , or else trim off a small part of the surface.



CHAPTER XIX .

(HEALTH DIVISION.)

TEMPLE OF HEALTH.

T
THE hand that rounded Peter's dome

Wrought in a sad sincerity;

Himself from God he could not free;

He builded better than he knew.

Emerson.

"Ideals are the dreams of realities."-Shaftesbury.

OME with us for a brief moment into an explanation of

the Ralston system. We have been asked to so sym

bolize it that the great facts of Ralstonism shall stand

out clearly, and be comprehended at a glance . To

accomplish this purpose, we have taken the symbol of a

building, and this we call the temple of health . The

purpose we have in view is to simplify the theory of health, So

that a person will know how to readily protect it, and not become

one of those unfortunates who go prematurely to the grave.

To review for a moment, we find seven principles under

lying health . The foundation is Nature ; by that we mean to have

you seek the resources of life rather than medicines. In Nature,

oxygen is the great life-giver ; temperation is the mould of the

individual and his specific needs ; strength of vital energy is the

effort of the individual to draw into his system the resources of

life ; light is the source of this vital energy ; activity is its employ

ment ; and regime is the summary of all these.

Regime is something to do. Of course it is well to have

something to think about ; but thinking and reading will not

repair that broken system of yours, nor preserve the health you

already have. Regime is not hard if it is founded on Nature ; and

it is not sensible if it is founded on any other plan. It is not hard

to become a Ralstonite, to live a Ralstonite, to practice Ralstonism ;

no harder than it is to be that better self which the great mother

of us all would have made you, had the materials of growth been

as perfect as the impulse of Nature. You breathe twenty-four

hours a day is it not just as easy to breathe pure air, fresh air,

vital air, in a sensible way, as it is to inhale dead air, animal-air,

refuse-air, sick-air, in a dangerous way?
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You eat for three hundred and sixty-five days every year : is

it not just as easy to eat health-giving food, as it is to crowd

dyspepsia down the throat? Your body dies in part every day :

how can it live if it cannot get the food it demands? Regime sim

ply tells you that some food is not needed by the body and clogs

the system, adding to the dead soil already there ; that some other

food, which the body needs, is not given it daily, and therefore

there will be cell-starvation , or inability to defend life against its

attacks . Regime is Nature, and it is pleasant.

The seven principles of health are the seven strong stones

in the pillars which support this temple. We have no picture of

this building to present. It is

an ideal structure. Will any

member who is an artist, or

a genius at imagining, draw

a design? We will gladly

have it engraved for the gen

eral club. The temple has

four simple walls . Each wall

is made of pillars , and each

pillar has seven stones. The

four walls represent the four

divisions of the Ralston Re

gime; each division is founded.

on the same seven principles ;

and all lead to one result,
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health. The diagram is merely symbolical.

The four points of health are thus seen at a glance.

Glame, at the north wall, is the supreme vital-energy in Nature.

Food, the nourisher of the body, supplies all the materials of

growth. Thus glame and food are absolute necessities . Cheerfulness

is the stimulant of glame. Exercise is the stimulant of food.

What we eat is not by any means the whole story of health ; but

what we do with what we eat. The value of exercise may be seen

when we say that activity alone absorbs the nutrition from our

food, and generally cures indigestion . The value of cheerfulness

may be seen when we say that a piece of bad news will stop

instantly the whole process of digestion .



CHAPTER XX.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

RALSTON REGIME .

is the by sages often told,Converting all it touches into gold :

Content can soothe, where'er by fortune placed,

Can rear a garden in the desert waste.

Henry Kirke White.

"Between the beginning and the end of every epoch in life are two landmarks,

one which marks the casting off of the old and one which shows

the value of the new."-Shaftesbury.

R

ALSTON REGIME is short and simple. It does not

require anything. It asks of you, and appeals to your

judgment to grant it, that you will look upon health

as a duty owing to yourself and others ; and, in view

of this duty, it asks you to pay some attention to food,

glame, exercise, and cheerfulness . We know it would

be folly on our part to ask you to turn right about and completely

change your mode of living. It is not human nature to revolu

tionize oneself. Our success in maintaining and restoring the

health of our members in the past has been so great as to be won

dered at ; and the secret is in the fact that, if we can induce a

member to make a slight change or to pay a little attention to the

laws oflife , the result is so satisfactory that further changes follow.

Thus a man who was too busy to attend to himself, was slowly

going down to his grave from mere neglect of his health , as his

brothers had done before him. He was the last of a large family.

His wife said : " Do you not owe me a duty ?" But he was too

busy to pay any attention to regime. By skillful management his

wife taught him the glame exercise. It took one minute in every

hour. Soon his lungs began to get more life ; his appetite returned .

Then he became interested . His first remark was : 66 Ralstonism

is sensible, for it does not crowd a lot of matters in its demands."

He paid attention to food, to exercise, to cheerfulness ; he got well ;

is now a ruddy-faced Ralstonite of a high degree ; and has inter

ested others . Now if his wife had attempted to teach him more

than the simple glame-exercise, it would have been " love's labor

lost. "
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Of the lives saved to homes and loved-ones by these prin

ciples, a large majority were first made to see that health and self

attention were duties ; and the earliest step was the practice of

glame, than which nothing could be more simple and interesting.

So, if you seek to aid others , always commence with a single step.

We have been asked to do something toward the encouragement of

a strict Ralston Regime. Many members have lived as perfect

Ralstonites for years, and now ask for some name of recognition

or honor, for this interest. The following definitions may aid to

divide our members :

1. A Ralstonite is one who pays some attention, however

slight, to any doctrine of health .

2. A Good Ralstonite is one who tries , as far as circum

stances allow, to eat reasonably pure food , to get vitalized air , and

to keep some small part of Ralston Day.

3. A Perfect Ralstonite is one who observes Ralston Day

just as it is described in this book ; who eats for health ; exercises

a little every day ; and cultivates cheerfulness as an accomplish

ment. In other words a Perfect Ralstonite pays attention to the

four points of health and to Ralston Day. The latter occurs on

the first Tuesday of every month . It imposes no duty that is not

easy and enjoyable, and no act that everybody should not willingly

perform. For a long time this day has been celebrated in some

families ; and some communities have turned it into a holiday.

It has been announced from pulpits, and in schools ; and this

custom bids fair to become universal. Papers have given notice

of Ralston Day. Some school superintendents insist upon the

doctrines of health being mentioned in the public schools of their

locality, at least once a month, and Ralston exercises are given

on Ralston Day . From evidences coming to us daily we are satis

fied that the disposition to observe this as a national health day is

steadily increasing.

As beginnings that are small lead to the best results it is

asked ofyou to commence your regime quietly and learn to appre

ciate the blessings of rich health by seeing the first results ; then

others will follow. It is this principle which underlies the observ

ance of Ralston Day : if one day of reasonable care as to food and

exercise will bring pleasurable satisfaction , it will lead in time to

the adoption of the laws of health every day in the month. We

are now about to enter into the practice of health . We know that
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you will go a good way, and it is better at this stage to fill out the

record ofyour condition ; so that, some time hence, you may know

what changes have been wrought for you by Ralstonism . All

journeys are attended by landmarks.

THE FIRST LANDMARK.

Answer in ink each question separately, giving the date.

These answers must always remain as guides to your future

progress, for they become landmarks showing you what you were

at the time you joined the Ralston Health Club.

Date of answering the following questions.

1. Are you in absolutely perfect health ?........

2. Are you in apparently perfect health ?.

3. Are you in fair health only ?…………………………….

If you answer " yes " to any one of the first three questions.

you must consider yourself in Class One.

189

4. Are you in rather poor health generally ?.

5. Are you ill but not ill enough to call in the services of a

physician ? ......

6. Have you general ill-health which is ascribed to a torpid

liver, indigestion , or nervous trouble ? ......

7. Have you any organic disease ? ...........

8. Are you irritable at times when alone ?.....

9. Do you wish to have perfect health ?......

10. Do you believe that drugs and medicines, while sometimes

giving temporary relief, do a permanent injury to the

blood and organs ?…………………….

11. Do you believe that a person by care and special attention

to the Four Cardinal Points of Health, may acquire abso

lutely perfect and permanent health, no matter how sick

such a person may be ?............

12. Do you believe that a person, who has for years neglected

health and wantonly abused its laws until the blood is

poor, the organs weak, and the general constitution.

broken down, may, by strict attention to the Four Cardi

nal Points of Health, recover the full vigor of life ?.......

Your answers to these questions should be written carefully

and preserved in this book. After some time has elapsed and you

have risen to prominence as a Progressive Ralstonite, it will be of

value to you to look back upon this record.



CHAPTER XXI.

(FIRST POINT OF HEALTH . )

DESCRIPTION OF GLAME.

HEAR a sound of life-of life like ours

Of life in separate courses flowing out

Like our four rivers to some outward main.

I hear life-life !

Mrs. Browning.

"I believe in glame as I believe I have that within me which lives."-Shaftesbury.

LAME is the source of vitality ; and becomes the vital

source present in every specimen of living matter,

whether animal or vegetable. If a student, possessed

only of ordinary ability, were to think studiously of

life he would stop at that impassable barrier, the origin

of vitality . If a scientist, as profound and skillful as

any can be, were to tell the world of this vitality , he would be able

only to describe its results , not the power itself. It is our intention,

on the threshold of this description , to show that GLAME is dealt

with in daily life. The nearest word that can be found in the

English language to represent it is vitality. This does not properly

describe it, for two reasons : 1st. GLAME is not the same as vitality

in its operations ; 2nd. it is the power that controls vitality.

Chemicals have vitality , but no glame ; an acid is full of

chemical energy, but has not one particle of glame. There are

mechanical forces all about us, as heat, cold , steam, expansion ,

contraction, gravity and electricity ; but none of them is associated

with the spark of life . The wonderful body in which we dwell is

capable of chemical analysis, but only when it is dead. A drop

of blood, a piece of bone or flesh, is but a compound of cells ;

and, as chemical energies, they are easily analyzed . The basis of

all animal life is the cell of protoplasm ; the basis of all vegetable

life is the cell of protoplasm ; both are alike ; they are the same ;

the vegetable existed first ; the animal is but a composite plant ;

man is the union of vegetable cells ; all is based on protoplasm .

Protoplasm is an uninteresting word. It represents oxygen,

nitrogen, hydrogen and carbon, and these terms are very dry as

reading matter. The chemist can take from the life-blood's pro
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He can preservetoplasm all these four elements ; and no more.

them , but they are not blood . He can collect, from any sources

available, the same four elements and put them together ; but he

cannot make them live; they are all there is of blood, yet not

blood. How is it, that the exact parts will not produce their

original ? They lived. Something, called the spark of life , imbued

the combination with vital force. It was impulse. This impulse

is glame.

This impulse is seen in the growth of every species of

vegetation and consequently in animal life ; for it is a well estab

lished fact that all matter which goes into the human body or any

species of animal life must first be organized in some vegetable.

Organic vitality is originated , directed and controlled by GLAME,

and when this is gone the life becomes at once a prey to dissolu

tion . To illustrate : milk, just taken from the cow is of the

temperature of 98° , and is so charged with GLAME, that its

effect upon the health of a person drinking it immediately, if

relished, is very marked. Let the milk drop to 96° and the

GLAME is lost forever. Restore it to 98° and the GLAME is not

only not forthcoming, but mechanical vitality takes its place,

decay begins ; or in other words when GLAME departs from

any organic vitality, decay at once commences. This proves the

necessity of maintaining and adding to the GLAME ofthe human

body, for as long as it is present death is impossible. But, you

say, the milk is more healthful while it retains the natural warmth

of the cow, because it has the life of the cow in it. Well, this is

GLAME. Now you understand what GLAME is like, do you

not? Yet no scientist has ever been able to measure, describe or

analyze this subtle influence.

Another instance is seen in the death of any life . The life

itself is GLAME ; but is called organic vitality ; and its passing

away is distinctly traceable in its effect upon other lives present.

All physicians know that if a person is standing in a slaughter

house near the cattle at the time life is passing from the cattle,

some of that life enters the person. This is GLAME. Consump

tives are often ordered by their physicians to drink blood warm

from the dying ox, or other animal. This is to absorb GLAME.

In a moment the subtle power is gone. All physicians and a

large number of the reading people know what is meant by

GLAME. But, you ask, if milk and meat lose their GLAME
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in a few minutes, are they then not nutriticus ? Yes. The

mechanical elements required by the body are taken into the

blood, as a part of the mechanical structure of the body only , and

GLAME must be united with them by other processes which we

shall soon state. Vegetables just picked and cooked contain some

of this influence, but of entirely different value, the nature of

which cannot be described in this limited treatise.

Young people have much more GLAME than those past

middle life, but the constant presence of one with the other tends

to equalize this vitality. Old people who sleep with children

draw vitality from them, and the latter grow old fast, while the

former assume less of old age. So well established is this fact

that a theory of longevity was advanced a generation ago and

endorsed by the ablest scientists, which declared that an old man

could renew his youth by keeping about him continually a few

robust children. The principle is still sound, and many present

cases might be cited .

Man has wonderful inventive power but the life-spark

eludes his experimental grasp. With all his science and skill he

cannot create or start into operation one fibre or cell of organic

life, for he cannot control the GLAME that gives it vitality. If a

person were lying dead, electricity or magnetism might impart to

the muscles and nerves certain contracting or convulsive move

ments which resemble life ; but would not give it. If we could

draw from the elements of nature all the substances and fluids

necessary to make the human body, if we could build the frame,

encase the skeleton with skin, place the organs in proper position

and fill the structure with arteries and veins as perfect as the

Creative Genius of the world has done ; if, in fact, the skill of

man could complete a human being ready to receive the spark of

life, to breathe and move and take within itself an immortal soul,

there is no device known, even to the wizard electrician , whereby

the soul could utilize the body as a living frame until the life

principle, called GLAME, should start the fire within.

The soul is spiritual, and is, therefore, above glame. The

latter is but the essence of vital matter, and is material . It is

present, in greater or less degree, in all persons. Being retained

in the system as the result of strict necessity, the growing body

draws it from the air, but after we have reached our growth it

becomes gradually feebler year by year, owing to the fact that we
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do not know how to draw it from the universe into ourselves ;

then our vitality ebbs and we are dead. The child is excessively

active . He cannot keep still. Although his food is for the most

part improper, he thrives against it ; he grows ; and his super

fluous activity betokens the glame that fills his system. The

younger the child the nearer he is to Nature ; the nearer the man

is to Nature, the younger is his vitality .

The importance of glame may be seen in the fact that it

throws a buoyant feeling, exactly similar to the happiness of

youth, into the nature even of an old person . It is quickly

developed. An author had sent his manuscript, which represented

the labor of years, to a dozen publishers with unvarying failure.

One day he received word that the work had been accepted . With

the joyful news burning in his heart he resolved to go to his home.

and family at night with the same serious face, and unchanged

manners. He succeeded admirably, as he thought ; but his wife

noticed a brightness in his eye, and felt a warmth of joy as he

entered the house. He felt, what people call , happy. It was elec

trical vitality. A vast amount of GLAME had entered the system,

and the result was happiness . A man at a theatre during a per

formance felt the power of the acting until it seemed to him like

real life, and he applauded. Another man heard that his nation's

flag had been fired upon, and a thrill of patriotism filled his heart.

He was a transformed man. Napoleon, by a few words, swayed

his soldiers to deeds of daring almost without parallel. Orators

sway audiences. Good news thrills us with joy. Success, triumph,

pride, hope, trust, ambition , zeal , all are exhibitions of a life within ,

known as electrical vitality, and attended by more GLAME than can

be extracted in a day from warm blood, or departing life . Here is

a lesson for us .

GLAME is the most mysterious of all principles . It

appears in many forms of life. Its origin is mysterious. The soil

creates it, or at least gives it birth ; and man either creates by the

functions of his life, or develops it. In one form it appears as

osmazome, as the ancients termed it, and tempts the appetite. It

does not follow that food which has lost its GLAME is therefore

worthless. A vigorous person will develop GLAME by the pro

cess of digestion. A few facts may be of interest at this time.

Milk at 98° is charged with GLAME. New grass to the cattle

is full of it . New peas, picked in the morning and cooked on the
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same day are charged with GLAME ; and the same is true of all

vegetables. New potatoes retain their GLAME for several days.

Grapes, recently plucked, have a most delicious form of GLAME ;

so do apples, pears, pineapples, and fruit in general ; but this

GLAME is only developed just at that point when the fruit ripens ,

and is lost by cooking . Apples, more than any other kind of

fruit, retain their GLAME a long while ; and for this reason are

the best of fruits . Go into a room where one ripe apple lies hid

den, and its GLAME or fragrance will fill the air and delight the

nostrils. Flowers develop GLAME, and men collect it for essence.

Honey is concentrated GLAME in its sweetest form ; and if people

used honey on their bread instead of butter they would have more

vitality, better complexions, and a more even disposition. The

ancient patriarchs regarded honey as the cream of food ; and so it

is if eaten lightly. Honey eaters are the kindest, best disposi

tioned, and most benevolent of people.

Glame is the sentinel of the stomach. If it be lacking , the

food is either unripe, or over-ripe, or requires cooking, or is over

cooked. Cooking should stop when GLAME is developed . Beef

steak may be so cooked as to destroy this flavor ; and re- cooking

generally does . Food warmed over is often flat to the taste. The

experiment has been tried of shutting up a dog, with good natural

food , containing all needed elements but GLAME ; having been

cooked and re-cooked till all taste and smell were gone ; the

stomach would not receive it, until it was evident that he would

starve without this element, although all others were supplied.

How many cooks spoil the food they attempt to cook!

A person is dishonest who denies the existence of glame,

for it is capable of proof by experiment, and he who disputes the

value of a thing he has not tried is wilfully unjust. This matter

and the value of glame are discussed in Chapter XXXVI, in the

third section of the Legislative Department, and the remarks there

made should be carefully read .

In this study we are on the threshold of life's science , and

we must put the knowledge attained , into actual practice. Before

doing so we respectfully ask each member to re-read, at least three

times, the chapters on the first septeme, Nature, and the second.

septeme, oxygen. Once reading a book accomplishes but little.

The ripe thinker, the good student, is he who can repeat aloud the

ideas he has read ; and re-reading is necessary for this.
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(HEALTH DIVISION . )

GLAME EXERCISE .

OY is the mainspring in the whole

Joy moves the dazzling wheels that roll

In the great time-piece of creation .

Schiller.

" The flutter of joy that brightens the heart is like a flower breaking forth

its petals."-Shaftesbury.

HE main work of the present volume is devoted to those

members of the Health Club who are either in perfect

health and desire to retain it, or are in fairly good health

and desire to perfect it . This may be done by the obser

vation of two things.

1st. Filling the system with GLAME.

2nd. Supporting this GLAME by proper food.

The present chapter is devoted to first experiences only.

The claim of the author is substantially that man has never

used the vital principle whose presence fills the entire universe.

The past two years have been prolific in proofs of this Natural

power ; and this fact coupled with our knowledge of thousands of

cures in recent months, and the experiments made, warrant the

following statement :

1. The accumulation of GLAME in the system will increase the

vitalizing energy which supports life.

2. It isfurnished by Nature.

3. It is not a stimulant to life, but Life itself, and consequently

increases life instead of consuminy it, as stimulants and medicines do.

4. It will guard the body against disease.

5. It will overcome diseases, especially chronic and organic troubles;

in that it is a destroyer of bacteria and an eliminator of animal soil.

6. It will prolong life as long as it is kept in the system.

7. By simple efforts it may be kept in the system for many years

beyondthe ordinary duration of life.

Glame is accumulated in the following ways :

1st. In the physical body, organs and muscles, by the exer

cises and regime ofthe Ralston Health Club.
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2nd. In the nerves and brain by the exercises of the Twen

tieth Degree Course of Training, entitled "The Cultivation ofPersonal

Magnetism."

HOW SHALL WE KNOW WHEN GLAME ENTERS THE SYSTEM ?

This is the all important question. It does not knock loudly

to announce its approach , and it makes no demonstration when

it comes. It enters so gradually and its increase is of so fine a

nature, that only by the utmost attention to the inward feeling

can we at first detect its presence. It often happens that GLAME

is present in great abundance, yet the person does not know it . A

gleam of brightness in the eye is a sure detector of this NEW LIFE .

However, there is a class of people, generally those who have

passed thirty years of life, where the vitality of the early GLAME

has ebbed so far that the acquisition of a new supply is more

distinctly felt by contrast with the loss, who will recognize the

approach of GLAME at the very beginning of our exercises .

There is another class of persons of fine nervous organism

and quick brain perception who will recognize this GLAME even

more readily than the class just referred to. To them its presence

will impart a buoyancy of spirit, a kind of ecstacy of feeling that

will be very marked . Others ofour members will not perceive the

presence of GLAME so readily , but will surely detect its entrance

into the body by unmistakable feelings, although slighter in their

nature. A very delicate and fine sensation will be experienced ,

accompanied by a little stronger beating of the heart. As GLAME

becomes more abundant the pulse will become firmer, the skin

will take on a more healthy hue, the eye, will grow brighter, the

step become more elastic, and day by day life will grow more

joyous.

PRELIMINARY EXERCISES FOR ACQUIRING GLAME.

1st Principle.-GLAME is a vitality present in oxygen , or oxy

gen that has been vitalized by sunlight. It is found in the shade as

well as in the moderate warmth of the direct sunshine ; but it

is never present except in moving air upon which the sun has

shone.

2d Principle.-GLAME is attracted by energy and is lost by

lassitude.

3d Principle.-Oxygen, being the most energetic of the elements

affecting human life, draws GLAME to itself.
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4th Principle.-GLAME enters the body with the oxygen that

we breath, and passes out of the body with every exhalation. It

is thus wasted and lost.

5th Principle. -To separate GLAME from oxygen while in the

lungs requires a drawing power of greater energy than oxygen

itself; which, in a corrupt or new chemical compound, leaves the

body with each exhalation.

6th Principle. The energy of the body is in the nerves, which

form the source of all physical power.

7th Principle.-Nerve energy is made manifest by an exercise

known as the tensing exercise .

8th Principle.- Performance of the tensing exercise while oxy

gen is retained in the lungs will draw GLAME from it in quanti

ties, depending upon the amount of air in the lungs.

-

9th Principle.-Air in motion , upon which the sun is shining

or has recently shown, imparts the largest possible quantity of

GLAME to oxygen, therefore performing the tensing exercises

while breathing such air, quickly draws it into the system .

The experiments are now at hand. The members of this

Health Club even if they are blessed with large chest development

probably do not have more than one-tenth of the lung capacity

developed . The other nine-tenths remain dormant. It is a shame

that people neglect a thing which means so much to the human

race the development of the lungs . No matter what may be the

size of the chest, it does not follow that the lungs are correspond

ingly developed , for muscular size without and the presence of the

fatty tissue within may often pass for developed lungs , especially in

athletes, who instead of living to a good old age, as a rule die young,

and often of consumption . Fully developed lungs require the

opening of the minute air cells within the chest frame, and espe

cially the lower portion of it . Therefore, if you want to draw

into the system large quantities of GLAME it is necessary to

develop the lungs more and more each day and week and month.

you live. Even in persons of very weak lung capacity the follow

ing exercises are sure to develop this new principle.

FIRST EXERCISE,

Sit or stand perfectly still in any place where the air is in

motion, or has recently been in motion, however lightly, and upon

which the sun has shone. It is not necessary to sit in the sun.

Fill the lungs to their utmost capacity and hold the breath long
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enough to count three and no more. The time should be about

three seconds. Let the breath escape very slowly. Repeat by

drawing in the fullest possible breath and hold four seconds and

no more. Let the breath out very slowly . Repeat by drawing

in the breath very gradually and hold for five seconds. Always

inhale through the nose, if possible.

SECOND EXERCISE .

Empty the lungs completely ; inhale a quick short breath.

through the nostrils without hearing the breath pass in ; instead

of allowing this to escape immediately add another quick short

breath to it ; and keep on so doing until the lungs are packed full.

This may
be carried on until the air in the lungs becomes con

densed by the force of the inhalations, provided it does not result

in coughing. Bear down on the shoulders while inhaling, and

never raise the shoulders under any circumstances.

This exercise may be repeated as often as desired , but as it

may cause an unpleasant feeling it is best not to overdo it.

THIRD EXERCISE.

Fill the lungs full, clasp with the right hand, and with the left a

piece of wood about the diameter of a broom handle. For gentle

men a broom handle of large diameter will suffice, and for ladies

one of smaller diameter. Clasp this as gently as possible while

holding the breath for three seconds. It is at this stage of the

work that a faint presence of GLAME will be detected , although

not till after many trials in some persons. It enters the body,

whether felt or not.

FOURTH EXERCISE.

The fourth and last glame-exercise is the most effective . It

is very important in its results, if practiced with care. First, be

sure of pure vitalized air. Second, prepare by emptying the lungs,

and still keep on emptying them after you think you cannot

breathe out any more air. Third, you are now ready : inhale

slowly, steadily, smoothly, irresistibly until the lungs are com

pletely filled . Fourth, as soon as you commence to breathe in,

bring a very light pressure to bear on the glame-sticks in your

hands and gently increase this pressure as you are inhaling.

Fifth, during the time the air is being inhaled, accompanied by

the gently increasing pressure, think intently upon some very

pleasant subject.



CHAPTER XXIII.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

GLAME, THE HOPE OF HEALTH.

EHIND the cloud the starlight lurks

Through showers the sunbeams fall ;

For God who loveth all his works,

Has left his Hope with all.

Whittier.

"Glame is a silent, subtle, vital, marvellous influence, that builds new life in sickly

flesh."-Shaftesbury.
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EDICAL books tell us that when the oxygen from the

inhaled air meets the carbon of the body, the tissues

are carbonized, that is , burned. Heat takes place ; so

great that, if it were not for the outgoing breaths,

the flesh would burn. If you run fast you breathe

fast and the tissues are carbonized so rapidly that you

are compelled to breathe faster in order to throw off this heat.

This is mechanical . Electricity has a heat that may be made

most intense. Glame is to heat what electricity is to fire. It is

the foe of bacteria.

A simple experiment may be made with oxygen ; yet it

will save human life, and has saved many. Garden soil, or barn

yard soil, contains lock-jaw germs. They are bacteria and deadly

enemies. A man is kicked by a horse, the dirt from whose shoe

is scratched into his skin ; or he steps on a nail lying in the soil .

In nine cases out of ten lock-jaw germs (we call them by this

name as people understand what is meant) will get in the flesh.

If the wound heals, they thrive, develop, and kill the man. A

surgeon will open the wound and expose it to the air ; knowing

well that oxygen will kill the germs and save the man's life.

Glame, or vitalized oxygen, within the lungs will destroy the

tubercles of consumption ; will eliminate the cheesy soil in which

they thrive ; and will heal the wounds, although consumed lungs.

cannot be restored . Autopsies often show that men and women

have had tuberculosis that has been healed by accident. There

are people living in health today with a part of a lung gone.

Nothing is freer than GLAME and nothing is easier to draw

into the body. If we were to describe it in terms of praise, we
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should say it was the golden gift of the Creator, worth more than

wealth or power, for it gives us the means of acquiring both ;

worth more than fruits or food, for it is the source that feeds

them ; worth more than health and happiness, for it supplies the

first and brings the second. The energy of the body is in the

nerves. Oxygen also contains energy which causes GLAME to

associate itself with this chemical element. A greater energy than

oxygen is necessary to draw it from its association . This greater

energy is in the nerves and is probably of a magnetic or electric

character.

If the hand suddenly closes with great power, the nerves

act instantly and affect only the muscles . Any sudden use of

muscular strength develops the activity and power of the muscles

only. The nerves take on no growth. But if the hand is placed

upon a round piece of wood so lightly that it seems to be entirely

devoid of strength, not able in fact to hold up its own weight, and

then gradually begins to show muscular power, but in a very slight

degree, evenly and smoothly keep tightening its grasp until it

develops the utmost strength of which it is capable, then the

nerves are called into active play by what is known as the tension

exercises. The lighter the grasp at the beginning, the stronger its

power at the end, with a regular graded increase from this weak

ness and this strength, the more energy will be displayed by the

nerves. Holding the breath while performing the tension exer

cises will cause the GLAME which is associated with the oxygen

to leave it and pass directly into the nerves, going at once to the

fountain of the vitality of the body, whence it reappears in a

richer condition of the blood and a healthier activity of all the

functions of life.

Of the thousands of reports concerning GLAME and its

speedy effects on the health , most of which were concurred in by

physicians, the majority said that the gentle pressure ofthe clinched

hand, very gradually increased , but never with full strength,

developed by far the largest quantities of this vitality. To a

person who has once felt true GLAME the following methods of

drawing it at will from the oxygen in the lungs will be understood

and appreciated :

a. Take a gentle breath very calmy. When the lungs are

easily full, but not crowded, close the hand so lightly that the

most delicate pressure is felt. Think of the happiest prospect
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possible in your heart. A flutter of ecstacy will follow so plainly

that its presence will teem with vitality. Force, haste, impatience,

ill humor or disbelief will destroy all chances of drawing GLAME.

b. Repeat the foregoing exercise by the will alone , without

any action of the hand.

c. If stupidity, sluggishness or ennui may be classed as your

troublesome attendants, draw GLAME and see how quickly they

disappear. Some persons cannot or do not acquire GLAME. On

investigation we find that they do not follow the directions even

in the slightest degree. They read but part of the book. The

probability is they will not see this page at all. If the surgeon

knows that the only way in which he can save human life is to let

oxygen into a wound containing tetanus-bacteria ; if a long roll

of lives rescued from death by vitalized oxygen, or glame, is evi

dence of the power of Nature ; is not the study of these pages

worth more than the mere reading ?

We have that within us which lives. This piece of life is

only a part of the great pulsing power of the universe, of the

Sun if we wish to speak the truth, although that Sun is the

embodiment of a still higher power. If the life within us should

die it would find some new matter to attach itself to , and thus

prove its dying was merely a change. It is for ourselves to decide

how long that life shall stay with us, for as soon as the body wears

out we cannot expect to retain it.

WHAT GLAME DOES FOR A PERSON.

The body is a net work of nerves, of which the brain is the

most active. Throughout the entire system are ganglionic cells ,

whose sole duty is to secrete and store away the electrical vitality

which feeds the life of the brain, organs and muscles. These cells

are said by scientists to think, because they contain gray matter

just like that which constitutes the brain. Whether they are

capable of thinking or not is immaterial at this time ; but that

they form the STORAGE BATTERY of the body is true ; and

they abound everywhere. See Figure 18, on next page.

1. A ganglionic cell, or electrical nerve-center , in which

GLAME is very weak. The thousands of these cells in the body

would indicate nervous prostration, if general ; or special organic

prostration, if confined in their weakness to one locality .

2. This ganglionic cell shows the storage of gray matter in

somewhat greater abundance than in Number 1. The gray matter
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brings with it vitality , or nervous health . A person would have

more life, more exuberance of spirits , more GLAME, and conse

quently would be less irritable than if the cells were in the condi

tion shown in Number 1 , of Figure 18.

3. This ganglionic cell is the average of good health. Prac

tice in GLAME increases the gray matter and adds rapidly to the

vitality of the body ; and vitality is shown in its increased size.

4. This cell is magnetized or electrical , and is ever present in

a person of magnetic power.

5. This figure shows the fine condition of each of the thou

sands ofganglionic cells in the body of one who is largely endowed

with personal magnetism, or excessive electrical energy, the grandest

type of manhood and womanhood.

3

FIG. 18 .

Storage battery of the human body.

2 5

The medical books tell us that these cells are connected by

fibrous threads with all the nervous, organic , and muscular life of

the body ; that they are the nerve centers that collect the vital

principle and feed it to every part of the system. Supposing a

person to be troubled with heart failure, or weakness of the heart

in any form, the cells that feed vitality to that great organ will be

weak and slim ; and the same is true in a marked degree in the

case of indigestion . Cheerfulness in the midst of activity begets

vitality ; and the exercises for storing GLAME add to the contents

of these vital cells .

A person, by continuing the GLAME exercises would develop

cells from the comparative size indicated in Number 1 to that of

Number 4 ; the larger vitality shown in Number 5 being developed

by the exercises of the Twentieth Degree book, Personal Magnetism.

The practice ofthis present volume, as embodied in these chapters,

will meet all the requirements of full health .



CHAPTER XXIV.

(SECOND POINT OF HEALTH . )

NATURE OF FOOD .

H

IS thirst he slakes

At some pure neighboring brook,

Nor seeks for sauce

Where appetite stands cook.

Churchill.

"The body cannot thrive on food that will not supply its needs." -Shaftesbury.

OOD includes whatever adds substance to the body, to

supply a new growth in place of that which is lost by

daily waste. This growth may fall below the amount

required to maintain the same size and weight : in

which case there is a loss. It may be about equal to

the daily waste, in which case there is a continuance of

the same size and weight. It may be in excess of the daily waste,

in which case the body increases, as in the case of the child whose

GLAME, furnished by Nature, is in larger proportion than in the

maturer man.

Food may consist of many things, which will be separately

stated in this chapter ; but over and above all in importance is

oxygen. Oxygen is the first, foremost, greatest and most active

element that can be taken into the system ; no other matter can

equal it in importance whether it is found in what we eat, drink

orbreathe. A person is nearly three-fourths oxygen. It is present

in great abundance in air, water and food, and nothing changes

more readily than this from one form to another. Mingled with cer

tain elements it becomes air, with others water, and again it is solid .

Without it fire cannot burn, and all food-eating creation would

instantly die. What then shall we do?

The different elements, from which the earth and all that

exists in the universe are made, are few in number ; and of this

number fourteen are necessary to make the human body. The

particles ofwhich the body is composed are of the earth and from

the earth ; and before they can enter into the human organism they

must have been organized by Nature, and thus be charged with the

power of becoming a part of life. This is the foundation of all
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food and we must not lose sight of so important a principle. But

this organization must take place in some vegetable. Man eats two

kinds offood : 1st. That of food-eating creation ; 2nd. Vegetation.

The first we call meat, the second is selected from the vast division

of life which includes plants, roots, herbs, seeds, grasses, fruits , etc.

Meat fit for food is found in the bodies of animal life which feeds

on vegetation, and all other meat is unfit for food .

Aside from the question of fitness , it is a fact that all

life must originate in some vegetable ; and all unorganized matter

is unfit for food ; and likewise all matter that has once formed a

part of some food but has since been deorganized is no longer fit

for the body. The absurdity of taking iron in any deorganized

form to supply the lack of this element in the blood , is seen in

many cases of invalids who have suffered from patent-medicines

which furnished this mineral. There is no medicine or mixture

now on the market or possible to be made which can furnish

iron in organized form. Persons of feeble constitution, especially

females, are periodically eating pills , or taking syrups , or other

mixtures containing iron , and vainly imagine that it may thus be

restored to the blood . The famous French physician, J. Francis

Churchill , quotes from Trosseau as follows : " M. Trosseau declares

that iron hastens the development of tubercles. The iron may

induce a fictitious return to health ; the physician may flatter

himself that he has succeeded ; but, to his surprise, he will find

the patient soon after fall into a phthisical state, from which there

is no return . This result M. Trosseau attributes to iron, and he

denounces the administration of iron as criminal in the highest

degree."

It is a clear proof of the folly of taking any food into the

system which has not been organized in some vegetable ; and yet,

as will be seen in a subsequent chapter, there are many kinds of

foods, rich in iron, any of which will supply this needed element

in the blood ; and it is to these foods that we must have recourse

whenever the blood is poor.

Phosphorus , which is the physical source of all vitality , is

essential to health , and is often lacking in the system, because

people know nothing of the elements of food required to produce

health. The great importance of phosphorus and its general

deficiency have encouraged hundreds of medicine venders and

patent-drug proprietaries to place upon the market a variety of
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phosphorus mixtures, " for the nerves and brain." It is neverthe

less a fact that unorganized phosphorus taken into the system not

only fails utterly to assimilate, but is positively injurious. Any

person who knows that foods contain phosphorus in organized form,

will go at once to them. Therefore we say that it is the duty

of every man, woman and intelligent child to know (1 ) what are

the elements of the body, (2) what are their proportions, and (3)

what foods contain these elements and in (4) what proportion .

Such knowledge is fully as important as any in life.

The body is composed of fourteen elements, as follows :

1. Oxygen. 2. Carbon. 3. Hydrogen. 4. Nitrogen . 5. Cal

cium. 6. Phosphorus. 7. Sulphur. 8. Sodium. 9. Chlorine.

10. Fluorine. 11. Iron. 12. Potassium. 13. Magnesium . 14.

Silicon.

These are stated as elements, but are required in combinations.

Thus water is a combination of oxygen and hydrogen, and as such.

combination is needed as food . Without trying the patience of

the reader too much by the use of scientific terms we will state

the chemical names only of these combinations, and try hereafter

to describe all facts in simple, every day language.

In the human body, there are seventeen combinations of

the Fourteen Elements of food : 1. Water. 2. Gelatin . 3. Fat.

4. Phosphate of Lime. 5. Albumen. 6. Carbonate of Lime.

7. Fibrin. 8. Fluoride of Calcium. 9. Phosphate of Soda. 10.

Phosphate of Potash. 11. Phosphate of Magnesia. 12. Chloride

of Sodium (common salt) . 13. Sulphate of Soda. 14. Carbonate

of Soda. 15. Sulphate of Potash. 16. Peroxide of Iron. 17. Silica.

Our purpose in furnishing a list of the seventeen combi

nations which are found in the body is to give them as they are

required in food ; as for instance, in the example of oxygen and

hydrogen, which the body receives in the combination called

water, although they are in other forms of food also . The process

of life in the body has the following divisions :

1. The governing portion ; consisting ofthe brain which orders

the muscles ; and of the nerves which carry all communications

between the brain and the muscles.

2. The executive portion ; called the muscular system .

3. The fuel which, by burning (in a chemical sense) in the

body, keeps up a supply of heat, which is the source of all

activity .
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Food must therefore supply these three great divisions of the

processes of life, and the nature of the food should be determined

by its ability to do this. Every day we live we must take into

the system every one of the fourteen elements in their seventeen

combinations, as before described , or there will be something the

matter. The absence of any one element, or its deficiency, will

result in some disarrangement tending to sickness and death.

This will appear more fully in the next chapter. It is better at

the present time to keep the classification of foods in the three

great divisions, which furnish :

1. Vitality ; or brain, nerves and bones.

2. Strength ; or muscle development.

3. Heat ; or fat.

Of the fourteen elements needed in the body, and which

must be supplied in the food taken in the system, those which

supply the three great demands, vitality, strength and heat, are

classified under general terms as follows : the words being used in

their popular and not their chemical sense.

1. The Phosphates, in which phosphorus predominates , supply

vitality, or brain, nerves and bones.

2. The Nitrates, in which nitrogen predominates, supply the

muscles with strength .

3. The Carbonates , in which carbon predominates, supply

heat, and make fat.

It is a sad fact that people in general know nothing of the

nature of the food they eat, and many wonder why they are not

well . If food contained only carbonates, the person would soon

die ; or ifthe carbonates were in excess, although accompanied by

the nitrates, the person would have fever, headache, poor blood,

pimples and humors. There is also disarrangement in the system

when nitrates or phosphates predominate.

These three words : carbonates, nitrates and phosphates :

should be committed to memory by all persons who intend to

enter upon that higher life of health which is provided for Pro

gressive Ralstonites. It is not hard to speak of carbonates as

heat-makers ; nitrates as muscle-makers ; and phosphates as brain

makers. The brain is identical in its life with the nervous system,

and the phosphates therefore strengthen the brain and nerves , and

furnish substance for the bones, after having been useful in sup

plying vitality.
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CHAPTER XXV.

(HEALTH DIVISION.).

THE USES OF FOOD .

HY should a man whose blood is warm within ,

Sit like his grandsire cut in alabaster?

Sleep when he wakes? and creep into the jaundice

By being peevish?

Shakespeare.

"What we eat makes us what we are : take phosphorous out of food and the brain

of a wise man becomes that of an idiot."-Shaftesbury.

T is your duty to learn what proportion of the elements

of life are contained in the common articles of daily

food . To enable you to do this we shall furnish a

"TABLE OF FOODS. " If the present chapter seems too

scientific for you to understand, drop it and read only

the next chapter which treats of the art of " Eating for

Health."

Before studying the present Table of Foods let us first

impress our minds with the fact that tables which show the value

of food are not to be followed as guides, except as studied in con

nection with the facts laid down in this chapter. For instance, if

two kinds of food are equally rich in a certain element, the

presence of other elements, or the degree of ease with which it is

digested, may affect its value as food, and these are not apparent

in tables . Many tables furnished in medical works are very mis

leading.

Not one of the fourteen elements remains permanent in

the system ; they all have their duties to perform , and then must

give way to new supplies of the same elements which must be

furnished in the food, or the body suffers. Each organ of the

body demands elements peculiar to its own existence, and the

particles are taken from the blood from the general mixture of

elements which are carried in the circulation . As long as these

fourteen elements, if they have been organized in some vegetable,

are found in the body in their proper proportion , perfect health

must necessarily result ; but if any particles from other elements

beside these fourteen enter the system, rebellion follows until the

foreign matter is thrown off. So also if any of the fourteen ele
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ments have been deorganized and are introduced into the system,

injury follows . It is to supply these elements and to furnish a

harmony in the system that we shall suggest certain foods and

describe their uses; so that the members of the Health Club may

know at each meal the especial value of each kind of food of which

they partake.

Is there any single food which contains the fourteen ele

ments, or in other words which supplies carbonates, phosphates

and nitrates ? There are a few that do this , one of which is wheat.

The nitrates are found in the outside shell, the carbonates in the

main portion, constituting about two-thirds of the entire grain,

and the phosphates in the chit or germ. In fine white flour the

centre alone is used, consisting of carbonates or heat-producing

substance, with but a very slight mixture of nitrates. It is the

common evil at all meals to set more heat-producing food before

the family than other kinds. White bread, butter and sugar as

well as potatoes are all heat-producers, and contain but little else ;

and the blood becomes seriously impoverished by inflammations,

headaches, fevers and neuralgic pains which follow the use of this

one kind of food to the exclusion of the others . Few mothers

know that phosphates are demanded for growing children ; and

yet if they knew this fact they would not be able to tell the foods

which furnish phosphorus. The result is that a majority of children

die in their infancy ; and many of those who survive grow up with

defective teeth, weak muscles and shattered nerves ; all owing to

the ignorance of parents upon the subject of food.

The extensive use of white bread, butter and sugar,

potatoes, rice and heat-producing foods is the cause of more

fever, diseased bodies , deficient blood and weak nervous systems,

and the torments and pains of neuralgia and headache than any

other thing; and yet the same food balanced by nitrates and phos

phates, as for instance, lean meat, cheese, milk, etc. , in due propor

tion, would furnish perfectly healthy bodies. A man suffering

from running sores was found to be living upon the common one

sided diet just described and had been doing so for years ; during

which time he could obtain no relief for his malady, although he

had taken drugs and medicines, and employed the services of

good physicians . After awhile he was advised as to his food and

the fourteen elements in their natural proportion were given him

in place of his heat-producers ; and he was completely restored
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to health. Harmony in his body was produced by complying

with Nature's requirements. A lady suffered from chronic head

ache that for six years baffled the skill of her physician ; the

trouble arose from eating one kind of food only, and in this

case they were also the carbonates or heat-producers ; and upon

changing her diet to that required by Nature she was immediately

cured. It is almost a matter of absolute certainty that if a person.

should indulge only in food which contained nitrates, carbonates

and phosphates in due proportion, the majority of all aches and

pains would quickly disapper.

It is a wonderful fact that a grain of wheat contains all the

fourteen elements and in very nearly the proper proportion .

Whole-wheat bread contains all that the body requires, and it has

been proved that it will sustain life indefinitely ; while white bread,

which contains but little more than the carbonates, can hardly

sustain life for two months unless other food is used with it. A

person living on white bread , butter and sugar is depriving the

body of nitrates and phosphorus but the addition of lean meats

and cheese will furnish the necessary elements.

Whole wheat in grits, or in health bread, is the best food

known, because it contains all the fourteen elements in proper pro

portion ; but in cases of diarrhoea or when the bowels are in an

irritated state, fine white flour should be temporarily used . Wheat

grits or cracked wheat, taken with milk and sugar is a perfect food.

By whole wheat is meant the entire grain, not necessarily whole

in bulk but whole in elements . Thus fine flour ground from

unbolted wheat would be called whole-wheat flour ; and bread

made from it would be the most healthful food in the world,

especially if eaten with honey instead of butter. Honey-comb

should not be eaten , but honey in the comb is always safe. The

upper and lower layers of wax may be peeled off, allowing the

honey to run out.

Farina with milk and sugar is also a perfect food , and more

delicate than either graham bread or wheaten grits.

Rye is not so good as wheat, but eaten with cheese or meat

makes a perfect food, and is valuable to persons who are consti

pated.

Every intelligent human being should thoroughly under

stand the wonderful structure ofthe two most important food pro

ducing grains furnished by an all -wise Creator for the nourishment
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of the body. In Figure 19 we see the composition of a grain of

wheat,-man's only perfect food. It contains all the fourteen ele

ments of the body in the proportions required , and these elements

are classified in three divisions : B-shows the proportion of the

brain food, or phosphates, in the chit or germ. This, the most

valuable part, is thrown away in white bread . M-the outer shell ,

contains the muscle-making food ; this is thrown away in white

bread, and persons who want strength are fed on white bread and

grow weak and tired . H-shows the white center, or the carbon

ates , with a small interior of muscle-making food, thanks to

Nature ; but man gets this out if he can in his efforts to make fine,

white flour. Why disturb the arrangement made by the Creator ?

Is it not a fit punishment to the human race that the blood teems

with humors, and the head and nerves are racked with headaches,

neuralgia and rheumatism ?

M

H

FIG. 19.

Grain of Wheat.

M
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FIG. 20.

Grain of White Corn.

...M

In Fig. 20 we find the grain of white or Southern corn , with

a large proportion of muscle-food , plenty of brain food and less

of heating food. It is the typical nourishment of a brain worker

who believes in exercise, or of those who work with the muscles.

Next to wheat it is the best food for humanity. Northern or yellow

corn is the reverse of this ; containing a very large proportion of

heaters or carbonates, and over-heating the blood, as buckwheat

cakes do, causing pimples, sores and headaches.

Sugar, butter, lard , or animal fats of any kind , are incapable

of sustaining life, without any other food, more than from twenty

to thirty days ; and white flour being mostly starch, has been

proved by experiments on animals to be capable of sustaining

life, without other food, only from fifty to sixty days. These

belong to the carbonates.
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Meats, cheese, lean fish, peas and beans in which the muscle

making element is too large in proportion to the heat-producing,

would be capable of sustaining life only for a short time without

some carbonates to keep sufficient warmth in the body. These

belong to the nitrates .

Shell fish , lean meats, active fishes , birds (and many other

foods which support the nerves and brain, and give vital energy

of both muscle and mind) , are too great for the common duties of

life. These belong to the class called phosphates, the smallest

but most necessary of all .

In fruits, berries , green vegetables , and many others , there is

more waste than nutrition. If they are eaten alone they produce

diarrhoea and debility, but if they are taken in connection with

food containing more nutrition, they serve the important purpose

of keeping the bowels in action , and the systen cool and free by

preventing a surplus of more stimulating food.

Foods not easily digested are better on account of their stay

ing power, and are best for persons who are addicted to strong

exercise ; while they would not do for the delicate stomachs of

sedentary persons. An excellent combination of food for those

who exercise in the open air is cheese and corn bread.

Cheese has nearly three times the nutriment of any other

food, and must be taken in small quantities. A weak stomach

may be taught to digest it by taking but little of it mixed with

carbonaceous food at breakfast.

It is always best, in order to strengthen the stomach, to take

articles of food that will tax the full power of digestion, just as it

is best to take active exercise in order to strengthen the muscles.

One who lives on rice can digest nothing else ; but one who

can eat and digest beans, cheese, etc., can generally digest every

thing.

Rice contains four-fifths carbonates and a very small propor

tion ofnitrates. Rice eaters the world over are lazy and feeble, with

inactive brains and sluggish bodies . Rice is very easily digested

and serves to keep the stomach active, where extreme weakness

prevents more nutritious foods being taken ; and is a very valuable

and safe food in such cases.

Beans contain carbonates, nitrates and phosphates in much

better proportion than any other food excepting milk, cheese,

meat and whole wheat. The advantage of beans over other foods
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is that they furnish a staying power for persons who have work to

do with either muscles or brain ; but as their muscle-making sub

stance is in the form ofcasein, they can be digested only by strong

stomachs. They are deficient in carbonates and should be accom

panied by white bread and buttter, or fat meat of some kind. A

pound of beans will do nearly as much muscular work as two

pounds of meat or whole wheat, and fully as much brain work.

Beans when eaten green have very little heat-producing power.

Peas are fully as valuable as beans and are digested by more

delicate stomachs. They are so rich in nutrition that they should

be accompanied by food which contains a great deal of waste, and

in this the potato seems to take the lead . Mashed potatoes mixed

with fresh cream or buttered well and generously sprinkled with

green peas furnish an ideal dish for warm weather, and provide all

elements necessary for life.

Potatoes are among the most valuable of foods, and are almost

indispensable where meat is eaten, as they furnish what is lacking

in meat, and sufficient waste matter to overcome the influence of

concentrated nutriment. They should be eaten with the entire

skin in order to get their full quantity of nourishment. Perfect

nutrition for the entire body can be found in a meal consisting of

milk, meat and whole potatoes ; or, better still , oatmeal or whole

wheat porridge, milk and whole potatoes.

Compare persons fed upon such wholesome food with those

who eat white bread and butter and the modern foods as they are

ordinarily prepared, and you will find on the one hand a race per

fect in brain, nerves, muscle and organic health , while on the other

hand, you will see pallid faces, poor skin, dull eyes and evidences

of ill health suggesting aches and pains.

Oatmeal should never be eaten unless it is weakened by water

or cooked in milk. Oatmeal porridge in which there is much

more liquid than oatmeal is remarkable for producing great

mental and physical strength . One pint of oatmeal porridge con

tains more muscle-producing material and brain food than ten

loaves of white bread of the ordinary five-cent size. Oatmeal

mush is not good as food, and has a poisonous effect on some

stomachs. Owing to the strength of oats they should be diffused

among a large quantity of liquid . A people fed upon this porridge

made with milk, and upon potatoes with butter, would have perfect

health and strong mental and physical powers.
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Two per cent only of our nourishment may consist of phos

phates in order to keep the brain and nerves in good health, unless

the brain is used for hard thinking.

The use of salt seems to be confined to exciting the saliva of

the mouth and gastric juice of the stomach. By so doing it renders

digestion easier ; and in cases of difficult digestion a spoonful of

salt water often gives relief if the stomach has not been too much

addicted to the use of salt in the past. It is also supposed that

salt excites glandular action throughout the entire body.

Buckwheat is an excessive heat-producer and causes eruptions

in the blood and ill-health , unless nitrates and phosphates are eaten

with it. It should be accompanied by beefsteak, cheese or milk.

Barley contains more brain-producing elements than any other

grain ; it contains more than twice as much as wheat, and is prob

ably the finest food for men of sedentary habits, as it strengthens

the action of the brain and keeps the bowels pleasantly active. It

should always be eaten in the form of porridge cooked in milk and

water.

The gladiators were fed only on barley bread . The muscles

of beef and mutton contain the same elements as human muscles ,

and are therefore adapted to nourish them, while unbolted wheat

and barley furnish also a due proportion of flesh-making materials ;

and also in each of these articles are the phosphates, which give

vital force, wheat containing them in proportions necessary for

common exercise, and barley and the flesh of beef and mutton

more than double the proportion of those in wheat.

Fat and lean meat together furnish all of the fourteen ele

ments necessary for health ; but only the flesh of animals that

feed upon vegetables should ever be eaten by man . Fat meat

furnishes heat and lean meat muscle. While the brain food in

the fat of beef and of good veal is in very large proportion , pork,

on the other hand, is much more deficient in food for the brain.

Good veal contains more muscle than beef, but beef contains

more heat and brain food than veal, and is by far the best of the

meats ; then in their order come veal, mutton and lamb.

An important principle in determining the use of food is as fol

lows : birds, fowl, fish and animal life generally will furnish the

best food for man from that part of the body which is most exer

cised . It is a well known fact that beef contains more strength

than mutton or lamb; and that the least value in meat food comes
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from pork, which is produced by the laziest of animals. So there

are different values in meat taken from different parts of beef; the

tenderloin gives less strength than the sirloin , and the sirloin less

than the rump, and the rump less than the round . Following this

principle, the white meat of chicken and turkey which comes from

that part of the body which is but little exercised, contains no

more nutrition than common white bread ; while the dark meat

is rich in phosphates and muscle-making food.

Lobsters and crabs contain phosphates and nitrates in com

pact form and are very hard to digest ; the best way to eat lobster

is to reduce it to a fine pulp and make a milk stew with plenty of

butter, and in this form we have a perfect food rich in all the

fourteen elements of the body.

Of all the foolish ideas concerning food, that which supposes

oysters contain brain or muscle-making food is the most absurd .

A man who ate nothing but oysters would soon lose both muscle

and brain power. All that can be said in favor of this food is

merely that it has an excellent flavor and is delightful to the

taste. It is the prevailing custom to eat the entire oyster with its

abdominal contents , the latter containing almost nothing but mud ;

the effect of this may be easily felt in the case of a man who has

devoured a plate of good sized oysters ; the body of the oyster is

quickly digested and his stomach is lined nearly an inch deep

with mud taken from the bottom of the sea, and to dispose of

this filth requires as much extra strength on the part of the

stomach as has been acquired from the slight food contained in

the oysters . Oysters are delicious, but the abdomen should in all

instances be thrown away and not eaten.

Milk of the cow contains all the elements of the human

system, in the right proportions ; and, if concentrated , or if the

stomach were large enough to contain these elements in their

diluted state, in sufficient quantities, would support the life and

health of any man indefinitely.

SPECIAL NOTICE .

In this chapter we are looking at the values of food from the

standpoint of common use and for the ordinary purposes of life .

In other words, we are stating the foods that give the immediate

nutrition demanded by the functions of the body. To avoid

old-age tendencies a different value is placed upon some of them.
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14.0
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1.4
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CHAPTER XXVI.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

EATING FOR HEALTH.

NDERthe storm and the cloud today,

And today the hard peril and pain

Tomorrow the stone shall be rolled away,

For the sunshine shall follow the rain.

Joaquin Miller.

"The study of what to eat is man's strongest castle of health." -Shaftesbury.

HIS chapter is not scientific in its language nor in the pre

sentation of its facts, although all the statements herein

are scientifically correct. To burden a book of this

kind with language that could be understood only by

those who are familiar with technical terms would defeat

its usefulness.

When we say that all the Ralston Health Club books are used

by physicians, not only for study, but for reference, and that the

same books are made so plain and so easily understood that the

most illiterate person can learn the great facts of life and health

therefrom, we are able to realize the importance of the Club in aid

ing mankind to avoid disease.

The principal meal of the day should commence with soup,

as this excites the stomach to healthy activity, and prepares it to

receive more solid food.

A person in Class One may eat almost anything that is

relished, if the taste be not previously perverted .

A person of average weight who exercises sufficiently to main

tain good health, requires five ounces of nitrates for the muscles ,

twenty ounces of carbonates for heat, two or two and a half per

cent of phosphates for the brain, nerves and bones, with waste to

accompany it for bulk, which may consist in part of water and

natural acids to enable the liver to eliminate the effete matter from

the blood.

As we have said in the previous chapter the great danger is in

eating too much carbonaceous food , which overheats and inflames

the blood, and is a fruitful cause of disease. But on the other

hand it is asked , is there not too great a danger in eating food
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which contains an excess of nitrates and phosphates ? And we

will say that the latter is not sufficiently abundant to overstock

the system, while one of the chief dangers of eating an undue

proportion of nitrates is their liability to contract the stomach

and injure digestion . A person living on nothing but cheese

would possess a stomach about one-seventh of its natural size

which, therefore, would not secrete the gastric juice which is

necessary for digestion ; and it is well known that the distention

of the stomach is necessary in order to secrete these juices . The

foods which are over-rich in nitrates are cheese, Southern corn ,

beans, peas, fish, lean meats, fruits and vegetables . These are great

muscle-makers but must be avoided in combinations unless

accompanied by a due proportion of carbonaceous food and

waste. For the convenience of our members we give the follow

ing classifications :

The best of the common phosphatic or brain foods are lean

meat, fish, cheese, whole wheat, oatmeal, almond nuts, Southern

corn, beans, peas, potatoes, figs and prunes.

The best of the common carbonaceous or heat-producing

foods are fat, sugar, butter, rice, rye, chocolate, dates, buckwheat

and Northern corn and white bread. The eating of too much of

this class of food is the cause of ill health, poor blood and bad skin.

The best of the common nitrogenous or muscle-producing

foods are vermicelli , cheese, meats, Southern corn, salmon, lentils ,

beans and peas . The first two, vermicelli and cheese, are among

the best muscle- producers known , for uses in modern life.

The necessity of phosphorus for persons of strong mentality,

or for those who study much, or whose habits are sedentary, may

be clearly demonstrated in the fact that when the brain has been

very active, or a person has been worrying, the excretions from

the body contain a larger proportion of phosphorus than at any

other time. Clergymen on Monday, lawyers during a court trial ,

and physicians when overworked, by actual proof lose unusual

quantities of phosphorus. This shows the necessity of knowing

what to eat, and in what proportions to eat the different elements.

School girls grow pale and their parents ascribe the cause to

something else, when it is due solely to the loss of phosphorus and

the lack of foods which contain that element. Some physicians,

knowing the real cause, prescribe phosphates in medicines from

deorganized phosphates, as all medicines are. This is mockery at
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Nature and Nature's God, who has furnished these organized phos

phates in fish, grain and meat, ready for digestion and assimilation

in the human system.

The most nourishing drink for the brain and nervous system,

as well as for the general vitality , is what is called " RALSTON BRAN

LEMONADE." This is made in the same way as lemonade, except

ing that the water has been made almost of the consistency of

milk by being mixed with bran and standing at least six hours.

The use of bran water for drinking purposes is not likely to

become popular, as it is too simple in its composition ; but let

any person whose brain is tired or is overworked or wearied from

any employment that saps the vitality take a glass of bran water,

either with or without the lemonade, and the result will be sur

prising. Owing to the great predominance of phosphorus in bran,

the nervous system as well as vitality of body and brain are quickly

nourished, and the eyes become bright and all weariness departs.

Persons who are easily fatigued during the day should drink bran

water occasionally. Shop girls, clerks , people of sedentary habits

and care-worn mothers will become new beings under the influence

of phosphorus taken in this way ; while on the other hand any

phosphates taken in medicinal drinks or liquid form sold as medi

cine will be found to be deorganized and therefore injurious to the

health. Never take into the system any deorganized elements , no

matter how pure they may be.

The digestive organs require that kind of food which creates

energy and strength of action . We have known many persons

having weak stomachs hardly capable of digesting anything

stronger than rice who have gradually acquired power by care

fully training the stomach, and attending to the four cardinal

points of health, to digest the most difficult food.

Food which contains the most nourishment is usually the

least wholesome when taken alone. Waste matter is necessary

every day in order to distend the stomach and intestines, and to

produce an excitement of good digestion and a stimulant to the

bowels to throw off their excretions .

The use of condiments such as mustard, cloves , horse-radish,

sauces, and pungent spices have been proved to be injurious to the

stomach, liver and especially to the heart ; yet they are of no harm

to a strong stomach if taken in very small quantities.

Meat ought not to be eaten by very young persons, as it often
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causes nervous derangements, fits, and certain indiscretions in

youth. The healthiest and purest lives come from those who do

not eat meat before the age of fifteen .

Potatoes sliced thin and fried are indigestible ; and, while

delicious to the taste, they not only afford no real nourishment,

but injure the processes of digestion as to other food . They also

cause a disarrangement of the liver.

Cake clogs the stomach. All rich pastry is poison to the liver.

Glucose, a perverted form of corn , is prevalent in beer and in other

drinks, and especially in soft caramels and creams, and in syrups,

jellies, and similar things. Although derived from a nutritious

food , it is in a perverted shape, and to GLUCOSE may be attrib

uted the rapid spread of BRIGHT'S DISEASE.

Trichinæ and tape worm cysts come from pork, raw meat and

sausages. Bologna sausage, meat-cheese, and any cooked sausages

which contain red meat should be avoided .

The aged need attention as to their food . Grandfather is

getting old ; the jolly good-natured face is not as bright as it used

to be,though the old gentleman seems to be putting on more flesh,

while his daily food consists mostly of buckwheat cakes and syrup,

white bread and butter, sugar , rice and fat meats. His strength of

mind and body have gone, and he drones about the house in a

continual stupor. He needs a change of food ; lean meat and

fish, cracked wheat and potatoes , barley cakes, rye bread, or

Southern corn cakes . Give him these and his mental vigor will

come back again. Instead of sitting indoors all day he will be

more active.

Maybe he is quite thin and lean, with pale blue flesh. He

needs buckwheat cakes, molasses, fat meats, potatoes mashed in

milk and well buttered , together with Northern corn , cracked wheat

and fish, oatmeal porridge, and fruits every morning. Are grand

father and grandmother both living ; and would you desire to have

them with you for a great many years yet, hale and hearty, good

natured and vigorous, actively useful both to themselves and to

those about them ? You can make them happy, and make their

lives such as we have described , by giving them proper food .

Give us a hearty , ruddy-cheeked person, full of health, and to

whom neuralgia and rheumatism are entirely unknown, and let

the average mother, or head of the kitchen, arrange the breakfasts

for several weeks, consisting in chief of buckwheats and syrup, or
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white flour cakes , butter biscuits, white bread, bacon, coffee, and

the like-all heaters and all without brain or nerve foods-and the

cheeks will grow pale and the health fade. Headaches, dull, stupid

days ; tired feelings and a disposition to lounge about and do noth

ing will surely follow, ending at last in neuralgia, and sometimes

in rheumatism.

While not attempting at the present time to classify our

members, for we could not do so without knowing more of their

temperaments and conditions, we will lay down the following

general rules. Do not fall into the error of supposing that these

rules are all there are, or that the food described should be imper

atively used.

FIRST GENERAL RULE . Milk.-This is undoubtedly the sim

plest and most closely allied to nature of all means of sustaining

the body. As soon as it is taken from the cow it should be

instantly poured into glass jars that have been previously scalded ,

then sealed air-tight. This prevents the milk from absorbing the

poisons which exist in every atmosphere. The scalding will

kill the germs that may already be in the jar, otherwise disinte

gration would commence in the milk before being taken into the

stomach.

Many persons claim that they are unable to drinkmilk. This

indicates simply a diseased condition of the stomach, and needs to

be remedied by our special treatment. An excellent way of drink

ing milk is to put lumps of ice in a glass, and over this pour

enough milk to fill in between the pieces of ice and instantly drink

the whole of it. The cream, of course, should be left upon the

milk unless the patient is troubled with diseases of the kidneys, in

which case no cream should be allowed to enter the stomach until

the disease has been cured .

SECOND GENERAL RULE. Cheese.-This excellent article of

food may be used as a complete substitute for milk, and requires

the following things to be observed in its production and keeping :

It should be made from pure milk and cream, taking the milk in

the natural state ; it should be mild , always fresh , and should be

kept in as pure an atmosphere as possible. We confidently expect

that in each town and city there will be a club who will elect an

executive committee, to serve for a limited time, whose duty shall

be to look personally after these matters for the benefit of the

entire club.
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•
THIRD GENERAL RULE. Eggs.-Eggs and milk alone have

been known to sustain life for many years. It costs no more to

get fresh, pure eggs than to get the kind ordinarily found in the

markets. It may take a little more trouble, but the executive

committee of your club will look after this for you , and as all of

you in turn act on that committee, you will find the social pleas

ures to more than pay you for your trouble. Eggs obtain a bad

odor or flavor from the impure food of which the hens are sure to

get too much if they are not fed by the owners. For the purpose

of obtaining the best eggs for the health, the hens should be fed

upon good, wholesome food and pure water in the morning, and

again at night, and then be allowed to pick up what they may

during the day. Of course, the better way of preparing the eggs

is to mix them with milk and cook them as lightly as possible.

FOURTH GENERAL RULE. Apples.-This excellent fruit should

always be kept where it can be partaken of at any hour of the

day, and an appetite for it should be cultivated . There are but

few brands of apples which suit the taste of an individual . These

should be ascertained and secured ; the only requisite being that

the apple should be fully ripe. As it is a good plan never to allow

the stomach to be empty more than an hour at a time, and as the

disease germs in the air are never absorbed by the stomach when

it contains food, no better kind of light food could be taken

than apples, crackers and cheese once every hour or so during the

day.

FIFTH GENERAL RULE. Fruit.-Oranges which are very sweet

are generally poisonous. So also, are oranges whose skin emits a

stinging oil. This may be tested by placing the skin to the lips

and bending it backwards so as to slightly bruise it. The thin

skinned, sour, or middling sweet oranges are the best. Splendid

health results from taking only the juice (not the pulp) of six

Florida or California oranges daily. Try this for one year, and

see what bright eyes, clear brains and excellent health you will

have. Bananas eaten in America are positively injurious under

all circumstances, no matter how they are raised or how they are

ripened. In their native country they are excellent as food. In

this country they are nearly equal to poison, and commence dis

integration of the body the moment they enter the stomach. No

decayed fruit under any circumstances should ever be touched,

even if the decay could be cut out, for the smallest speck of decay
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permeates the entire fruit. Lemons are valuable, especially if

taken without the aid of sugar. Raisins, if large and not decayed,

and if they contain no worms, are a more powerful stimulant to

the body than wine, and exhilarate the nervous system without

any fear of intoxication. But as nearly all brands of raisins con

tain worms which are not visible to the naked eye, it would be

well for the club in your town to borrow a microscope and investi

gate the condition of the raisins they use. Grapes are generally

very good ; some are not safe to take ; for instance, the little

Catawbas will poison a person. The Concords are the most com

mon, easiest raised, and always perfectly safe, if the little fine.

dust of a bluish tint is on them. Never eat a grape where this is

absent, for it indicates that the fruit may have been raised either

in the shade or some unhealthy spot, or that they are stale .

Grapes should always be on the bunch, and not split or open, for

they quickly absorb the poisonous life in the atmosphere. The

better way to eat them is to go out in the early morning and take

them directly from the vines, or else eat them at home when they

are not warm. Peaches, if not tart, are very good, but the large,

course, yellow-fleshed peaches are too harsh. All pears are

exceedingly beneficial if not decayed, or specked with decay.

The well-known Bartlett pear is one of the most valuable aids to

a good action of the kidneys. When eaten to excess, so that the

body is crowded with them, they become very cleansing. Water

melons thrive best in malarial countries, and even in non-malarial

countries absorb the low poisons that lurk near the ground . Not

only is this the case, but watermelons also seriously injure the

action of the liver, although most persons who have eaten heavily

ofthis fruit and suffer ascribe the cause to something else. Toma

toes should be eaten sparingly, and generally avoided in soups or

cans.

SIXTH GENERAL RULE. Nuts.-All nuts , excepting the almond ,

contain an oil that acts as a poison upon the organs, some affecting

the heart, some the liver and some the kidneys. The almond is

very nutritious and fattening. It is probable that no injury could

arise from eating them. Nuts , however, are so rich in phosphorus

that a few should be eaten after each dinner and almonds are

specially recommended.

SEVENTH GENERAL RULE. Vegetables.-Every kind of vege

table has its value, and is more to be preferred than meat. We
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must remember that the strong horse, and ox and mule, all of

which perform such wonderful feats of strength, get their great

power from the common grains, and vegetables and grasses . Who

ever heard of an ox, or a horse, or a mule eating meat? Persons

who live mostly upon vegetables have the best health, the best

nerves and the best complexion.

EIGHTH GENERAL RULE. Red Pepper. The value of red

pepper upon the liver cannot be fully understood until one has

used it. We have never seen a case of malaria, or of intermittent

fever, or of congestive chills, which could not be completely

destroyed by this simple method. It is a well known fact that

red pepper in very small doses given to hens, will prevent nearly

all kinds of disease among them. The club of which you are a

member should see that pure red pepper, ground into powder

known as Cayenne pepper, is obtainable in your locality.

Ill health is caused by improper food and by an improper

disposal of it after reaching the stomach ; or by food which is in

a bad condition when eaten. Pure digestion is not a species of

decay, but on the other hand, it is dissolution without decay.

The latter occurs by the natural law of death, and as little oppor

tunity as possible should be given it to take place in the body.

The whole secret of a long life seems to lie at the door of this

fact, coupled with the generation of the Life Principle to sustain

it. Hence, it may be seen that food should not be put into the

stomach in a condition of decay or adulteration , so as to clog the

system and hold the process of disintegration there.

THINK AS YOU EAT.

In closing this important chapter it is well to ask our mem

bers to think when they eat of what they are eating. By this time

the nature of the food which you eat will be well known to you,

and its uses understood.

What did you eat to-day ?

Was it too much carbonaceous ? Or nitrogenous ? Or phos

phatic? The first undoubtedly.

Now we will say that you have changed your diet and have

been eating plenty of nitrates and phosphates. Still something is

the matter: the food is too condensed. You need waste matter,

and you are apt to regard carbonaceous food as waste ; so be care

ful. Look at the " Table of Foods" and act accordingly.



CHAPTER XXVII.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

PLAIN FACTS .

Truth's house there is a single door ,

Which is Experience. He teaches best,

Who feels the hearts of all men in his breast,

And knows their strength or weakness through his own.

Bayard Taylor.

"A fact proved by fair experience, is greater than a thousand theories yet

untested."-Shaftesbury.

P

WERHAPS this chapter is the most important one in the

present volume. It presents a series of plain facts,

many of which are recognized at a glance, and most of

which are overlooked in daily life . We state nothing

that we have not learned the truth of through the pro

cess of some experiment. The Ralston Club owes it

as a duty to its members to correct many of the erroneous impres

sions that are afloat concerning the use of foods and drinks ; and

to do this we publish the following facts :

Tea. When you die, you will either wear out by ossification ,

or be eaten up by bacteria, or lose your nervous vitality and so

perish by heart failure or paralysis. If you will name any imme

diate cause of death (barring accident or violence) we will trace it

quickly and directly to one of these three original causes. An

unbalanced person is nervous ; nervousness is an erratic action of

the vitality, caused by improper food or lack of exercise ; tea will

calm the nerves and produce quietude by causing temporary

paralysis ; hence it affects life and leads to one of the causes of

death . Its earliest paralyzing effect is found upon the bladder and

connecting organs. Children and old people who drink tea are

peculiarly weak in these organs. If tea must be taken it is safest

on a full stomach. On an empty stomach it is very injurious .

Coffee. This drink has its good and bad effects upon the

system. To use plain language, we will call it a tanner or tough

ener of the tissues ; that is, it prevents the breaking down of old

tissues as fast as would happen ordinarily. For this reason coffee,

if taken in the morning with a large meal, by one who is to work

out of doors all day, will prove a valuable staying power. To a
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poor man or laborer it acts as a reserve force, by giving him a

longer use of his tissues. To one who is to remain indoors , or

who eats but little food, it is a precursor of soil-disease, or the

accumulation of dead animal matter in the body. This occurs

because the toughened tissues, when loosened as they must be or

death will ensue, are not readily thrown off. They make soil -heaps

all through the body. See soil-disease, in this chapter. Another

objection to coffee is its disorganization . See the next fact.

Effect of tea and coffee upon digestion . A German

physiologist, Schultz-Schultzenstein , subjected chopped boiled

eggs to artificial digestion with hydrochloric acid, adding in

different cases pure water, tea and coffee. The percentage of

albumen digested by the pure acid was 94, with the water 92,

with the tea 66, and with the coffee 61. Thus the addition of

pure water affected the digestion little, but the tea and coffee

lessened it materially. In this experiment the egg was chopped

into millimetre cubes. In a previous trial, in which the egg was

not chopped so fine, the presence of tea and coffee was even more

unfavorable.-Zeitschrift fur Physiologische Chemis.

Organized food . -As we have once before stated, no food

should be taken into the stomach unless it has been organized in

some vegetable. Meat of an animal that has eaten no meat is of

vegetable origin ; but meat of an animal that has eaten meat is

partly deorganized . So vegetables are often deorganized by decay

or burning. A raw peanut, if boiled , or a chestnut, if boiled , may

be nutritious ; and would be if cooked in any way that did not

destroy its cells ; but browning it is destructive of its food value.

The same is true of browned flour, of browned grains, if the heat

permeates them as in coffee. The latter is deorganized , and is

therefore no longer a natural food . Of course, the browning of

the outside of food, as in toasting or roasting, only deorganizes

the outside. A potato browned clear through would cause stomach

trouble.

Soil disease .-This is an accumulation of dead animal mat

ter in the body or any part. It may be caused by one of three

things : gross eating, lack of exercise, or interference with the tis

sues . When gross eating is the cause, and when the tissues have

been toughened by coffee, tea or alcohol , the liver, the kidneys or

the heart may be chiefly affected . As the tissues give us our life

only by their own death, it is not well to toughen them so that
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they will remain in the system after their destruction ; yet tea,

coffee and alcohol all do this . The dead carcasses of millions

times millions of these tissues are piled up in the body ; and they

naturally seek to affiliate with some organ. The liver is the softest,

and the most easily preyed upon. Out of every one hundred

persons, ninety -nine have some enlargement or other disease of

FIG. 21.

Enlargement of the liver. Due to gross eating ; or the coffee, tea or

alcohol habits.

of the liver. In Figure 21 a displacement of the heart is shown as

taken from an actual case, and common to many.

Detection of soil-disease.-We have made, in the last

twenty-three years, many experiments in tracing the cause of soil

disease. There are three absolutely sure signs. The first is in the

breath. Out of two thousand cases of strong coffee drinkers, every

person without a single exception had a soil -disease breath . The

dead animal matter could be detected by the odor of the breath ;

which is clearly distinguishable from that of decayed teeth. The

second is the souring of milk on the stomach. The third is the

morning appetite.

Sour stomach .-Nothing can sour in or out of the body

unless bacteria are present. This is an absolutely ascertained fact.

When bacteria get into the body they cannot live, or get a foot
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hold even, unless there is soil for them. Like other germs of their

kingdom they thrive upon animal refuse ; live and multiply ; and

then attack everything they can reach. In order to have sour

stomach, belchings or eructations, two things are necessary : soil

and germ-life. Without both , fermentation is impossible.

Milk. Milk is the natural food , and the first food , of life.

It is adapted to the human stomach, although cow's milk is

slightly too strong for the infant. A healthy stomach will absorb

milk as easily as a sponge will take water. The more milk one

gets into the system, the less organic trouble there will be. The

body needs it, and must have it. The cow, and all animals, male

and female, as well as the human being, create milk out of the food

eaten. This goes on daily. Even if you eat meat only, in an

hour a stream of milk will be flowing toward the blood of the

heart. Milk is the last condition of digestion , and the nearest to

blood. Why not then use it and save the system so much labor?

The experiment was tried on some persons a few years ago, of

giving them mush with sugar and milk every morning for a

month ; then mush and sugar without the milk for a month. In

the first month the health became better ; in the last, when milk

was omitted, sickness or debility followed in most every case . If

your stomach cannot retain milk without its souring, you have

soil-disease, and your breath will show it.

Morning appetite .-A person who does not have a natural

craving for food on arising in the morning, has soil-disease ; and the

breath will be loaded with the odor of it . In a healthy person the

appetite is keen. In the morning as soon as you are on your feet,

the mouth should be free from taste, and the stomach should evince

a strong hunger. Nature requires that the first meal should be the

strongest. The body is in fact a furnace, whose fires are to burn

all day. The habit of denying it fuel in the morning and giving

it an overload at the end ofthe day when the fires are not required

further, is in accord with the average way of dealing with this

unfortunate human body.

Milk

Whatever you eat must

Vegetarianism .-Let us look at this much vexed question.

Weeat to get blood . The blood requires nothing but blood.

is the step just before blood is made.

turn to milk, before it makes blood. You have a very large milk

duct in your body. If you drink pure fresh blood , as many physi

cians advise, it is absorbed into your own blood at once ; so would
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raw meat, if it had no fibrine ; so would the broth of meat, the

extract, or the soup . If you are after muscular strength, you can

not get it out of soup, or broth ; for the fibrine is the muscle

builder. It is itself in a

state of soil-disease, as it is

composed of the tissues

which make the disease.

For excessive strength

barley stands at the head of

all foods, whether meat or

grains ; next come the pre

ferred grains such as South

ern corn, hominy, whole

wheat, oat-porridge, all fifty times bettter muscle makers than

meat fibrine . For brain and nerve nourishers, we are compelled

to admit that beef extract, free from the fibers of meat, is by far

the best ; but beans are second, then the preferred grains.

Meat. Shall we discard meat, and become vegetarians ?

No ; not, at least, until we know what we are doing. Meat, being

flesh , is a sure food. If you discard it for a diet that will not

take its place, sickness will follow. If you were to live on vege

tables, your blood would turn to chills. If you took to grains,

not knowing their value as food, you would have neuralgia and

headaches. Meat is best supplanted by whole wheat, barley, corn,

cheese and eggs ; if any one of these is aided by potatoes, fruits,

vegetables, milk and the lighter grains. The fact that meat is

injurious should not drive us to a greater danger.

Influences of meat.-We do not think human muscles

should be built of meat fibers ; but, if meat can be cooked so as

to extract all the elements of the fibers, except their almost white

substance, the elements so removed become a perfect food, except

for muscle-making . Potatoes alone may supply the latter ; but

many grains, and even leaves and grasses, will do it. See what

enormous muscles the horse and ox get from grass ! Our reasons

why meat fibers should not be used to build human muscles are

as follows : first, they are not necessary, as grains and vegetables

can build better muscles ; second, meat fibers are dangerous to

the stomach, having caused death in many cases of convalescing

patients ; third, meat fibers are hard to digest , even a day's boiling

will merely scatter them, not dissolve them ; fourth, meat fibers

FIG . 22.

The tissues of meat, containing only fibrine .
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hold to the last a lot of old age insoluble salts, and calcareous

matter ; fifth, the salts are insoluble phosphates, are not good for

man, and, when freed, produce an erratic nerve action . This

causes convulsions in children . Meat juice can do no harm to the

young, if it is cooked ; but meat fibers have caused convulsions in

even kittens and pups, animals designed by nature to eat meat.

The faults of young men, the morbid cravings of appetite and

passions, and the brutal animalism of humanity are, without the

slightest doubt, due to fibers in meat or to uncooked blood in

flesh. To sum up, we recommend : that meat be well cooked ;

that all but the fibers be eaten ; and that muscles be built from

potatoes and the preferred grains.

Fats . Most certainly the body needs fats ; but, in milk, it is

ready for the blood. Yet fats come directly from vegetation ; the

richest butter is made from June grasses, or winter feeding ofgrain.

Fat meats are nearly free from the insoluble-fibres, and are pro

ductive of almost no injury.

What about Pork?-There are two principles involved :

first, flesh is the direct result of the food eaten ; second, flesh bears

the nature of the animal from which it comes. Lamb is a clean

meat and produces clean human blood ; beef makes far more vig

orous blood ; pork makes dirty blood , dirty skin , dirty natures .

Our disposition comes from the food we eat. The king of small

birds is able to whip the larger ones, simply because his temper

comes from the hornets on which he feeds . An animal fed on

grains is less savage than if he were fed on flesh . A man or

woman cannot eat hog without absorbing a part of the hog nature.

But this part has little to do with health . Swine eat and get

fermented food, and all fermentation is deorganization and

unnatural. Flesh made from it is bulky and a source of blood

disorders .

A party of experimenters some years ago tried the use of

meat without the fibers together with the preferred grains and

some milk daily ; while another party used plenty of pork and

whole meat. At the end of six months, the first party were, with

out exception, in much better health than ever before, many having

become cured of certain troubles ; while the second party were not

in good health, the blood and skin being full of disease. The

*The king-bird . " It is the smartest little bird in New England . Even the hawk, which

is such a terror to other birds, seems to be a source of amusement to the king-bird .”
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experiment has been made since ; and you may easily test its

value as a lesson on health . Sores , ulcers , tumors, cancers , and

the like, are species of bacterial fermentation ; and, under the

microscope, show bacteria and animal soil, of which meat fibers

form a great part.

―
Fat pork. The microscope and many well attested experi

ments show clearly that fat pork, when white and clean, is not the

same as lean pork. The fat of ham, or of salt pork, or of fresh

pork is very nearly a deposit of pure grease, and contains no

dangerous fibers. It is to lean pork what butter is to the meat of

the cow, an extract of grease . We are not advocating the fat of

pork or the use of lard ; we are simply stating that they are free

from any dangers in their use ; and they are as different from lean

pork as white is from black or a rose from the thorn, although both

originate together. Colored beans, the red beans preferred , when

cooked in fat pork, are the best food to supply iron to the blood

and phosphorus to the brain and nerves. We simply state these

as facts.

Salted meats .-Salt is a great extractor of nutrition from

meat. That is why we eat it on meat. But put it in a barrel and

let it make a nice brine, and in a short time the meat will have

lost nearly all its nutrition . So easily is this proved that a simple

analysis of the brine water will show that the nutrition of the

lean meat has been drawn out of it by the salt. The brine is not

eaten ; it is thrown away. The meat that remains is just as nutri

tious as the mummy-flesh of Egypt ; except that the fat has held

its own and is rich in nutrition of its kind.

Scurvy and Sores .-To the use of ham, corned-beef, and

similar preservations , the scurvy of sailors and familiar complaints

of soldiers are entirely due. Corned-beef and pork, by their fibers,

have made many a grave.

Monotony. No matter how good the food may be, the con

stant use of one kind, or of one course, is not desirable. For

variations, see the chapter on Ralston Day.

Relish.—Undoubtedly relish is a guide, but it must be the

relish of the whole substance, not the surface. Potatoes fried thin

are pleasant to the taste, but the pleasure comes from the fat in

which they are fried . Fry them without the fat and they are not

liked . We have seen dogs and cats refuse bread ; but as soon as it

was dipped in gravy, they would eat it. We then dipped sawdust
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in gravy, and afterwards pieces of pine wood, and they ate them

eagerly. A child who loves candy will swallow sugar-coated pills,

because of their relish . Remember that the surface of a thing

determines the taste of it ; and do not be misled by a false relish .

Digestion . The elements of the body are supplied in three

general kinds of food : fibrine, albumen and starches. Fibrine

from meat causes nervous derangement, clogs the system, leads

to organic trouble and soil-disease. Unless you breathe deeply,

and exercise in the open air, it is well to avoid it. Albumen (in

eggs and flesh more properly spelled albumin) is interchangeable

in its results with milk, and is largely present in all blood . It is

digested in the first stomach. Starches are forms of sugar, and

are not digested in the first stomach ; but pass on readily to be

utilized, provided they come to the stomach in solution. All bread is

starch food. All starch food should be salivated in the mouth ,

and there made solu

ble. If this is not

done, the stomach will

be clogged and seriously

injured by lumps of

bread or cake dropped

into it. So true is this

great fact that much

stomach trouble maybe

averted by masticating

such foods thoroughly

before swallowing. An

animal depends upon

the mouth for the chief

part of its digestion ; a

cat or dog will chew

bread, and swallow meat

in whole chunks. It is
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FIG. 23.

The glands of the human tace, which furnish saliva and perfectly safe for a per

the means of digesting bread, grains and sugars.

son to swallow large

pieces of meat whole ; for the stomach attends to tearing them to

pieces. In fact the fibrine causes less trouble if the stomach tears

it to pieces. Of course we do not recommend such a way of eat

ing. We state merely the facts of nature.

Health from Eating.-Unless bacteria have obtained pos
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session of your body or some organ, you may regulate every

species of sickness by the food you eat and the exercise you take.

Until the stomach will digest fresh milk, health is an utter impos

sibility. The majority of people cannot take milk, as it sours on

the stomach. To take lime or other things with milk is both

unnatural and fruitless . We do not insist upon milk being taken

as a food, but as a test ; if it sours you may rest assured that

bacteria and animal soil are present and around the vital organs.

This test is of the greatest importance.

How people go into a decline . The story is quickly told.

There is no appetite on arising ; due to soil-disease. Instead of a

good breakfast, coffee is given as a stimulant, " because without it

sickness would follow." No exercise is taken " as not enough has

been eaten to afford strength." The coffee, or the stimulant, or

the meat, will increase the soil-disease, as that is the chief func

tion ; the lack of exercise increases the soil -disease ; the soil-disease

destroys the appetite. A person who will not eat a hearty meal in

the morning cannot keep well.

The Cure. The only way to cure the soil -disease is to avoid

taking stimulants until thoroughly well. Let coffee and tea alone.

Let meat fibers alone. They all make dead animal soil and keep

it in the body. The next step is to starve at night and exercise.

Eat twice a day ; at morning and at noon ; and, perhaps, as late

as three in the afternoon . Get fresh air ; get glame and exercise.

As soon as the appetite craves a hearty breakfast without coffee,

then resume the regular meals. The body needs fuel before the

day's activities, not after them. The hunger at evening if satisfied

merely loads the body with refuse matter, and sickens the stomach

for morning.

Food Values.-Before closing this chapter we deem it a

duty to all Ralstonites to speak of the various published tables of

food values, some under the sanction of a state or national govern

ment. Where they recommend a special food , as they often do,

and sometimes a food-adulteration (a certain adulteration of

butter made of grease similar to that used in soap manufacture

being officially endorsed) you may rest assured that the matter is

mixed with politics . The American people are cursed by too

much politics, and too many partisans , demagogues and schemers.

As to foods let the truth be spoken at all times, for it is by pure

food that we live.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

(THIRD POINT OF HEALTH . )

PHILOSOPHY OF EXERCISE.

'HEN here's to the oak, the brave old oak

Who stands in his pride alone ;

And still flourish he, a hale green tree,

When a hundred years are gone,

H. F. Chorley.

"How many people there are who never enjoy their work ! They are dead but

unburied."-Shaftesbury.

MAN wagered that he could lie in bed a week without any

material change in his health. Upon arising he found that

he had not strength sufficient to enable him to stand on

his feet . Muscles, bones, tissues, nerves and even the

blood had been vitiated , and were remarkably weaker.

He could not understand why absolute stillness should

not rest a man, instead of destroying his strength. Another man

carried his arm in a sling for three months to see what would hap

pen to it. The muscles and skin shrivelled , and the flesh was

flabby and sickly. The bone of the arm became stiff as though

all the vital spring had departed from it.

People who do not exercise sufficiently have flabby flesh ,

soft and sickly muscles, and their bones are dry as chalk, and are

easily broken in a fall . On the other hand, if sufficient exercise is

taken, the bones are full of sap and have a spring or flexibility

that will resist a fracture. Such a person is generally safe against

disease . Persons once in health ought never to be ill, if general

attention is paid to the Four Cardinal Points of Health ; and per

sons in Class Two should obtain good health by following the

course prescribed in volumes two and three of this club ; after

which they may always remain in Class One. It is only a weak

ened person who is attacked by contagious diseases , or epidemics

such as La Grippe.

We will lay down the great law of exercise which is as follows :

RALSTON LAW OF EXERCISE .

Nutrition is drawn into any part of the body in proportion to the

amount of movement of that part.
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This rule is subject to two limitations :

1. The nutrition can come only from proper food.

2. The movement must not be excessive.

Food, however nutritious it may be, will not become a part of

the active, vital organism, until it is drawn to some portion of the

body by exercise, and that part receives it as nutrition . Much

valuable food in lazy people passes away in the excretions or

becomes effete in the system . Such persons have bad breaths and

carry a semi-corpse about.

If you are ill , you will find it necessary to become a com

plete member, and as such you will be benefitted by the Massage

cure, and the Swedish movements, which are given in Vol . III ,

together with the full course of Physical Culture.

Exercise and movements have for generations been a part of

all methods of aiding the physicians to restore health in the

patient. To establish and maintain two great forces is the main

object of all the operations of the human system . These are the

mechanical and nervous forces .

To improve these capabilities, and to train them to their

proper use is, in short, to put an individual in possession of him

self. Ill health is evidence of loss of such control ; medical efforts

are merely endeavors to restore this control .

According to Draper, the water taken into the system of a

man weighing 140 pounds, in the course of twenty-four hours,

amounts to 4.1 lbs.; the dry food, 2.25 lbs.; the oxygen. 2.19 lbs .;

the whole amounting to about eight and a half pounds of material

every day, furnished the system to sustain its powers . A proper

tionate amount, we discover, is discharged from the body in the

same time, there being no increase of its weight. But in the

meantime these materials have become greatly changed in conse

quence of chemical combinations with other. About a pound and

a half of water has been produced, half a pound of carbon has

been dismissed through the lungs, and great varieties of organic

and earthy salts have been concocted in the system, and drained.

off by the kidneys . To convey oxygen and nutriment to the

changing structures, about twenty-five pounds of blood have been

kept in unceasing circulation through all, even to the minutest,

channels of the body ; and about twenty-one pounds of solvent

juices have been poured into the digestive canal to effect the

solution of the food , to be again absorbed into the blood.
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The plan of Nature is evident ; man must move daily, not as

a drudge, but as a being of pride and beauty. The human form

should not toil in unremitting menial labor; but must perform the

strong and the light duties of work in order to balance and stimu

late muscular growth, and keep the blood moving vigorously .

Work is noble ; but to make it drudgery is base. There is no

labor so low that a nobleman cannot perform it. Abraham

Lincoln and his wife, in a humble home, performing all the

duties of life with no servant excepting their own hands of flesh,

were not degraded by honest toil . Laziness destroys the pith of

men and women and grows on people. Ifyou once submit to it, it

is hard to arouse yourself from its lassitude.

By way of review let us state that

1. Nutrition to the body can only come through the activity

of the body.

2. Food attracted to any part of the body by exercise, gives

health and vigor to that part.

3. Food, no matter how nutritious it may be in its elements ,

is not so easily drawn into the organic life of the system, or

"assimilated," unless muscular activity is going on. Much of the

best food, not being assimilated , is lost as waste.

4. Assimilated food , after having served its purpose, becomes

effete ; and such effete matter should be thrown off by exercise and

the eating of fruit.

5. The strength of the muscle is in its own fibers ; these assim

ilate nutrition only when excited by exercise ; when idle they

waste away as seen in Figure 24.

FIG. 24.

Wasting away of muscular fibers in the midst of muscular

tissue, resulting in a breaking up of the muscles; due to

lack ofexercise . The above is an exact condition , except

that the fibers are magnified.



CHAPTER XXIX.

(HEALTH DIVISION. )

A CODE OF PRACTICE .

IFE, unexplored, is hope's perpetual blaze

When past, one long, involved , and darksome maze :

But, that some mighty power controls the whole,

A secret intuition tells the soul.

Winter.

"We rust and decay in proportion as we allow the machinery of the body to remain

idle."-Shaftesbury.

13

EN and women who are not in a position to devote a

specified amount of time daily to the full exercise of

the body, will be pleased to have us furnish them with

a code of practice which shall contain the simplest

possible movements, and yet be effective in serving

the demands of health. Such is the purpose of the

present chapter. In place of a complete system (for which there

could be no room in a book of this kind), we now offer the present

code of practice. It is simple and without elaboration ; and is not

in any sense a part of the regular system of the book of Complete

Membership.

The principles should not be lost sight of. It is a fact that

all parts of the body commence to decay when not exercised suffi

ciently ; but it is equally true that over-exercise will destroy , by

force, the supporting tissue of the bones and muscles . Violence is

at all times to be avoided. The great athletes all break down

before they reach the prime of life . This fact should not make us

afraid of exercise, for on the other hand, the bones become as dry

as chalk and very brittle when not used and exercised sufficiently ;

so with the muscles and other parts of the body.

When the body is in health the bones are not the dry, dead,

blanched things they seem to be, but are moist, living, pinkish

structures , covered with a tough membrane, while the hollow is

filled with marrow, rich in fat and full of blood vessels. Let these

vessels become closed and the bone soon dries. Exercise alone

can keep the blood circulating through the bones. If a person

fails to exercise, the nutrition will be cut off, and the bones

become so dry that they are likely to break on the slightest fall.
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Every bone in the body should be given some test of its strength

daily.

The first exercise to be performed is to learn to stand on

the tips ofthe toes and to keep in good balance. This is of course

quite difficult, but its difficulty is the main charm of its success.

We wish now to add to the difficulty by having

you endeavor to stand on the tip of one foot ; by

the tip we mean the extremes of the toes. When

this can be done easily, make an effort to rise,

while counting five slowly, on the tips ofthe feet ;

then take each foot in turn. This is almost

impossible to a nervous person, but its very

difficulty adds to the glow of pleasure when

it is accomplished, and keeps the attention of

the person on the exercise. We hold that exer

cise done mechanically never produces the

effects that are desired . For people, however

sedentary they may be in their habits, to walk

when they do not feel like it or do not take an

interest in walking, is only to add to their

weariness. Exercise should be desired and

liked in order to be exhilarating.

The second exercise is to place the right

arm in front of the body, and try to clinch the

fist as tightly as possible without moving the

arm ; then try this with both arms in turn.

Endeavor to put all the will-power that you

possess into the fists, for here lies the greatest

physical expression of the body.

The third exercise is to bring the fists

back to the chest with the greatest rapidity ,

while keeping them clinched with will-energy.

Try to make the motion so rapid that the eye
FIG. 25.

of exercise.

A dry bone ; due to lack cannot detect the passing of the arm through

the air. It is well known that those who prac

tice legerdemain , or sleight of hand , deceive their audiences by the

wonderful rapidity with which they can make the hand pass

through the air. So we can all obtain that same speed by sufficient

practice ; and we challenge any person to invent any more pleasant

or exhilarating exercise than this. Its effect on the health is very
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marked and speedy. All the good results, however, will be lost in

the hands of a person who does not observe the precaution to keep

the fists tightly clinched with all the will-power possible, while

the arms are being moved with this great rapidity.

The fourth exercise involves the whole body. Take a

standing position and lower the body so that the heels are nearly

or quite touched by the hips. Rise from this as slowly as possible.

Repeat for a number of weeks until the limbs are made very

strong; then try to rise slowly, but with a little more will

power each time, so that the tendency of the body on coming up

is to jump from the floor about an inch or so. Do notjump, as

this is too violent. The rise must be steady and full of energy.

Smoothness is better than a jerky leap. All jerky motions are

injurious to good health and good nerves ; in fact, it is well urged

that the breaking down of the nervous system, which is so com

mon with all athletes sooner or later, is due directly to the bad

habit of making so many jerky motions. This is the fault of all

gymnasiums. The true principle is that great will-power and

strong, steady energy should accompany all practice, without

jerky movements. Mere rapidity, as we have shown, is not jerki

ness.

The fifth exercise is of the lungs . When we are born we

commence to breathe, and do not cease until we die. Life is not

only dependent upon the air we breathe, but our health is directly

affected by the amount of oxygen we inhale. In sleep nine per

sons out of ten inhale through

the mouth. In waking hours

nearly all persons inhale

through the mouth while

catching breath during conver

sation ; while a majority who

do not have catarrh keep the

mouth shut when not convers

ing.

Figure 26 shows the kind

provision of Nature for the pro

tection ofthe lungs and throat,

and the prevention of catarrh, consumption, bronchitis , sore throat,

and inflamed tonsils. This chamber is above the mouth, the lower

bone of the picture representing the roof of the mouth, or the

FIG. 26.

The great nasal chamber.
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sounding board of the voice . The nasal chamber is just above

this mouth roof, and its condition determines the nature of the

singing or speaking voice. Any mucus collected in the nasal

chamber will destroy the vocal resonance, as, for instance, if you

should try to say "My Mary, come home," it would sound like

"By Bary, cub hobe."

Mouth inhalations are dangerous to the health for four

reasons : 1. They chill the throat and colds result ; 2. They dry

the throat and irritation results ; 3. They carry dust into the

throat and lungs , and irritation and disease result . 4. They carry

animal and vegetable life into the system, and poison to the blood ,

and contagious diseases result. How about the nose? Well, there

are spongy filters in the nasal chambers which catch all the dust

and neutralize all poisons , furnish moisture, and prevent the direct

contact of cold air against the throat. We have experimented in

thousands of cases, and we are sure that persons who know noth

ing of the importance of nose-breathing, are ignorant of the first

great step toward health, and the avoidance of colds in the head,

and throat and lung troubles. If the stomach is not empty and

the person takes no breath through the mouth, it is perfectly safe

to enter any room where another is ill with a contagious disease .

The following exercises will not develop the lungs but will keep

them in good health :

1. Inhale as deeply and as long as possible.

2. Exhale as deeply and as long as possible.

3. Walk five steps while holding the lungs as full of air as

possible.

4. Walk five steps while the lungs are absolutely empty.

Rest at least a minute between each exercise. Do not practice

the above at the time of practicing in GLAME.

Catarrh is due solely to bacteria and animal soil, and is

caused by mouth inhalations . We do not pretend to cure it in

the present Volume, as the purpose of the General Membership is

not to deal with specific cures ; but every case of catarrh , except

where the bones have been rotted , may be completely cured by the

natural process stated in the book of Complete Membership. We

have cured thousands, and have yet to see the first failure.

The sixth exercise is of the skin . This is not Massage,

that vast system of movements which has caused so many persons

to arise as it were from the grave in the full restoration of health .
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As to that we will have more to say ; but at this place our subject

is more superficial.

The Skin . What is it for ? To encase the body merely.

But it has life, and is filled with thousands of avenues of inter

communication .

Activity ofthe Skin .-Stagnation is the first cause of decay,

and the first step in it. Moving air purifies itself. Plants do not

do so well in a room of still air, even if a new quantity of fresh

air is let in every hour. Exercise in still air, however pure, is

not as health-giving as in moving air. Still water alone becomes

stagnant and impure. Moving water purifies itself. A quiet,

inactive skin becomes stagnant and putrid. The pores become

blocked and filled with dead matter of the foulest character in

many cases.

Cleansing is not sufficient. To be sure cleansing removes

the debris already on hand, but does not give activity to the skin.

The two should be combined . The skin is a covering of leather,

tough, thick and capable of renewing itself. It should be kept

soft, firm , clean and active. If these four things are observed the

skin will last over nine hundred years .

1. How to keep the Skin Soft .-Activity is one ofthe best

methods. This will be explained under that head. Combine

activity with any lubricant, such as sweet oil ; knead it thoroughly

into the skin for a few minutes every day, and the result will be

purity of surface and softness. The complexion will improve

wonderfully. The oil should be completely eradicated by the use

of soap and hot water, followed by a dash of cold water over the

skin.

2. How to keep the Skin Firm.-Activity is one of the best

methods to accomplish this ; cold water is also necessary , and

generally should be preceded by hot water. A slight sudden dash

of cold water on a hot skin produces a contrast which causes the

skin to contract and solidfy without losing its softness . This is

excellent for skin diseases, and will ensure a good complexion.

3. How to keep the Skin Clean.-See the chapter on

bathing.

4. Howto keep the Skin Active .-This should be attended

to daily as a means of exercise of the highest importance. The

two following modes of exercising the skin are very pleasant and

exhilarating : Place the palm of the hand flatly and firmly on the
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surface, and move the hand alternately in four directions, right,

left, up and down. Do this on every part of the scalp, forehead,

face, neck, shoulders , arms, chest, back, sides , abdomen, legs and

feet, in fact the entire body. This method starts into new life all

the ligaments, tissues, nerves and blood vessels leading to the skin

and in it . Do not bruise or pinch the skin under any circum

stances, or irritate it. Whenthe entire body has been thus treated,

the next mode of exercising the flesh is to knead it. This is done

by taking the skin in the hands between the thick of the thumb

and the fingers, and gathering up as much of the flesh as possible ,

without pinching it-as to produce any irritation of the skin is to

invite to the surface the poisonous humors which would not

otherwise have been excited into life, and which will pass off in

other directions. This mode of exercising the flesh is one of the

most healthful means of keeping it active ; and activity is a sure

way of preserving the life of the skin. The effect on the com

plexion is quite remarkable. We have seen some of the worst

complexions that could be found anywhere completely made new

by this and the other modes of treating it suggested in this book.

The next chapter on cleansing the skin will aid in the results

which we are seeking in this.

Frequent rests are more valuable than long ones. A

minute's exercise followed by a minute's rest and continued for a

half hour or longer would give many times greater results than the

omission of rest or the taking of longer periods in the midst of

practice.

Sleep is certainly a very important theme for our discussion.

It is an established fact that as soon as the sun passes its meridian

at noon time, its vitalizing influences are being withdrawn. This

withdrawing is not marked for several hours, and it is not until the

sun is low in the western sky that the flowers and cattle, and all

life, both vegetable and animal-excepting man-withdraw from

the activities of the day and prepare for slumber. Three hours

sleep before midnight is equal to six hours after. Too much sleep

in the morning deadens the nerves, because it is contrary to the

vitalizing influences of the existence we are passing through. Per

sons who sleep late in the morning are thick-headed. Too much

sleep after midnight is the cause.

The seventh exercise is of the hair. We present the pict

ure of a single hair, in Figure 27. The root is seen, deep down in
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FIG. 27.

A single root of hair highly mag
nified.

the skin. It is a wonderful little life in

itself. It may be pulled out and lost ;

or it may be cut and made stronger.

Frequent trimming is its exercise, even

if but a tiny bit of the end is taken off.

The scalp needs combing twice a day,

with a fine comb, or brush ; but it should

never be irritated . The hair is an

absorber of electrical vitality , if it is

kept clean and dry. The many thou

sands exert a combined influence, each

acting like a lightning rod and gathering

magnetism for the brain and nervous

system. In men the hair should be at

least two inches long ; if shorter, the

brain is weakened. In women it should

be of womanly length, not short. The

hair is a nest of dust collected from the

atmosphere ; and ofanimal

soil oozing out from within .

Figure 28 shows a heap of

this soil at the surface of

the skin, and clinging to the hair itself.

The animal refuse matter soon becomes

rancid, and the hair has a very bad odor.

This could be easily prevented by brush

ing or combing the soil away twice daily.

The teeth need attention five

times a day: first on arising, second

after breakfast, third after the noon

meal, fourth after the evening meal, and

fifth before retiring. If you neglect

them, we will promise to find tartar

adhering to their enamel, and in this

tartar we promise to find for you, under

the microscope, a number of living.

germs, crawling around each tooth .

They are often diptheria germs ; and,

when they have multiplied , they get into

the throat.

FIG. 28.

A single root of neglected hair,
with animal-soil on the skin .



CHAPTER XXX.

(HEALTH DIVISION.)

THE RALSTON GENERAL BATH .

H! What avail the largest gifts of Heaven,

When drooping health and spirits go amiss?

How tasteless then whatever can be given!

Health is the vital principle of bliss.

Thomson.

"If cleanliness is next to Godliness, a thorough bath is practical

goodness."-Shaftesbury.

T is a lamentable fact that very few persons know how

to bathe correctly . There are many books that give

advice as to the necessity of bathing, and some add a

few hints ; but we will be the first to deal with the

subject in a thorough manner, and at the same time

correct some of the popular notions as to the effect of

bathing. We will not lose sight of the fact that the accumulation

of dead matter on the surface of the body causes a rapid decay of

the skin, and prepares it for the eruptions that are sure to follow.

In the middle ages the people did not bathe at all, and skin dis

eases of all kinds, as well as plagues and epidemics, were rampant.

In proportion as the people bathe they have good complexions

and clear skins. The one law of death is only the law of disinte

gration. Stagnation causes the latter, and that is why we die at all.

King Humbert of Italy, travelling with a duke, stopped at

a peasant's house. The duke objected to the odor of the peasant

when taking his seat at the table by his side. The king said : " I

will smell as bad if I do not bathe for four days." To prove it,

the king omitted his bath for that length of time, and the duke

said : " Your majesty was right. " The animal-soil oozes out atthe

pores in a thick gummy mass and sticks to the skin. Being like

glue, it attracts the dust from without ; and the two form a cover

ing which is most unhealthy. It is dangerous to fill up the pores ;

as it drives all the refuse matter back in the blood. Varnish the

skin all over the body, and you will die in a few hours. Yet soil

acts somewhat like a coat of varnish.

The odor is not noticeable to you, but everybody who comes

near you finds that you " smell sour." The animal-soil has fer
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mented, and is getting rotten. No wonder the lack of bathing

leads to skin diseases ! This soil is rankest under the armpits ,

between the shoulder blades, in the middle of the body, and at

the feet. These four places should be wet daily, either in the

morning or at night, and then rubbed very dry and very hard with

a towel.

There are three kinds of Ralston General Baths. The first

is with cold water, the second with warm water, the third with hot

water. A Ralston Bath is peculiar, and its distinctive features are

natural, and may be easily learned . The three principles are :

cleanliness , pleasure and safety . As there are tests of the presence

of soil -disease within (foul breath, lack of morning appetite and

sour stomach) ; so there is one test of soil- disease without, and that

is at the feet. All life, or all living, consists of the breaking down

of tissues in exchange for their vitality. Freshly destroyed tissues

are not disagreeable ; they are the same as the fibers of fresh meat.

The breath of a healthy person has not the slightest unpleasant

smell, for its carbon dioxide is odorless. Freshly deposited soil

on the skin is not poisonous. The old experiment of breathing

from healthy lungs into a glass jar, proves that no odor is present

until the tissues in the air die, ferment and rot. This would be

soil-disease if such decay took place in the body or on the skin .

Be careful that it does not. If you wish to know how soon a pure

exhalation decays, try the jar experiment. In just the same time

the skin-soil decays. The test is at the feet. Their odor is a key

to the entire body. They should be as sweet to the smell as the

cleanly face. The time to bathe is the time when the odor of the

feet is not pure.

The cold bath is a means of pleasure to one who can endure

it. Although sudden shocks of cold water have led to miraculous.

cures and introduced the new system of water curing, yet the fact

remains that such shocks are dangerous to weak constitutions.

We recommend, if you wish to use cold water, to gradually

acquire the power to endure it, by reducing its temperature little

by little.

The warm bath is valuable. Its temperature should begin

at 98 degrees, in a room at 70 degrees . It should end with cool

water.

The hot bath is very exhausting, but very cleansing. Hot

water destroys soil - matter and certain species of bacteria. All
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bathing to be safe must proceed as follows. If you are cold ,

remove only the final clothing about the neck and let the rest

remain, although it may get wet. Take a sponge or cloth and use

water as hot as you can endure it, all around the face and neck ;

then make a soap foam around the neck and face ; rinse in warm

water; dip the sponge or cloth in cold water, get all traces of soap

off, rinse again in cold water ; instantly wipe dry, not by rubbing

but by patting with a dry towel. The true Ralston bath requires

you to do this before you wash or wet the chest, or any other part

of the body.

Test of Ralstonism.-To prove the Ralston idea, proceed

with the chest and shoulders only, in the same way. As soon as

the use of the water has passed from hot to the warm and then to

the cold, and the chest has been wiped perfectly dry, you will be able

to undress, for the body will be all aglow. If you have been nude

all the time, you will notice, as soon as the chest is dry , a glow

of warmth travelling over the whole body, making it possible to

endure the chill of a cold room. You should then bathe the

abdomen, and wipe dry ; then the limbs and wipe dry ; then the

feet ; always ending in cold water. The limbs may be dried by

rubbing with a towel, but not the chest, neck or face.

How often? A daily bath is recommended ; but the use of

hot water is weakening. The warm bath is of blood temperature,

and therefore not weakening . A good Ralstonite will bathe the

whole body twice a week; and the feet, middle, arm-pits and back

every day.

Clothing. It is useless to state some facts , as they lead to

no good results . If we should advise a daily wetting and dry

wiping of the entire body, requiring about five minutes, and a

daily change of underclothing, few if any of our members would

do these things. Dead animal soil is found clinging to the under

clothing; and it is worn for days in that condition . Health does

not demand, but is promoted, by a daily change of underwear.

The expense and trouble forbid the adoption of such a rule. Yet,

if possible, try a change twice a week. What shall we say of the

thousands who do not even change once a week, and whose periods.

of bathing are epochs in their careers ?



CHAPTER XXXI.

(FOURTH POINT OF HEALTH . )

CULTIVATION OF CHEERFULNESS .

HATthen remains , but well our power to use,

And keep good-humor still, whate'er we lose?

And trust me, dear, good-humor can prevail,

When airs, and flights, and screams, and scolding fail.

Pope.

" Cheerfulness is flexible ; it may be cultivated to the highest degree . " -Shaftesbury.

NE ofthe great American papers, in a leading editorial

in 1893, gave utterance to the following views , which

are published in full : " It is remarkable that a man

82 years of age should be at the head of the English

government, and that he should be able to bear the

strain of taking the chief part in the election which

brought him there. Mr. Gladstone seems to defy all expectations,

but the surprise is taken away when one finds out that his health

has a substantial basis in three facts-a sound constitution whose

integrity he has never violated , a devoted wife who saves him from

worry, and a first-class physician who regulates his living and sees

to it that he does not go beyond the limits of what he can safely

do. In exercise , in rest, in diet, and in sleep every effort is made

to secure for him the best possible conditions. Only in this way

could his life be maintained at its present vigor. He is a fine

example of what can be achieved when the foundation of life and

usefulness is laid in physical health . Mr. Gladstone is a standing

witness of what a man can do who obeys the laws of his physical

existence as carefully as all men ought to obey the laws of God.

He may hope to live, under present arrangements, until his phys

ical system is entirely worn out. The late Dr. James Freeman

Clarke was an instance of what a man can accomplish who pursues

a similar course. He was born four months later than Mr. Glad

stone, and might have been living today if an accident had not

broken him up. He was remarkably busy down into old age, and

was always remarkably well. When asked one day how he could

keep up the strain in his old age, he immediately said : 'I never

worry ; I take all the sleep I need ; I am always regular in my
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habits ; and I maintain a cheerful disposition.' By these four rules

he lived, and it is evident that Mr. Gladstone also still lives by fol

lowing practically the same plan. " Dr. Clarke had four rules by

which he lived : the first " I never worry," and the last " I maintain

a cheerful disposition. " These are one and the same, and it

appears that the alpha and omega of his life were founded in cheer

fulness.

What is this one great factor of good health and longevity,

and whence comes it ? Is it light-heartedness ? No, for that is

often an illogical good nature . Is it pleasure ? Not necessarily ,

for that is the lot of those who are fortunately situated, and such

is not the case with all of us at all times. A great misconception

of cheerfulness occurs when one tries to look pleasant, to smile, to

be jolly, to be even flippant. Others are counted cheerful who are

full of mirth ; but experience shows that " comical geniuses" have

their reverses, and the funny man of today is the despondent man

of tomorrow. True cheerfulness is of three kinds :

1.-Plain contentment.

2.-Happy contentment.

3. Happiness.

These are degrees of each other, and we will discuss them

in their order ; but first we would lead our reader and member

solemnly and sacredly into a more profound consideration of that

foundation of true cheerfulness which must be laid in the depths

of every life. A structure cannot rest upon air, and here we have

the grandest structure of our earthly existence. To be contented.

or cheerful upon nothing is a false hope ; it cannot be.

Friends tell us that cheerfulness is the source of health

and happiness ; and therefore we are advised to be cheerful.

It is preached from the pulpit, fulminated from the press and

drawn from the lives and sayings of all successful characters :

BE CHEERFUL. But how? Can a person sit down and summon a

certain amount of this essence of health and happiness at will ?

No, cheerfulness must grow, and it requires time. The fruit is

either plain contentment, happy contentment or happiness.

Any member of the Ralston Health Club who possesses all

three of these degrees of cheerfulness, and who abides by the

simple rules of the other three Points of Health ought to live, and

will live, to an extreme and happy old age, retaining the full use

of all the faculties, and shaming those younger persons who regard
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old age as a period of dependence and uselessness . Will you , with

us, endeavor to linger in the golden days of life's early autumn by

living a new existence from this time forward ? If so, cheerful

ness must be one corner-stone of such a life ; and this must be

cultivated . If you prefer mongrel health and a life shortened by

carelessness then close the book here and now ; but if you wish to

go with us as a good Ralstonite, then read the next two chapters,

and adopt the plan given in the latter.

Plain contentment is the first or lower stratum of cheerful

ness . It may abound in tears or smiles, have its ups and downs,

its todays and tomorrows ; but it holds the even tenor of its way,

like a rope of gold amidst a rift of clouds, leading us ever upward

and onward, and binding the soul of today with the God of to

morrow.

Happy contentment is the middle stratum of cheerfulness .

In it we find some of the sweetness of life, and the now budding

graces of heart and mind. It is the richer and better fruit in the

ripening of our character.

Happiness is peace and joy found only in the citadel of char

acter. It comes always and surely to those who seek it ; and with

it we learn that disease is a sin and poverty unnecessary.

All the world agrees that cheerfulness begets good diges

tion ; brightens the eye ; lightens the heart ; tempers pleasure ;

and stamps a rainbow upon every tear of sorrow. But how can

a quality so evanescent affect the particles of matter which make

up the physical body ? There is no answer to this question except

upon the theory that such a force as GLAME exists . This great

truth is everywhere presented to us in little things. A pear is

luscious ; but we can pick up every day all the elements which

form the pear, and we can mix them in the exact proportions of

the most relishable pear ever tasted ; but the result is nauseating.

We cannot put GLAME into the pear.

As GLAME is to food, so cheerfulness is to digestion .

Experiments were made which showed that the stomach of a man

refused to deposit the juices necessary for digestion when food

which had lost its flavor was received into it ; and in a certain

case the process of digestion ceased entirely when a fancied slight

at the dinner table caused a young man to " pout," or become

gloomy ; and in still another case of a serious and almost fatal

attack of indigestion, the physician adopted the plan of having
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the "good news" brought, and thereupon the stomach deposited

its juices and the distress was soon gone. A young lady was ill in

bed, had lost her appetite, and seemed to be in a decline . The

promise of a trip to Europe revived her, and she at once began to

get well. Such experiences are common, and a thoughtless person

exclaims : "O, well, the thought of a trip to Europe will revive

anybody ; it is pleasure." But how? A body can do ten times.

as much exercising in play as in work, with less real weariness .

Agirl who loved to dance, was prostrated with a terrible headache;

an unexpected invitation to an impromptu dance at once revived.

her. You all exclaim : " Any pleasure will make a person well . "

Yes, if the other Points of Health are looked after. Cheerful

ness affects the stomach, lungs , heart, liver and kidneys. How ?

Simply because it draws GLAME into these organs , and that

means life.

It is all about us , and cheerfulness is sure to draw it from

food and air. For the reason that some people will not be cheer

ful under any circumstances, we doubt if such people can draw

GLAME by the exercises given in an earlier chapter. The three

degrees of cheerfulness will make every face beautiful ; the features

which are embellished only by mechanical nature tire us as we

knowthem ; while those which are embellished by nature grow fas

cinating under the influence of their owner's kind disposition ; and

such people selected for husbands and wives are never wearied of.

First, an irritable person breathes with difficulty , and the respira

tions are short. Second, a cheerful person breathes twice as much

air, and with pleasant ease ; consequently carrying more oxygen

into the system . Third, disappointment, or anything which

detracts from cheerfulness, causes an almost complete cessation

of the act of breathing ; sometimes leading to fainting or pros

tration . Fourth, headache is always preceded by holding the

breath, and letting it out in sighs , or otherwise reducing the

respiration to a minimum ; this accelerates the headache. Sick

ness is always at first accompanied by the same decrease of

breathing, and this causes the heart to beat faster in order to

support life ; up goes the pulse, and fever ensues. Fifth, the

saliva of human beings is affected by the disposition . All good

physicians know this ; and it is possible for the bite of an excess

ively irritable person to cause hydrophobia. A child fed upon the

milk of a vicious cow, died for lack of assimilation .
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(HEALTH DIVISION. )

M

HOW TO KEEP WELL.

Y crown is in my heart, not on my head ;

Not decked with diamonds and Indian stones,

Nor to be seen ; my crown is called content ;

A crown it is, that seldom kings enjoy.

Shakespeare.

"Come with me hand in hand with Nature and with Ralston and let us drink deep

of the fountain of life."- Shaftesbury.

SUMMARY of the suggestions of this volume may not be

out of place as we approach the final chapters. How to

keep well is the present theme, and it is the current on

which the ship of life must float. Before the summaryof

all that the book contains is given, three questions are per

tinent : one, do you wish to keep well ? two, are you willing

to make a slight effort to keep well ? three, are you willing to make

a reasonably earnest effort to keep well ? If you belong to that

very large class of people who do not believe in bothering about

the health until sickness comes, then lay this book aside until you

are stricken down ; but begin to lay up money to pay the doctor's

bill, to buy the medicines and to meet your other expenses, say a

hundred dollars at the lowest. Well people get sick ; and some

times, aye often, they die suddenly. You have no right to expect

to be an exception to Nature's laws ; therefore be ready to meet the

penalty, if you do not care to keep well.

It is not hard to keep well . It is even easier to live as a

good Ralstonite than it is to neglect the health . You, who are

reading this page, are invited to answer the questions in the first

part of this chapter, and to consider it your duty to others to

answer them affirmatively. This being done, one other step

remains to be taken : to decide whether you will record yourself

from month to month as a Ralstonite, a Good Ralstonite, or a

Perfect Ralstonite. All persons who are possessed of character

keep a record of themselves. It is necessary to success . The

record may not be touched oftener than twelve times a year,

once a month ; yet it should be kept. A partial record is made

when you answer with pen and ink the questions at the end of
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Chapter 20 entitled " Ralston Regime." That record remains in this

book as yours and yours only. Then procure a small blank book,

or write in the back of this volume ; and, on each Ralston Day

(the first Tuesday of each month), if you have lived for the month

preceding as a Ralstonite, a Good Ralstonite, or a Perfect Ralston

ite, simply write down the date and put the letter R. , or the letters

G. R. or P. R. Then you may or may not, as you prefer, send

your standing to us at Washington. You are to be your own

judge ; as, in such a matter, no one else could possibly know. The

object in writing to us is to enable us to know who are trying to

obey the laws of health .

In writing when sending reports, always address the envelope

Ralston Health Club, Correspondence Office, Washington, D. C.

But if the reports are enclosed in letters containing money, always

address the envelope, Ralston Health Club, Business Office, Wash

ington, D. C. , and use separate paper for the business order. The

observance of this simple rule will save a lot of trouble, and help

the proper clerks to attend to orders the day they are received . If

the paper on which you write your order contains anything else,

as questions, reports, or social news, the departments will be

tangled and one or the other will be seriously delayed. While you

are under no obligation to report to us, you will do the work a

great service by writing occasionally, with reference to Ralston Day

and your standing as a Ralstonite.

What is your rank ? By reading Chapter 20 , and all the

chapters leading up to it, you will get an idea of how very easy it

is to live as a good Ralstonite.

1. A Ralstonite is one who pays attention during the month

preceding Ralston Day, to any doctrine of health. It makes no

difference what the doctrine may be ; whether an idea of ours or

something learned elsewhere ; if it is an aid to the preservation of

health, you are a Ralstonite for observing it.

2. A Good Ralstonite is one who tries, as far as circum

stances allow, to eat reasonably pure food, to get vitalized air and

to observe some small part of Ralston Day. In order to record

yourself as such, you should think what food means ; what it is

for ; what kinds are better than others ; and you should eat to get

strength from your food ; all these helps being provided for you

in the chapters on eating. You should also get fresh air as fre

quently as possible. If you go to a window and empty the lungs
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completely, then fill them deeply, you will get some glame and

obtain some good . Such little helps tell wonderfully on the

health. Then observe some part of Ralston Day. To sum up ,

if for a month you do three things, all of which are very simple,

short and easy, you may record yourself as a Good Ralstonite .

3. A Perfect Ralstonite may be a very imperfect person ;

yet have a perfect record. One thing only is difficult. In the

first place this book of General Membership must be read through

three times carefully. We make no index, because every dutiful

member will know the book from end to end. Thousands of

members can tell in just what chapter and page to find anything

they desire. " I read my Ralston Book every day," is an oft

repeated remark. Having become familiar with the book, you

should then endeavor to earn the record of living as a Perfect

Ralstonite for at least one month. To show you what this means

we will review the volume, and sum up the chief facts, so that you

may know them at a glance.

The social division should be carefully read three times

including the prefaces. They contain such information as may

enable you to appreciate the early struggles and final triumph of

the Club ; and its plan of organization . In the chapters which

follow, you will find the facts of greatest importance to be, first

the septemes, Nature, Oxygen, Temperation , Strength, Light,

Activity, Regime. The latter is the use of the former ; it is the

last seventh, which embraces the other six sevenths. Regime not

only unites all the septemes together, but it embraces all the

chapters that follow. The chances of life as told in chapter twelve

will show you the possibilities of living to a good old age, full of

vigor and prosperity ; the struggle of life and death as told in

chapter thirteen is the story of the constant change of every part

of the body; the causes of death as stated in chapter fourteen

are but two, barring accident, wearing out and disease ; in chapter

fifteen it is clearly shown that we wear out because the body ossi

fies, or gets clogged up with calcareous, or bony, matter ; in chapter

sixteen this cause of death is shown as it develops and overwhelms

us ; in the next the second cause of death is shown in the form of

animal-soil collecting within ; in chapter eighteen the theme is

bacteria, or the germs that grow in this soil ; in the next is the

temple of health, showing the four walls necessary to a well body,

glame, food, exercise , cheerfulness ; and chapter twenty is the
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presentation of a plan of regime, with the first landmark in the

form of your record . Thus far the entire Ralston philosophy has

been stated; and, as a good doctor told us, these alone would have

made a volume of countless value, complete in itself. Even the

reading of it must lead every earnest seeker after health to become

an unconscious follower of Nature's doctrines. But Ralstonism

goes with you hand in hand through all the practice of health .

The Four Points of Health, glame, food, exercise, cheer

fulness, are given in the next eleven chapters, and from these

eleven chapters may be obtained the practical side of Ralstonism.

For the theory of health you are referred to the first twenty

chapters ; for the practice of health you are to adopt the principles

stated in chapters twenty-one to thirty-one, both inclusive . These

will make you a perfect Ralstonite, and their demands on your

time and attention are brief and easily met.

A Perfect Ralstonite in Practice should draw glame for a

minute or two once or twice a day out in the open air, any time

being as good as any other time. Glame breathing may be prac

ticed at any hour and as often as one wishes, so that the breath is

not held long, as this causes dizziness . A Perfect Ralstonite

should also adopt a code of physical movements : the best in the

world being the one hundred scientific exercises known as the

Ralston System of Physical Culture published in the Book of

Complete Membership with one hundred pictures of the exercises ;

but for a short, simple practice the movements given in this vol

ume are very valuable, being the most effective known for a brief

code. Every person must exercise ; it is the law of Nature. Health

is impossible without it. Under this head also comes bathing.

Read the chapter on that, and do not allow the decayed soil to

accumulate on the body. There is but little to do , therefore, to be

a Perfect Ralstonite. We trust that you will do this little, and do

it cheerfully. Be cheerful and you will be happy. Good nature

is to health what fragrance is to the rose.

Ralston Day must be observed in some reasonable way , and

then you are ready to report your rank, if you care to have a

standing in the Club. Please remember that there are no obliga

tions resting upon you. All that you do must come from your

choice. Freedom is our motto. But we appeal to your honor to

obey that duty which is due to yourself and to others, and is the

highest of all earthly duties , the preservation of your health .
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(HEALTH DIVISION . )

RALSTON DAY.

BIRTHDAY:-and now a day that rose

With much of hope, with meaning rife

A thoughtful day from dawn to close :

The middle day of human life.

Jean Ingelow.

"I celebrate Ralston Day because its return is always a source of pleasure

to me."-Shaftesbury.

F all the best days in the month there is one that

should outshine the others, and that is Ralston Day.

It was formerly observed on the fourth day of every

month ; but a fixed week day was called for, and

Tuesday seemed to meet with general approval.

Therefore, on the first Tuesday of each month, or

twelve days in the whole year, you are requested, but not com

pelled, to pay some little attention to the character of the occasion.

If you do not choose to do it, you may still be considered a

Ralstonite, and go even to the one hundredth degree in Ralstonism.

But if you should decide to celebrate Ralston Day you will have

two things to encourage you : first, the knowledge that in every

country on the globe some members are celebrating the same day ;

and, in America, in every state, country and town, among all

classes, in the homes of the great and the lowly, the rich and the

poor, Ralston Day is being observed in some way by those who

believe that health is life's best gift ; second, you will have the

satisfaction of knowing that the idea of celebrating Ralston Day is

spreading rapidly everywhere, and will sooner or later form part of

our national system.

A Legal Half Holiday.-Thousands are seeking to establish

Ralston Day as a public day , or a legal half-holiday . We do not

recommend making it a whole holiday ; the half-holiday idea is

better, as it is more conservative . The schools in the morning

should teach their regular studies , with the exception of a half

hour which should be devoted to a talk on health ; then the after

noon should be a half-holiday. All members should petition their

state legislators to introduce a bill, declaring the first Tuesday of
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every month to be a legal half-holiday ; and the petition should

be renewed year after year until accomplished . Time will bring

about all good things. A compulsory recognition of health is the

most important. We expect you to become a faithful and life

long friend to Ralstonism. If you will influence your state rep

resentative to introduce into your state Legislature a bill that shall

ultimately become a law establishing Ralston Day as a legal half

holiday we will confer upon you the one hundredth grand degree,

with all the emoluments.

At home on Ralston Day, if you choose to observe any

part of it, there are three matters which may claim your atten

tion : the body, the stomach and the mind . On this day the body

should be clean ; so you are expected to take a thorough bath on

Monday night. Ifyou took one on Saturday, so much the better ;

two a week, or even seven, will keep your skin healthy and help

to purify the blood . You arise on Tuesday morning as clean as

possible . With the skin and clothing clean, you should give the

vital organs a washing out as soon as you arise. This is done by

drinking a full glass of water, either cold, cool or hot. Then clean

the teeth ; for millions of germs may have lodged against them

during the night. As soon as dressed , open the window and get

one hundred breaths of pure air. In order to get the lungs full ,

always empty them on each breath . The more you breathe out

the more you will breathe in . Then go through the simple code

of exercises, taking but one minute, if you cannot spare more

time. If you are an Inside Member, adopt the MORNING

EXERCISE stated in the private book.

Breakfast . The Ralston principle for breakfast is a very

important one. Cooked grain and milk should come first . It is

nearest to Nature of any food known , excepting pure blood and

pure milk. Every breakfast the year round, where health is

desired, should begin with cooked grain , served with hot or cold

milk, with or without sugar. All hotels and all well-to-do families

follow this rule. Of course, wheat is the best, either cracked ,

rolled , or in the form of wheatena ; but hominy is very good.

Eat all you can, with plenty of milk. Then anything else may

follow, so that you do not eat grease- flakes. These are always

indigestible. They come from frying the food . Eggs may or may

not be eaten. The best way of cooking them is the Ralston style.

Put on the stove a pan of water and let it boil ; in this water float
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a small tin pan ; drop the eggs into the small pan, and let them

cook until they commence to get a little thick . They should be

eaten with toasted white bread cut in little squares (one half an

inch square) , and dropped into the egg until the egg is all absorbed

in the bread. You may prefer a glass of cold milk with the bread

dropped in it in tiny squares ; or, instead , a dish of hominy from

yellow or white corn, with milk; or a loaf of Ralston Bread

(made from whole wheat flour) , spread with honey, or fresh butter.

Honey is better on Ralston Day. Let us eat very generously of

any one or all of these dishes , and drink only pure water . From

the time we arise from the table until the noon meal we feel better

than we have felt for years. The stomach is just right for a good

dinner. During the forenoon manage to get another hundred deep

breaths of pure air.

Lunch or Dinner.—There is a Ralston principle for the noon

meal ; and that is to commence the noon meal every day in the

year with good soup. You cannot eat too much. It should be

rich in meat albumen. Beef is the best. To cook soup, do not

wash the meat, unless you do it quickly, for the albumen is lost in

soaking. Put the meat in cold water early in the morning ; let it

be an hour or two getting hot ; it is then that the albumen is

drawn out into the water, and no water should be thrown away.

Let it cook as long as possible. The meat is now nothing but

fibers, and mere animal soil . The value of the meat is in the

liquid . Eat all you can of it. It is a complete food in itself, if

potatoes are added . Avoid gelatines, or soup bones, with too much

gristle ; as gelatine, although nice tasting, is worthless as food.

The extracts of beef and other similar foods, purchased at the

stores, are mostly gelatine. Now come the potatoes, mashed in

cream, well buttered and salted ; and a dish of stewed beans well

buttered . We mix the beans and mashed potatoes , but you may

not do so. Third comes the meat-a broiled steak, cooked to that

point where the GLAME excites the palate ; this we eat with

Ralston Bread and butter. The dessert? Well, we never eat any,

as it always clogs the stomach ; but a good piece of custard pie ,

or squash pie, will best serve here. The drink is only pure

water. In the afternoon we get another hundred deep breaths of

fresh air.

-----
Supper. There is a Ralston principle for supper. Muscle

making food should never be eaten at the evening meal. Meat
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fibers are absolutely nothing but fibers ; they make nothing but

muscles ; muscle-food at the end of the day means that the mus

cles are to twitch all night, and sleep is to be broken or made ner

vous. There are many delightful dishes that can then be eaten,

and yet not threaten sleep nor leave the body tired the next morn

ing. The muscle- foods may not keep you awake, but you will

arise exhausted the next day, for your system has been at work all

night. Let your local clubs decide them. White bread or Ralston

bread is good, and a large rice custard pudding. Rice is a sleep

producer. To show its value we will quote the following history :

a wealthy man offered the Club a goodly sum to help spread

Ralston literature if we would do what the doctors could not, cure

him of sleeplessness . We prescribed a rice diet , and he exclaimed,

" Nature is marvellous ! Here I have been taking all sorts of

medicines and nerve quieters, and you have cured me by telling

me what to eat." We then showed himthe report of an emigrant

ship from Asia, whose steerage passengers were fed on rice and

slept nearly all the time day and night. His reply was, “ You

Ralstonites have collected many facts. Nature is a great doctor,

after all. I will give up medicines and pay some attention to

common sense ." He has never been ill since, and no power on

earth could shake his allegiance to the Club.

Hours for Meals. From the standpoint of convenience,

the noon meal is a lunch and dinner comes later. Society also

decrees this arrangement. Society digs many a grave, fees many

a doctor, and erects a drug-store or pharmacy in every square.

As between ill -health or death even, and the demands of society ,

there is no choice. The social decree has been obeyed a thousand

times when the devotee knew that death was the certain penalty ;

so strong is the passion for society . We will state the hygienic

law and let the matter rest in your hands : the morning meal

should be the heaviest, the noon meal nearly as heavy as that of

morning and no muscle-making food should be eaten after four

o'clock in the afternoon . Any other kind of food may be eaten

even up to the moment of retiring.

-

What to Drink.—Tea causes a slight paralysis of the nerves

and injures the kidneys, the bladder and connecting organs.

Coffee prevents the breaking down of used tissues, and this is a

temporary advantage to one who has to work hard, but does

much harm in the long run. This holding back of the tissues.
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causes an accumulation of soil in the body. The tissue matter

should pass off into the air. Chocolate is not pure ; if it were

one cup a day would be beneficial. Fermentations are deorgani

zations and, beside painting the nose red and inflaming the eye

lids, they develop animal soil. Ordinary water is loaded with

calcareous matter, causing gravel, and a general ossification . It

is hard to tell what to drink. As between tea and coffee, the

latter is better. Tea should never be touched . As between coffee

and wines, coffee is less dangerous. All fermentations lead to

Bright's disease. The fact is, man never has solved the water

question ; and it is the shame of this century that, amid her

splendid achievements, she has not deemed it a matter of import

ance to find the means of obtaining pure water . Every well is a

dumping hole for the filth of an acre of ground ; and bright,

sparkling water is often loaded with disease. Compared with it

for health the mud water of a city system is safer.

Old age , or ossification , is the penalty of ignorance in regard

to drinking water. Undistilled drinking water is to pure water

what raw pork is to the cooked meat. There are three kinds of

food which enter the system daily : solids, distilled liquids and

raw liquids. All solids contain calcareous or old-age material.

The distilled liquids of juicy fruits, are not only free from old age

matter, but dissolve and draw off as much calcareous substance

as the solid food deposits. Fruits and solid foods, therefore ,

would ward off decrepitude and age were it not for the raw water

we drink. As nature distills the water in her fruits, man should

take lesson and drink only Ralston water. It is not only free from

calcareous, or old-age matter ; but, like juicy fruits, will dissolve

and carry off all such matter contained in solid food . Nature sets

us great examples, and the time is not far distant when raw water

will be a thing of the barbaric past.

Now do not make the mistake of thinking that boiled water

is purified water. It is, in one respect, better than raw water ; the

germs of disease are partly killed. The microscope reveals a

menagerie of life in a drop of water ; and, of course , the medical

expert tells us these ordinary germs are not harmful ; yet, the

same medical expert admits, that, were water free from such

matter, old age or the breaking down of the organs of the body

could not occur. Millions of calcareous carcasses are deposited

in the blood every hour ; they cause the blood-vessels , nerves,
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tissues, fibers, brain and organs to ossify, harden , refuse to act,

break down, and thus limit human life. There is not one living

scientist or physician of repute who will deny this assertion. It is just

dawning upon the mind of the thinking world.

What does the boiling of water accomplish?

world's great distilleries are the rivers, lakes and oceans .

sun's rays draw up the pure in form of vapor, leaving the sedi

ment below. Man cannot drink the water of the ocean, but when

it rises to the clouds and falls in rain or snow it is pure, because

it is distilled. We know several families, who, under the advice

of physicians, have drunk boiled water for many years ; every one

em is aged far beyond their time, with wrinkled features,

stiff joints, and organic disease, caused by the stoppage of the

veins and tissues by calcareous deposits. On the other hand, we

know families who drink Ralston water ; whose faces are smooth

and young, fair and rosy-cheeked, bearing no trace of age or

decrepitude.

In the cure and prevention of disease, the great problem

of the civilized word is the best means of getting pure drinking

water. On the other hand, distilled water, if allowed to stand

exposed to the air, is sure to attract germ life ; its purity being

the cause of the attraction . What shall be done? A water-still

in every house is expensive and causes great inconvenience.

Very few people would be willing to tolerate it. Our plan , which

has proved practicable wherever tried , is as follows :

1. Get either rain water, well water, or the purest water attain

able.

The

The

2. Boil it, but do not allow the steam to escape after it has

been brought to the boiling point . This may be done by taking

the water from the fire the instant it begins to boil.

3. Cover it and allow it to cool.

THE RALSTON HOME-MADE FILTER.

4. Get a filter. This is very easily made. Every town and

city has them for sale ; but those who lack the means may make

one. Get a pail of wood, tin, or galvanized iron. Make several

small outlets at the bottom, put a cover on the top, and near the

top put in a shelf with an outlet in the centre about two inches in

diameter. Fill the space between the shelf and bottom with clean

sand and charcoal. Sand alone is probably sufficient. Put a
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sponge in the outlet of the shelf. The sponge should be cleaned

every morning ; the sand and charcoal need not be removed for

a year, or until it shows dirty water ; or the water is full of lime.

5. Run water through it several times until it begins to run

a clear, white stream. You will then be surprised to see how clear,

pure and white the muddied water becomes . If it shows the

slightest color, as when very muddy water is put in, simply pour

it in again and re-filter it .

This home-made filter should be set over a pail in which there

are a few pieces of ice.

Now you have pure water. The boiling heat has killed all

germs of disease ; so that you cannot catch typhoid fever, or any

other disease, caused by impure water. You did not allow it to

boil more than a second, so that the purer part has not escaped.

You have filtered it, so that calcareous deposits and old-age matter

have been removed.

Objections . Many firms who have water-stills for sale, issue

alarming circulars on the dangers of drinking filtered water.

They say that actual experiment has shown conclusively that

disease germs, as typhoid for instance, will travel with water

through eighty feet of sand . This is true. Disease germs go with

water, and will travel as far as water will go . But Ralston boiled

water destroys the germs. Yet they say that the boiling heat is

not sufficient to destroy disease germs. Dry heat just above the

boiling point does not destroy all germs ; but moist heat, as in

steam or water, will destroy the germs even below the boiling point.

You may rest assured of safety in drinking water that has been

made hot. But the water-still agents tell us that in the act of

boiling the water the pure escapes and the bad remains. This is

true, if the water boils away; but one second or ten seconds of

boiling will not send off as much pure water as ordinarily evapo

rates in a few minutes of exposure when it is cold . It is true that

the calcareous matter is in the boiled water ; but it clings to sand

and charcoal. Thus boiling destroys the germs, and filtering

catches the old-age matter.

Distilled water is best. Boiled and filtered water is next

best, and is perfectly safe. Pond water, as served in cities , is next

best . Well water is always dangerous. Not every person can

afford a still . It is expensive , costing from ten to twenty dollars .

We have none for sale ; but there are hundreds of various kinds
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in use in America . If you cannot get a still , by all means boil

and filter your water ; especially if it is well water, or from rivers .

Ralston Day in Schools . In the next chapter, entitled

A New Race, we shall discuss the possibilities of laying the foun

dation of a better bodily life in each and every girl and boy, and

young man and young woman attending schools in the pursuit of

an education . In very few schools indeed is health ever taught,

and when it is, the study is always theoretical . Ralstonism is

practical and aims at immediate results. We ask your aid in

establishing in every public and private school in America, three

things : the teaching of practical health one-half hour at least

once a month ; the practice of health exercises occasionally ; the

reading of the Ralston call for health day at home. All these are

explained in the next chapter.

Ralston Evening at Home. This is a very important part

of the observance of Ralston Day, and is discussed in the next

chapter, entitled A New Race. We believe that, on one evening in

every month, all persons who have homes should be in them, and

seek to know the blessings of home life ; while others who are

compelled to board where Ralston Day is not observed , should be

invited to spend the evening once a month with others who have

homes. Such invitations are voluntary ; but in the general averag

ing of people everybody is favored by somebody. We have no

social control over our members. They will do whatever their

judgment pronounces the best. We hope that every homeless.

Ralstonite may be welcomed to somebody's home on Ralston Even

ing. Make the occasion memorable.

A Ralston Local Club is not the same as a Ralston Meeting.

The latter is held on the evening of the first Tuesday of each month,

and may be attended by any Ralstonite of general membership,

even if they have taken no degrees at all. The club is exclusively

a chartered organization of Complete Members, whose chief pur

pose is to get for themselves all the light possible upon the deeper

problems of health and longevity. A general member should not

intrude upon the meetings of a chartered organization of Complete

Members. There is this broad distinction : a complete member,

upon showing his certificate and seal, has a right to attend any

Local Club in the world ; a general member may invite whom he

pleases to his Ralston Meeting. Any Complete Member may form

and control a Local Club. See Legislative Division.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

R

A NEW RACE .

TRIUMPHAL arch, that fill'st the sky
When storms prepare to part,

I ask not proud Philosophy

To teach me what thou art.

Thomas Campbell.

"Let us make ourselves members of a new and better race."-Shaftesbury.

ALSTON DAY is more than an ordinary day. To be

sure it comes but once a month ; yet it sets a ball

rolling that does not stop in the next thirty days.

Let a sensible person taste the pleasures of one day of

health ; and careless , reckless habits forthwith become

distasteful.

A business man wrote us: Whenyou requested the members

of our Club to observe one day only in the month, I thought it

too little an effort to be worth trying ; but, as I came to feel better,

I found the influence of that day following me all through the

month."
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A Boston lady reports : " I am quite reformed in my habits of

health for a whole month after Ralston Day. On that occasion I

keep well because you ask me to ; on the other twenty-nine days,

I keep well because my good sense prompts me to. But, before

I observed Ralston Day, I paid no attention to my habits of

health."

Ralston Day in Schools. As promised in the last chapter

we shall discuss the value and programme of this day as applied

to use in the public and private schools ; and every suggestion

made to the scholars is intended also for all Ralstonites whether

they are old or young. No one is ever too old to learn , and no one

can ever grow old who loves to learn. Ralston Day occurs on the

first Tuesday of every month. On any preceding day the Call

should be announced.

THE RALSTON CALL.

It is an announcement couched in language that tells its own

story :
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"Let everyperson who appreciates the blessings of good health

set aside one day in every month for the observance of the natural

laws of health. By national agreement the first Tuesday of

every month is named as Ralston Day, and on this day all

members ofthe Ralston Health Club and others are requested to eat

only the purest food, drink only pure water, cultivate cheerfulness,

exercise liberally, and, if the day is pleasant, to spend not less than

one hour in thepure air. By so doing it is hoped that the better

health which follows such observance may lead to a higher plane of

usefulness, morality and prosperity in life.”
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This announcement should be made public in as many

ways as possible. We ask you to invent some proper method of

aiding us to make it known . The first great victory of the Ralston

Club is to have Ralston Day universally known and universally

celebrated . It should be made known to the pupils in advance,

in order that their home life, their food, and their preparations

should make the school-day full of the spirit of health .

Exercises in School should consist of a talk on practical

health, occupying a half-hour, and being substantially the same

every month. The truth bears repetition, and often requires it in

order to be fully understood . Assuming that you know the super

intendent of schools, or some teacher, or possibly that you are a

teacher, we are confident that the Ralston Call will be duly

announced ahead of the day. The idea of observing Ralston Day

in the schools is but a little over a year old ; and , although new, it

has been accepted as an excellent means of encouraging a regard

for health among pupils, and in their homes. Good has been

accomplished. From reports received we find that every state in

the Union is represented in the public schools on Ralston Day ;

but not every county as yet . The work to be done is clear :

we want every county in each state, and every school in each

county.

The call having been made in advance, the day is honored

in the school room by flowers brought by the pupils, or as many

as will. The teacher seeks to cultivate in each pupil a love for

flowers ; and to bring one once a month is not a difficult task. A

teacher writes : " I have taught my scholars to love flowers, and I

4
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tell them on Monday before Ralston Day to bring one flower

for the school-room vase. They do it . Each scholar wears one."

A half-hour or more should be devoted to a talk on health .

Now we do not insist on talking about our ideas or the Ralston

system of health ; all that is necessary is to seek to impress upon

each pupil the importance of regarding certain fixed laws of life.

Nor do we wish any mention made of the Ralston Books , or any

other thing that costs money. We ask but one thing, the observance

of the laws of health. In the half-hour which we ask in every

school, the following facts should be stated to the scholars :

1. The body consists of bones, skin, muscles, nerves, organs,

blood and the senses..

2. Health consists of eating good food , drinking good water,

breathing pure air, exercising, keeping clean , and protecting the

nerves.

3. Good food is found in grains, vegetables, meat extracts and

fruits.

4. Bad food is found in white bread, fried grease, pastry , cake

and confectionery.

5. While pastry, cake, confectionery and food cooked in fried

grease may be taken in small quantities after eating a sufficient

supply of good food , they always do some little injury even then.

6. Potatoes ; eggs and meat fried in grease ; and doughnuts,

fried cakes and similar foods are sure to make the blood bad, the

complexion yellow and the stomach weak.

7. Apples and all ripe fruits may be eaten freely ; but the pre

ferred fruits are apples, pears and grapes.

8. Apples contain some muscle making elements , good brain

food , nerve stimulants ; and are very cleansing to the blood. They

may be eaten any hour of the day, and on an empty stomach as

well as with other food .

9. A person who eats one or two apples every day in the year

and gets a few deep breaths of pure out-door air, will not only

avoid sickness , but will have the best blood , the brightest eyes, and

the clearest complexion, provided no great abuse of other laws of

health occurs.

10. Pure water is needed every day. Well water is rarely

ever pure. Typhoid fever will never be caught except by drinking

bad water.

11. Diphtheria is a horrible disease, and many thousands die
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every year of this one cause, who might easily have been saved

had they known what we are about to tell you. Two things must

happen before you can catch this disease.

12. Damp feet exhaust the vitality of the whole body. Thin

shoes, low shoes, wet shoes , or standing still on the cold ground

will chill the body.

13. Breathing in through the mouth is the direct cause of

diphtheria ; and of more than twenty other diseases.

14. Every spell of sickness has its particular cause. Typhoid

fever comes from bad water ; diphtheria from inhaling damp air

through the mouth ; consumption from inhaling dust through the

mouth; and so forth .

15. Every man, woman and child should be taught to inhale

through the nose. It is hard to do this at first, but there are exer

cises that quickly establish the habit.

16. It is impossible to catch any contagious disease, if you

breathe in through the nose. Sore throats , colds and lung

troubles are absolutely impossible.

17. Catarrh is caused by the habit of inhaling through the

mouth. The nose was intended to breathe through ; and it has

filters which catch and hold all impurities and all disease germs.

When the nose is not used the mucus becomes thickened , imflam

mation follows and catarrh is the result.

18. More than a hundred thousand bad cases of catarrh have

been cured by this one principle.

19. People think and even say they always inhale through

the nose when they do not do so in conversation. Betwen their

sentences they draw a quick breath through the mouth, and never

know it.

20. Damp air has diphtheria germs. Dry air has consumptive

germs . The great microscopes of the world prove these facts. But

dry air has mineral dust.

21. If you inhale through the mouth and then scrape a little

mucus from the throat and examine it under a microscope , you

will find very small particles of mineral dust , looking like broken

glass with sharp, cutting edges. These sharp edges cut into the

throat and make it sore and raw. Disease germs then get into the

blood through the openings or cuts, and disease follows.

22. No matter what else you do, avoid mouth breathing. If

you should learn to always breathe through the nose , and sickness
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should come to your home or neighborhood, you would be safe !

You would have nothing to fear, no matter if others died .

23. Never eat bad food on an empty stomach, especially

candy, cake and pastry.

24. Meat fibrin is of no value to you . The less you eat of it,

and the less you eat of ham and pork, the fewer sores you will

have on your face.

25. Tea on an empty stomach is poisonous. It can be

taken with some degree of safety only when a full meal has been

eaten.

26. Coffee makes persons nervous and yellow looking.

27. Wines, ciders and liquors inflame the blood ; and , sooner

or later, the nose becomes red on the end, and alcohol scales form

inside.

28. Every breakfast throughout the year should commence

with cooked grains and milk ; and the rest of the day will be

comfortable.

29. The body should be bathed as often as possible, as open

pores are necessary for health. We breathe out the poisons of the

blood through the pores ; but dirt clogs them. Varnishing the

body clogs the pores , and causes death in a very short time.

30. Out-door air furnishes all the nerve-vitality to the system.

All persons should get out-door air every day ; and the more they

are out, the more life and health they will have.

31. Out-door air, light and sunshine make the rich red cor

puscles of the blood .

32. Graded and balanced exercises should be practiced a few

minutes each day.

33. An exercise is graded when it suits the condition of the

person practicing.

34. An exercise is balanced when it uses all the sets of mus

cles in the body, one after the other.

Exercises . The teacher should devise some graded and

balanced exercises for a few minutes on Ralston Day. In the

Movement Cure Division of the Book of Complete Membership,

are special school exercises, fully illustrated (in the seventh

edition) , and intended for teachers . They are part of the forty

dollar course of physical culture in Martyn College, and are placed

in the Complete Membership Book so that practically all of the

forty dollars may be saved . Before they can be taught properly
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and successfully, the laws of physical culture, of hygiene, of

physiology and of anatomy should be studied ; and all these are

freely stated in the special division of the Book of Complete

Membership.

Ralston Evening at Home. Stay at home and have all

the members of your family stay at home. If you know of any

Ralstonites, or others, who have no homes of their own, you may

think it wise to invite them to yours in the evening ; but do as

you wish. Get flowers and fruits. Let each person wear a flower,

and let the house be bright and cheerful. If friends come in, do

not talk shop and do not try to sell Ralston books. There is a

time for everything. If you live according to Ralstonism, you

will make friends and get recruits even if you do not try. Above

all be cheerful .

THE HAPPIEST DAY OF THE MONTH !

Why not make it a glorious day ? Are you boarding ? Sug

gest to your landlady the observance of Ralston Day, and you will

be better fed . Are you living at a hotel ? Then , by all means

induce the proprietor to recognize Ralston Day ; to set ideal Ral

ston meals before his guests , with other varieties of course ; to

adorn the table with flowers ; and the walls with Ralston mottoes ;

and impress upon him the fact that, by exhibiting this interest in

the health of his guests , he will add to the popularity and success

of his house. If possible induce him to print " Ralston Day" on

his bill-of-fare once a month .

Our members sometime write to us about Ralston Day. We

do not ask them to ; but we are exceedingly glad to hear from

them. Social letters sent to us do not go to the business depart

ment ; and therefore cannot be answered as it would cost a fortune

to do so ; but they are read, if short, and are preserved in the

archives of Martyn College. Their contents are our guide in the

management of the Club. If you choose to write to us every

month, we shall thank you.

RALSTON THOUGHTS ON RALSTON DAY.

A lady in San Diego, California, writes : " I will tell you how

we celebrated this day (Ralston Day, February, 1895). We used

smilax for wall decorations , and had a large bouquet of calla lillies

in the parlor, and our dining tabie was decorated with white mar

guerites. How cheerful it seems ! It has been one of the most
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enjoyable days we have had for a long time. We invited two of

our neighbors in to help us celebrate ; and last but not least we

sent a Ralston dinner to a sick friend, who has just joined ."

A gentleman in Los Angeles, California , writes : "Two years

ago I had made my will because the doctors told me I could not be

cured. A year ago I had become somewhat better under the Ral

ston natural treatment ; had I paid strict attention to the three

books I would have been well then. Now I am in perfect health ,

and the doctors say I could not have been as sick as they sup

posed ; but they are now Ralstonites as is nearly every doctor in

Los Angeles I think, and they give Ralstonism the credit . I write

this because today I am holding what I call a perfect health celebra

tion ; it is my first Ralston Day in perfect health . ”

A Florida lady writes : " Roses and orange blossoms are in

and out of doors, and the windows are all open . Husband and

the boys are at home all the afternoon , and Ralston Day is the

happiest of the month."

A banker recently wrote : " I always have my family observe

Ralston Day. My children anxiously await it. It is to them a

school of health ."

A physician says : " My wife, myself and three daughters

make Ralston Day what we think it ought to be-a day ofjoy and

celebration . I am too busy to attend to my health, but Ralston

Day brings me back to the line."

Another physician writes : " I am for health , although I

live on sickness . My patients observe the day ; and, in our

neighborhood, it is a popular day. The women talk it up among

themselves."

A lawyer says : " I am glad when Ralston Day comes. I board

at a small hotel ; and the landlord , who is a very enthusiastic

Ralstonite, keeps us all reminded of the day ; at night we call our

friends in for a social time."

A lady writes : " I have prevailed on our pastor to read the

Ralston Call from his pulpit. He did it yesterday, and so nicely

did he approach the subject that it seemed like a usual notice . He

said : ' I am requested to make public announcement of a day to

be devoted to the special care of the health ; and, as I believe that

every Christian should be equipped for the Master's work in body

as well as in soul, I cheerfully read the following ' ( Call) . The

people seemed interested and pleased ."
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A young lady says : I am seventeen, and a Ralstonite . I

make papa and mamma observe Ralston Day, and they help me

celebrate it. Trying to be cheerful is fun, and sometimes comical,

but we succeed . "

Another young lady writes : "On Ralston Day our cousins

come over, and we make the house look as cheerful as we know

how. I am a Ralston member, and mamma is not, but she

remembers the day first, and says, ' Don't forget to ask your cousins

to come over.' Several families observe the day. I am sure it will

become very popular."

A boy writes : " Ralston Day is the ' wellest ' day I know."

A teacher writes : " I find that the scholars know when the

day is near at hand. I introduce special exercises , and health and

cheerfulness are discussed and taught. The observance of the day

adds very much to the scholars' interest in such matters."

A school teacher writes : " I am very busy at this time of the

month, but I cannot let the day pass by. I teach the Ralston

ideas continually , but unconsciously at most times .”

A lady writes : "At first I thought the duty every month

very irksome, but I would not, could not, miss it now. May

Heaven's richest blessings attend the Ralston Club. (My husband

says 'Amen ' to this .) We are both well for the first time in four

teen years."

Another lady writes : " My boy, a lad of seven years, came to

me today and said : 'Mamma, it's Ralston Day.' To be sure it was.

I'm afraid I shall forget sometimes, I keep so busy. "

A banker says : " It may appear strange to you that a man

who stands at the head of the largest bank in a large city should

enjoy the monthly meeting of the Club. I neglected this duty for

several months, but I have learned to attend promptly. I enjoy it

very heartily. It also serves to keep my mind on the Ralston

doctrines, and keep my health good . Enclosed find draft for fifty

dollars. Send forty books in cloth . I will give them to my sickly

customers, and hope to retain their patronage so much the longer,

if they live longer."

A college President, who is now a One-hundredth Degree Ral

stonite, writes: "The problem of increase is a mighty factor in our

Club. Who invented it ? *** If members but half perform

their simple duty, why should not this movement prove to be the

most tremendous and most victorious of our day and generation?
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I am convinced that Ralstonism is right, morally and scientifically,

and I shall go on obtaining recruits as long as I live. I will do my

duty no matter how others may act.

A clergyman writes : "When I die I want to be remembered

as having done my fellow-beings as much good as possible . Send

me ten books. Health is the strongest help to temperance and

religion . "

A business man writes : " Your Club has been my best physi

cian. I paid one dollar for General Membership, and have had

no difficulty in getting people to join since. I am now a well man .

My recovery was a miracle. *** For that dollar and very little

effort I have come into the possession of emoluments (free ) which

I would not part with for a thousand dollars . ”

We have thousands of letters containing the clause : " God

bless the Ralston Health Club !"

A life insurance agent writes : " Our company will be asked

to take official notice of Ralstonism . Every insured life should

be compelled to follow the doctrines of health just as you lay them

down."

A manager of life insurance agents writes : "In my district

every agent is a member of the Ralston Health Club, and carries a

supply of books, insisting that ever insured person should join the

Club. It is a matter of business with us. One agent, who adopted

this plan a few years ago, wrote us recently that not one death had

occurred in his district, and the company is making money."

To our minds the most interesting letter in our keeping con

tains these words : " Please make me a member of the Ralston

Club. I never heard of it until today. As is my custom I visited

the sick and needy. This morning my carriage was driven to a

humble and very scanty home, where I had not entered for many

months as I had been ill. The place was as poor as ever, but it

was uncommonly neat and cheerful. I was told that they were

observing Ralston Day ; and they explained it all to me. I helped

them on with the celebration , as the idea seemed infectious . This

afternoon I called on the wife of the Governor of our great state,

and what was my surprise to learn from her own lips that she had

celebrated Ralston Day for many months ! From the lowliest to

the highest! A great span !"

More than one hundred editors announce Ralston Day in

their papers every month .
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Reports are continually coming to us of ministers who

announce the day from their pulpits, and of school teachers

added to the list of those who observe it in their schools . It is

spreading rapidly.

We will make any person a Ralstonite of the one hundredth

degree (and present all the emoluments valued at one hundred and

forty dollars), who will cause a bill to be introduced and passed

establishing the afternoon of Ralston Day as a health -session in the

state, and compelling practical health principles to be taught in

all the public schools on that day at least ; and any legislator who

introduces such a bill will likewise be sed to the same degree

and receive similar emoluments.

Ralston Entertainments are becoming popular. They are

given on the evening of Ralston Day, but we suggest that as an

occasion of home meeting ; and expect the entertainments to be

given on some other night.

SUMMARY.

THE AGE DEMANDS A NEW RACE.

Modern life is destructive of health . Physicians tell us that

eighty- five per cent of mankind are sick and know it, and that no

person is perfectly well . The rush of life and irritability of the

times have led to nervousness and consequent injury to the body.

Pure foods are not properly selected ; adulterated foods are increas

ing every year ; and the blood is starved. Improper methods of

cooking, wrong habits of daily life and the lack of association with

our great mother-NATURE-have made the existence of every

man and woman a struggle rather than a pleasure ; and the seem

ingly healthiest may be dead in a week. The race has degenerated

physically. Men and women should come back to the original

model of Nature. There are laws of life. Every disease must

have its natural cause and its natural cure. Medicines, except in

crises, are the enemies of the body. Ralstonism is the doctrine of

natural life and perfect health. Its purpose is to create a new

race, and its plans and its success hitherto are sure indications of

its power. But the club cannot succeed without the support of

its members. We have received such support, and thousands of

the best men and women are coming to our aid every year.

We wish only moral support, not finances. Wealthy men.

have helped the club to get a start and to achieve its most remark

able success . Fortunes have been spent in pushing its doctrines .
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If you have any money to spare, please expend it in your own

community, for there it properly belongs. It is a difficult matter

to make our position clear. We do not wish to make any pre

tences of charity or philanthropy, as we leave ourselves free of all

such claims ; and what we do is as voluntary as the deeds done by

any association.

You may help us in any one or more of the following ways :

Observe Ralston Day.

Induce others to do the same.

Ask your pastor to announce it.

Ask some teacher to have it observed in the schools .

Have all your family at home on the evening of Ralston Day.

This is the wedge. The serious thought and appreciation of

the benefits and blessings of good health will soon command the

situation. The sickly tendencies of the times will change by

slight degrees at first ; but surely and permanently at last. The

ill-shaped form, the shrunken lungs, the sallow complexions, all

must give way to the onward march of a more symmetrical being,

of better nerves , of truer blood and finer physique. The new race

is a logical result of thoughtful attention to the natural laws of health.

Human ambition , directed to the attainment of some noble.

end, is the great law of earthly existence. Happiness is as

necessary to the health of the body as sunshine is to the flower.

No one should be unhappy ; yet this page will find many a tear

stained eye studying its truths ; many an aching heart beating a

long and oft-told history of human misery.

The first law is that which prompts you to live a larger life.

There are many things which you can do to achieve this end :

1. You can and should become perfectly well in body.

2. You can and should rebuild the brain and nerve forces, to

acquire greater mental clearness, and freedom from all nervous

irritability.

3. You can and should take such care of yourself as will ena

ble you to remain well, and live to a good old age.

4. You can and should add to your opportunities for doing

good in the world by living a larger life in every sense of the word.

5. You should accomplish something every day of your life ;

no matter how little, so that it is worthy.

"Count that day lost whose low, descending sun

Views at thy hand no worthy action done. "
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6. You should add something to home life , not in the way of

expense, but something that brings a smile, brightens the eye, or

touches the heart. The least cheer is better than none ; and the

smallest act of kindness is like a sunbeam tugging away at the dull

sod of spring, seeking to draw life out of the chill earth .

7. You should take some interest in your community ; it may

be lifeless or dead ; make it active and progressive. Speak kindly

to all and for all . Never gossip. Kind words help many a miser

able soul.

8. You should do something for people who do not do for

themselves. Many will not care for their health until they are

sick ; they will pay all they have to get well, but not one cent to

keep well or to prevent illness. For them you should do something.

One cold may develop consumption, one exposure may result in

pneumonia, and then it is too late. If you ask others to join the

Health Club, do not give up the effort merely because they

refuse. A physician of national reputation recently said : “ I

was twenty times besieged to join the Ralston Club, before I suc

cumbed. "

9. Do you think that you are in duty bound to advocate the

Ralston Health Club? We shall be well pleased if you will advo

cate any system or method of good health and purity of life, home

and character.

10. As far as advancing degrees by selling books is concerned,

we do not wish you to do it, unless members are obtained . By

members we mean such persons as will become friends of health and

advocate health to others . It is by these members that the observa

tion of the laws of health should become universal.

11. If a person is well and deems it a duty to self and others

to take care of health while it yet remains, talk Ralstonism to

such person . In fact you cannot help it. If a person is ill and

wishes to get well , talk Ralstonism ; but tell such person frankly

that the General Membership Book is only for those who are well

or nearly so ; that the Inside and General Membership Books are

for those who are in ill health, without specific disease ; and that

all three books are for those who are specifically ill , the third con

taining individual treatment ; also that, after health is restored,

a Good Ralstonite must live according to the doctrines of this

present volume, the General Membership Book.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

(HEALTH DIVISION . )

PROGRESSIVE RALSTONITES .

ET us then be up and doing,

any

Still achieving, still pursuing,

Learn to labor and to wait.

Longfellow.

Hope is the banner of health ; progressive people live well ; when hope dies, the

grave yawns. "-Shaftesbury.

OME YEARS AGO, when a few members were practicing

the Ralston ideas and were getting well, an irresistible

desire to tell others all about the Club and to do them

good also, took possession ofthe more progressive spirits.

Objection was made on the ground that the knowledge

was obtained at great trouble and expense, and that the

offering of it to the public would not only be unfair, but would not

be appreciated. The broader minds thought otherwise ; they said :

" Let Ralston speak for itself, if it is worthy it will spread. "

Of all the incidents of membership the most notable is

the irresistible desire to help others ; to speak of the Club to

others, to explain its purposes and the benefits of membership.

It is practically the only Club in the world that charges no fees ; and

even all the books, after the first, may be obtained free by taking

the degrees of a Progressive Ralstonite. Thousands of members

have obtained very expensive books and all the treatments free, in

this way ; and the greater number do this without being asked.

It comes from an inborn desire to do good to others.

It is said that every good deed done on earth is recorded in

Heaven, where the act bears interest ; not so much for its greatness

as for the heart's good intention that prompted it.

A simple act of kindness, however humble, redounds as glor

iously to the credit of the doer as the dying man's gift of millions.

Rich men attempt to make peace with God by large charities ; but

the sweet fragrance of a little act of kindness rises farther Heaven

ward than the smell of purse-bound gold. The smallnesses of life

day by day grow into mountains that over-top the piles of wealth ,

and sweep a larger horizon.
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Do a little good every day, and when night-fall comes the

sweet satisfaction of " something achieved " will rest like a crown of

peace upon your brow, and followyou to a dreamless , hallowed sleep .

It is in such a spirit that we ask you to approach the solemn

step that shall make you a Progressive Ralstonite. That step

once taken, Life will open anew to you ; swinging wide its portals

of Opportunity that you may enter into a larger field of usefulness.

Would you like to do good in the world ? Such is the opportunity

now offered . It requires no money, no self-denial, and no labor ;

nothing but quiet loyalty to the great principles of the Club to

which you belong, and the ever present desire to make those prin

ciples known to others. We hold that these two elements are suffi

cient, and we call them active loyalty.

Will you be actively loyal?

We ask no money, no labor, no open efforts on your part ;

nothing but your ever- present desire to make the great principles

of health known to others . This is all.

Nowthink of the revolution that must eventually be wrought

in the world if each member of the Health Club is actively loyal.

That desire to win others to your great doctrines will eventually

develop into an influence ; and one by one, like stars beginning to

shine at night, your influences will blossom into results, and you

will have won members into your club. Think, too , what a MORAL

change will be wrought ; for all physiologists agree that ill health

causes irritability, morbid nerves, defective moral natures, and more than

nine-tenths of all the sin in the world. The key of moral reform is

turned by the hand of Health.

The Ralston Club can never die. Its principles are Nature's

richest laws, framed by an all-wise Creator solely and absolutely

for man's happiness . Its plan of existence reaches far forward

into a rapidly multiplying growth which no power of man can

check. The many great names now enrolled upon its list, and the

intense interest they take in spreading its influence and increasing

its membership, speak of a Higher Power working in the hearts of

men and women to make the world better.

In order to become a Progressive Ralstonite you must make

the GREAT PROMISE stated in this book, and send us the NOTICE of

that fact. These are given you to copy in the present chapter,

after you resolve to become a candidate for these Degrees. Before

doing so it is well to comply with the following :
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PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS.

1. Read the present book through at least three times . New

light comes from re-reading. In the olden days when books were

few, people read the same work many times, and became wise in

so doing ; and hence arose the remark, " Beware of the man of one

book."

2. You should record all failures in obtaining recruits ; the

successes will be recorded and remembered by you. These failures

are and should be numerous. As seen in your GREAT PROMISE you

are not under any obligations to speak or do anything in the way

ofasking others to join the club. When you become a Progressive

Ralstonite the only things required of you are : Quiet loyalty to the

great principles ofhealth, and an ever-present desire to make them known

to others. We hold and know that what is " an ever-present desire"

in one's life sooner or later becomes a fact. We drift as we think.

MacMahon, a poor boy, was once told this law of resolution ; he

said " then I will keep in my mind an ever-present desire to be

Marshal of France." He succeeded .

3. The easiest way of spreading the influence of the Health.

Club is to have a few of our Invitations on hand, and at every

opportunity give one to your friends. In every letter you write

enclose one, signed by you. We honor you in proportion to your

failures ; for they serve as tests of your endurance, your persist

ency of purpose and your strength of character. We will keep

you supplied free of cost with Ralston Invitations to use. Can you

use fifty, or a hundred , or a thousand ?

4. Send these Invitations, if you desire, to all States in the

Union, with your endorsement, if you can conscientiously

endorse the cause. Create a healthy public sentiment. All these

things are suggested to you, but you are under no obligation to do

any of them. We believe it is far better to allow you to use your

own judgment, untrammeled by any obligatory promise.

A SPEEDY WAY TO TAKE DEGREES.

5. It would be well to have a supply of General Membership

Books always on hand. These cost only a dollar apiece, and sell

at that price ; so that you will not lose anything by being supplied

with these books. A strong point in favor of having a supply of

books on hand is that you can get recruits more readily. A person

always wants a book right away! Another advantage is, you can take
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Degrees now. Thus if you send for ONE GENERAL MEMBERSHIP

Book with promise to try to get a member for it, you may take

the First Degree.

If you have a Club Number and send for FIVE GENERAL

MEMBERSHIP Books at one time, you will take the Fifth Degree

and all its emoluments at once. If you send for ten books,

you may take the 10th Degree at once ; or for twenty books, the

20th Degree ; and for one hundred books, the 100th Degree.

We come now to the important matter of the GREAT PROMISE.

When you sign this you are a Progressive Ralstonite, whether you

take a Degree or not. The reason for asking a promise is that it is

a help to you, an encouragement, a stimulus , a vanguard of success.

"The die is cast," said Cæsar, and he bound himself to succeed . " I

will burn the bridges behind me," said Napoleon, and he bound

himself to victory. " Let's burn the boats," said Cortez, and he

bound himself to conquer. So all through life the great deeds are

part of the one first decisive step. Little minds waver ; strong

souls think well, act deliberately , and act decisively.

Do not copy or tear this promise out of the book; keep it here

at all times. Sign the great promise in ink in this Book of General

Membership.

THE GREAT PROMISE.

I , the undersigned , hereby state that I am desirous of becom

ing a Progressive Ralstonite, both for the sake of doing some good

in the world by helping to spread the doctrines of perfect health ,

and for the sake of the advantages and emoluments arising from

the various Degrees open to me. Therefore I make the following

promise to myself, and I appeal to my better judgment and persist

ency of purpose to keep the same. I promise that,

1. I will believe in and advocate the Four Cardinal Points of

Health, as far as they seem reasonable and practicable.

2. I will remain loyal to the great principles of health, and

have an ever-present desire to make them known to others .

3. If in endeavoring to spread the usefulness of this Club I

shall meet with many failures, I will not be discouraged thereby .

4. I will carefully read the Chapter on " Ralston Day," and

do everything that I can conveniently towards observing this one

day in the month, in the hope that its observance may become

universal, and prove a blessing to the human race.

5. If in order to immediately take degrees and receive the

1
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emoluments I shall procure a supply of General Membership

Books before procuring members for them, I will nevertheless as

faithfully endeavor to obtain members as though I had not

received the books in advance, and as fast as I obtain members for

the books I will report to Martyn College, Washington , D. C. , the

name, full address, and Club Number of each member.

[Signed. ]

You should immediately send the following:

TO MARTYN COLLEGE, WASHINGTON, D. C.:

You are hereby notified that I have this day of

189......signed the GREAT PROMISE, and I desire to be

recorded by you as a Progressive Ralstonite. I will endeavor during my

life to maintain in myselfand encourage in others the important doctrines

of Health and Happiness.

[Signed .] .

Club Number.....

This notice should be copied and signed by the member, and

the copy forwarded to us. Do not, under any circumstances , tear

any part of the leaf from the book ; and do not send a copy of the

GREAT PROMISE ; we only desire to receive the notice from you.

SOCIAL TALK WITH PROGRESSIVE RALSTONITES.

We now assume that you are a Progressive Ralstonite. It is

the second step in the cause of health . It means to you as little

or as much as you choose to make it. Other members, through a

long series of years, testify that it has been a help, a constant help ,

and a great help, simply because it is a right thing to do , and once

done, becomes a reminder of the duty to take care of the health .

The only difference between this and the declaration of health

in Chapter IV, whereby you elect yourself a member of the Club,

is that by the first step you become a general member, and by the

present step you make it possible to become more than a general

member.

There are no fees , assessments , liabilities, or fixed duties at any

part of the long way leading up to the highest degree . Each

member is his or her own master, responsible to no other person ;
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and, even in the meetings of the Local Clubs (which are open only

to Fifth Degree Ralstonites) no assessments are allowable. Mem

bership may continue year after year, in any or all the degrees,

without the payment of money whatever. Even the books, which

are exceedingly valuable , are given as emoluments all along the

way ; but only to those who are entitled to them by reason of hav

ing advanced to the degrees required .

CHAIN OF INFLUENCE .

1. You should read a page in your General Membership

Book every day, or as frequently as possible. It is important that

its teachings should be read again and again . Health is far more

valuable than money. Some members read a line or two daily,

and some a page or two.

2. The Chain of Influence is a pleasant aid to your meth

ods of record-keeping . It is not to be touched, or even looked at

necessarily, until you have taken one degree. The process by

which you may take degrees is fully explained in the present

chapter, and the details and emoluments are made clear in the

Legislative Division, beginningwith the next chapter. It is, there

fore, important to read Chapter XXXVI.

3. The chain begins at the corner-stone of the Ralston Col

umn of Life. The first link is open at the top. All the links are

open. As a Progressive Ralstonite you may close them. But, if

you undertake to do this, you must close them properly.

4. As a General Member you are not entitled to a degree.

This mistake is often made. Your first degree cannot be credited

until after you obtain a member, or else procure the Inside Book.

5. When the first degree is taken (and you can claim it as soon

as you procure a member other than yourself, or obtain the Book

of Inside Membership ) , you may close the first link in your Chain

of Influence. It is not necessary to become a Progressive Ral

stonite for this purpose.

6. Write your name and club number at the lower part of the

page containing your chain.

7. Close each link as you advance each degree, but no faster.

Close them by using pen and ink ; not with pencil. The ink will

make the open part when closed look like a continuation of the

chain ; and what is now a broken influence will become a perfected

power. See the Legislative Division in Chapter XXXVI.
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CONTRACT.

The present new seventh edition of the Ralston Health Club

Book places the organization upon a very much higher plane

than it ever occupied before ; and, in order to satisfy the demands

of those who have come into the club under the previous smaller

editions, we hereby agree to carry out the following provisions,

which also apply to you and to all new members :

a. Any member who entered the club under a former edition

may, upon procuring a copy of the present seventh edition and

sending (to Martyn College, Washington, D. C. ) , the former club

number and the new club-number under this seventh edition ,

receive full credit for all degrees previously obtained ; but no link

in the Chain of Influence shall be closed except for new recruits.

b. Any Progressive Ralstonite (new or old) who closes links

under this new edition will be entitled to extra copies, free, of all

future editions of any and all emoluments earned.

c. This contract shall be void as to any new or previous member who

shall close any links faster than new degrees have been attained under this

present seventh edition . Old degrees count with the new, but links must

not be closedfor the old.

[Signed.] MARTYN COLLEGE.

It is with reluctance that we close the present department of

the General Membership Book of the Ralston Health Club. Every

word has been carefully weighed ; and every thought bears the

burden of a long and tedious investigation .

With the intention of letting the present edition stand for all

time, and believing the system it sets forth to be as nearly perfect

as any human effort can be made in this direction , unless perfec

tion is sought through other channels than Nature, we bring our

chapters to a close.

Where our duty ends, yours begins . To a reasonable mind ,

arguments on the value of health are unnecessary . The vacant

chair in many a household , and the muddy blood or lusterless eye

of abused health, are reminders of wrongs long ago begun, and

often reiterated against the remonstrance of judgment and the

solicitation of love. To save yourself from a like fate, try to save

others. Your Chain of Influence at this moment consists of one

hundred open links. Let it be your life- work to close them.
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

(LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT . )

BOARD OF GOVERNMENT .

1. CORRESPONDENCE.

2. COMPLAINTS.

3. BUSINESS.

4. DEGREES.

5. EMOLUMENTS.

ORRESPONDENCE is as inseparably connected with the

Ralston Health Club as the blossom with the sunshine.

No member is obliged to write to us, but it seems that

all, or nearly all, let us hear from them. Being volun

tary, the letters are the more acceptable. While the

reading of them is sometimes a great tax to our reading

department, especially when the communications are long, we

would not utter a word of complaint, nor do we wish them stopped.

It is from the reports, the kind words, the experiences of our

members that Ralston history is being made.

COMPLAINTS.

No management in existence can be better systematized than

that of our club. Great care and seemingly unnecessary pains are

taken to avoid errors . Out of one thousand letters , about thirty

eight have some defect in the address, either in or out.

Some orders contain money, but no name signed to the letters .

Some contain money and the names are properly signed , but

no town is given, or the state may be left off. We have now in

our files a series of letters from one person who originally sent

money, but no address ; after a month a complaint was made, but no

address attached to the name ; and three more complaints followed

in a year. Generally we expect to find the town and state offi

cially stamped on the outside of the envelope, but none of these

letters were clearly stamped. The United States government

requests all senders of letters to put their address on the outside

of the envelope as well as in. Postmasters generally place such

notices in their offices ; but all people do not read them.
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The only advantage to you of sending us your club number

each time you write is to enable us to give you credit on our

books. Even the club number or record of the Governor of a

great state is not known to us unless he sends his number himself.

No other method, except the club number system, is possible .

Occasionally a person writes, " I have lost my book and my club.

number. I will pay you for your trouble, if you will hunt

through your books and find it." Do you think he would be

willing to pay for weeks of search ?

An old lady who had dyspepsia, wrote to us as follows : "After

reading your book through carefully, I find that my dyspepsia is

no better." We did not reply. She again wrote : " I read the

book through once more, and very slowly, but I am not yet cured."

We did not answer. Such letters are very common. We receive

on the average fifty letters a day containing a family history , illegi

bly written ; and because we cannot find time to read and answer

them, the writers complain of neglect.

PLEASE DO NOT GET ANGRY.

Could you but see our mails and letters, you would forgive us

for not answering some letters . If you ask any question that is

answered in any of the three books of the Health Club, we shall

not reply, as we think it is more to your advantage to hunt for

the answer, and thereby gain the knowledge of many things which

students always delight to find in their searches through books.

For this reason, and for your good, we leave it unanswered .

BUSINESS .

The business of the Ralston Health Club, as far as we are able

to control it, consists of two things:

1. SPREADING THE INFLUENCES OF MEMBERSHIP.

2. SPREADING THE TEACHINGS OF RALSTONISM.

1. The membership, in a nominal sense, is the right to belong

to the Club. This is controlled by Martyn College of Washington.

The right of membership must always be determined by that

institution .

PROFITS ON THE BOOK.

For one dollar we sell the present volume in leatherette covers,

including the perpetual right of membership. The book, as com

pared in its real worth with other works on the market, is the

lowest priced volume in existence . Outside of its health doctrines,
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it is worth more than a dollar as a mere book of reference, or as

an encyclopedia of general physiological knowledge. Its value ast

a daily guide to health cannot be computed in dollars ; some thou

sands of members having written us that no money could buy it

from them if no other copies were to be obtained . It has saved

me hundreds of dollars," is often said of it.

6.

But this view of the value of the book is a matter ofjudgment

and appreciation. Let its worth be what it may, we wish to state

some figures as facts . For each dollar sent to us for this volume,

we send a book and right of membership. We also permit each

member to have free, for personal use , one dollar's worth of Ralston

Invitations, estimated at their actual cost to us. Now, if the book

costs us nothing, the supposed clear profit of one dollar is absorbed

in this one channel. But there are other ways of taxing us. Our

clerks are compelled to keep a record of the business of each mem

ber. A certain space in the record books is devoted to one mem

ber. For every credit to be given there is required a considerable

amount of time in searching, transferring and verifying.

On the other hand, when a book is purchased and no after

demand is made upon us, the same profit is made that any pub

lishing house would make ; with this difference that an enormous

fortune has been spent in years past in obtaining, proving, prepar

ing and spreading the knowledge contained in this book. If each

copy brought a profit of the full dollar the reward would be well

earned and deserved . Realizing this fact, many members have

obtained recruits and have claimed no emoluments ; and others

are constantly enclosing postage stamps to use in sending out cir

culars . We have never asked favors in a financial way.

The foregoing statements are made for the following reasons :

A large proportion of our members have asked us what the facts.

are in this regard ; and what should be their reply if outsiders

assert that the club is making a profit on its book. Our reply has

been, and still is-If the club makes any profit, it is entitled to it

as a well-earned reward ; and has an honest, honorable, moral

right to it ; but the real fact is, the opportunity for profit is so very

slight, and the margin so narrow that no reasonable person would

embark upon our Club work as a means of gaining a livelihood .

Owing to our responsibility for an almost endless and ever growing

accumulation of emoluments, we doubt if any person would be

willing to step into our place, and assume the risk involved .
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This responsibility is readily seen . We have many members

who have paid one dollar for the present volume, and , by advanc

ing degrees (which consists simply of obtaining new members) ,

have secured over one hundred and forty dollars worth of emolu

ments free ! These emoluments carry them into deeper Ralston

ism ; or a more thorough explanation of the laws of life.

THE SPREAD OF RALSTONISM.

When we remember that the early members paid a compara

tively large sum for type-written copies of a few pages of a manu

script containing the Ralston doctrines ; and that, in spite of this

expense, the grand truths spread and spread and would not die ;

when we recall the fact that people who get well cannot help tell

ing others of Ralstonism ; and the further fact that we, some years

ago, endeavored to limit it to a chosen few, and it burst over its

bounds and spread throughout the entire globe ; when these urgent

and potent energies are thus forced upon us, we cannot regard

Ralstonism as anything but an irrepressible contagion of health

a reaction against the tyranny of disease-seeking to scatter the

germs of health broadcast in the land . Martyn College has

encouraged every member to add recruits and now asks you to

close, one by one, every link in your chain of influence.

DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING GLAME.

That which is unworthy of attention is not discussed . The

papers have had much to say about glame. There are three classes

ofnewspaper criticism : first, the experience of honest and learned

editors who are practicing members of the Club. They know that

glame exists. Second, the opinions ofmen who argue from reason

and not from experiment. They advance all kinds of theories,

some learned and valuable, others on a level with the lower plane

of thought, mere guess-work. Third, the criticism of penurious

or money-grasping editors who are afraid that Ralstonism, by

destroying the patent medicine trade and consequently the sensa

tional patent-medicine advertisements that so largely profit the

paper, will make them poor. The seriousness of the cause has

deterred all decent writers from making any criticism that is

unfair. In a large city , a newspaper owner sent for a prominent

merchant and said : " I understand that you are a Ralstonite.

My paper has suffered some from loss of advertising . The patent

medicine men tell me that glame is nonsense. I am going to write
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it up. It is a mere fad ; but, like others, it produces its followers ,

and the patent-medicine trade is injured." The merchant replied:

"My dear sir, you are making a large draft on your honesty and

self-respect, in criticising what you never tried to find out. Give

glame a trial . It costs nothing. You saw me a year ago; you see

me today. The doctors could not help me. Medicines made me

worse. I took only glame, only pure air. Is that nonsense? If

so, then the fact that I am above ground, and not under it , is non

sense also." The editor became a member, and recently sent a

private letter to many of his friends advising them to join the Club.

A person who will state that there is no such thing as glame is

not honest. Experiments prove the fact beyond all doubt. A cer

tain physician declared that there was no such thing as a headache

-that it was due to the imagination. Yet imagination is a power

ful factor for good or ill . A child who imagined a hanging sheet

to be a ghost, became insane. Doctors who succeed in effecting

cures play upon that tremendous instrument, the imagination.

" Keep the patient cheerful," is the advice to the attendants. We

only claim that glame is vitality ; and how is it that cheerfulness

helps to cure the patient if it does not play upon the vitality ?

But glame is not a creature of the imagination ; it is the master of

it. Experiment proves that it comes when one least expects it ,

in the midst of vital- inhalation. It is always exhilaration . Any

person who desires to know the outward evidences of glame may

easily find them in the following facts : Glame exhilarates. All

natural exhilaration is the result of glame. Natural cheerfulness

is accompanied by, and generates, glame. Bad news will stop

digestion and affect the appetite. Good news will not only aid

digestion, but cheerfulness will cause the blood to assimilate a

greater proportion of nutriment from the same amount of food . If

this is not glame, what is it ? It is something or nothing. Ifit is

nothing, then disease and health are lies . If it is something, it is

what we call glame. We have a right to name it, for it has never

beennamed before. It is nothing new. The word glame is the only

new thing about it. Test cheerfulness. If natural, the breathing

is deeper and more vital. Try ill -nature, gloom, disappointment

and suffering, either mental or physical, and the breathing almost

ceases. It is so slight that it cannot be perceived . No wonder ill

health follows. More than half of all headaches are directly trace

able to the lack of even ordinary respiration . A person whose
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vitality is normal could never catch cold , and could not possibly

take disease. We call vitality glame. If vitality does not exist,

then glame does not. But glame is in the cause as well as in the

presence of vitality. Life must have an ever present cause, the

nerves behind the strength, and vitality behind the nerves.

Speaking of editors who draw a considerable income from the

advertisements of patent medicines, we give the contents of a

letter received : " I am a druggist and own and edit the lead

ing paper of this locality. We have the largest circulation in

the county . There are many Ralstonites here, and every one is

set against buying patent medicines. In consequence the adver

tisers , getting little trade, have decreased or withdrawn their ads.

I felt hard against your Club ; but, instead of medical ads , I now

have others paying more money, such as Ralston Flour, Ralston

Bread, Ralston Water-Stills, Ralston Butter, Ralston Meetings, etc.

On the whole, I feel better over the class of ads . The medical

cuts of sickly faces disgusted me. I enclose fee for membership,

and I will climb up to that hundredth degree, if it takes all my

life . I guess you are right. "

It is surprising how much of what we eat and depend on for

life and health is made impure merely to coin money for greedy

rascals. Even the flour we eat, the beautiful white flour that

makes the finest bread, is adulterated . Analysis shows that

arsenic, alum and bone dust have been ground in with the starch

taken from the wheat. Ralston claims that laws should be

passed making no compromise with adulterations . The poisoning

of food is the blackest of crimes. It should be punished.

We do not believe in white bread as food. The typical food

is whole wheat bread , or other form of the wheat. The outer husk

is called bran. It is too harsh in itself, too rough for the stomach,

although it holds clinging to it a large amount of phosphate dust

of great value. The latter is the best brain nourisher in existence

when taken as bran water or in lemonade. Graham bread , made of

bran, is not good . Whole wheat should exclude its shell , the bran.

Our purpose is to Ralstonize every home in America. To this

one end we are bending every effort. We are powerless without

the aid of our members. We consider a home Ralstonized when

ever one or more members of the household will agree to pay

reasonable attention to the laws of health. It means better living,

greater prosperity , and cleaner communities.
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RALSTON SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS.

A lady pupil who had happened to be a graduate of Martyn

College of Washington , D. C. , was travelling in a distant state.

By the merest accident it was learned that she had been at

Martyn College. " Do you know anything about Ralstonism ?

Did you see the drill classes in Progressive Physical Culture

trained there? Can you show us the exercises and methods ?

Will you teach us ? If we get a class of ladies and gentlemen

here, and find a place to practice, will you be our instructor?"

The lady had no intention of either teaching or even mentioning

Ralstonism, when she went to the town ; and it was only a town.

Three classes were formed , and continued for one season of twelve

weeks, just the length of the short term at Martyn College ; yet

she had forty-one pupils at ten dollars each , and no expenses.

Even the piano music was provided. In our Book of Complete

Membership (which is given free to any Ralstonite of the fifth

degree) are contained every exercise used in the forty dollar

course at Washington ; and , in the seventh edition of the Book of

Complete Membership, every exercise is illustrated by pictures,

showing each movement. Beside these, there are pictures of the

exercises adapted for the drill of scholars in the public schools .

We mention this to suggest to you that if you desire to form a

class in your locality or in other towns or cities, you may save the

expense of coming to Martyn College and the cost of the forty

dollar course, by studying the Complete Membership Book at

home, or at least the physical culture division of it, and learning.

the exercises by yourself. They are very carefully explained and

very fully elaborated . A child could learn them, as the pictures

show everything that the words describe . Having obtained the

great Book of Complete Membership free by advancing five degrees,

although it costs seven dollars otherwise, you may, without expense ,

equip yourself at home to become a teacher. We are sure that, if

you are honestly equipped to teach, you will find many scholars

and a liberal income. Do not start without thorough preparation .

A pretender has short-lived success . Be genuine always. When

ready to teach, call on the meetings of the Ralston Local Clubs

and get their endorsement of your work. If you can do the exer

cises , let them see it ; and your success cannot be in doubt.

Did you ever stop to think that a Ralston Private School,

teaching the regular branches of education and the doctrines of
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practical health besides, would be a successful institution, and

would be largely attended ? It would guarantee to parents that

their children would not only be regularly educated, but would

also be trained in the laws of health and pure food, proper exer

cise, good lungs , symmetry of form, and general culture. This is

the old Greek method, training the body as well as the mind ; and

in that period of her history Greece produced the greatest minds.

the world ever saw the greatest poets, philosophers, mathemati

cians, architects, dramatists , orators, sculptors and painters. Her

wise men are peerless in all the ages.

DEGREES .

We come now to the most important part of the Legislative

Division. Turn back, if you will, to Chapter XXXV, and exam

ine the Chain of Influence.

In the first place, please remember that you are not under

obligations to take degrees. There are ways of procuring the

books of Inside Membership and Complete Membership without

taking degrees. Altogether there are three ways of procedure,

any one of which you may adopt.

1. If you do not care to take degrees you may purchase any

of the emolument books outright.

2. If you do not care to purchase them, you may take

degrees, by obtaining members ; and thus procure the books free.

3. If you do not care to purchase them nor to take degrees,

you may take blank degrees ; that is purchase as many copies of

the present General Membership Book as are required by the

degrees ; thereby obtaining the emoluments free ; then recovering

the amount paid when you secure new members . A number of

physicians and others have advanced at once, to the one hundredth

degree in this way.

You may secure new members without effort. If it is known

that you have a few copies of the present volume on hand, you

will be asked to sell them. As a rule others deem it a favor if you

accommodate them by permitting them to buy the books of you,

as it saves them the trouble of sending on to Washington, the

hunting up of the address, the writing of the letter, the securing

a draft, check, money order, etc., and the trip to the office . The

first person to reach the one hundredth degree, did nothing more

than purchase ten books at a time and keep them on hand.
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You may secure new members by a slight effort. " I speak of

Ralstonism always as a duty, wherever I am," says one. Another,

" I wish no emoluments free, I will pay for them. I mention

Ralstonism to everybody, not for gain, but because I cannot help

it. The cause is a good one." Thus, by a slight effort, by merely

speaking of that which cannot be kept back, you will find recruits

coming into the Club through your influence.

You may secure many new members by issuing Invitations.

These we furnish to you, free of all expense, in packages of 20,

40, 60 or 100 until you have had one dollar's worth to use, and for

every degree you advance we allow you one dollar's worth more.

The General Membership Book does not count as one degree

for yourself.

1st Degree. After becoming a member, when you purchase the

Inside Membership Book, or when you obtain a recruit, you are

then called a First Degree Ralstonite. For each emolument degree

there is a " Degree Exercise" in your code of practice. This is

done in order to fix in your mind as well as in your regime the

distinctive value of each great degree.

5th Degree. When you have purchased the Complete Mem

bership Book, or when you have obtained five recruits to the Club,

you are then a Fifth Degree Ralstonite. This completes your

degrees as a regular member. It gives you the right to organize

a Local Club under the constitution , and to obtain a charter.

All these are granted without expense .

10th Degree. This is the first of the high degrees. See the

next section on emoluments.

20th Degree. This is the cultivation of the nerves for health,

power of life, and self control.

40th Degree. This is the third of the high degrees. A forty

pointed star, within a circle tells the emblem of the staunch Ral

stonite. The star is the sign of hope ; the forty points present the

picture of the sun ; the circle is endless ; and the escutcheon of the

staunch Ralstonite is the " sunlight of perpetual hope. " The solid

silver escutcheon is given to all fortieth-degree members. A gold

one is sold for the difference of four dollars .

50th Degree. Temperaments.

60th Degree.

80th Degree.

100th Degree.

School of Character.

Temple of Magnetism.

Our Existences, or the School of Philosophy.
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Starting Point

1st Degree

5th Degree

10th Degree

20th Degree

40th Degree

50th Degree

60th Degree

·

SUMMARY OF DEGREES.

General Membership.

Inside Membership.·

Complete Membership.

Cultivation of the Chest.

. Cultivation of Magnetism.

Escutcheon : Circle and Sun-Star.

·

•

. Behind Closed Doors : Temperaments.

School of Character.•

80th Degree Temple of Magnetism .

100th Degree Our Existences.

For forms of application , see the next section .

•

EMOLUMENTS.

In this section of our Legislative Division, we will consider

three things :

A. Why there are emoluments.

B. What they are.

C. Forms of application for them.

A. The compact system of health presented in the member

ship books of the Ralston Health Club is necessarily founded upon

laws which underlie all life itself. The use and operation of each

of these natural laws are shown in the membership books. Thus

the first book maintains the preservation of health ; the second

book relates to those who are in general ill health ; and the third

to those who are in special ill health . It must be remembered that

these are all membership books, and that the others are high degree

books. The latter are devoted to a study and examination of the

laws of life, as well as of human motives and conduct . It is the

almost universal wish of our members that they be provided with

all the means of help possible. " I cannot get too much Ralston

literature," is the oft expressed desire of our members.

B. THE EMOLUMENTS.

1st Degree. Inside Membership . This and Complete Mem

bership are not properly emoluments ; but have always been

classed as the regular membership books. However, in order to

enable every general member to earn all the degrees, both the

Inside and the Complete books are placed in the list of emoluments.
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The Inside Book is the first step in the direction of an exami

nation into the application of the laws of life. There are people

who are ill, and do not know wherein. They know they are not

well. In such cases the trouble is in the nerves and organs , the

former being weak in vitality, and the latter being clogged or

poisoned by impure blood . Without medicine, without expense

of any kind, the treatment of the Inside Membership Book,

adapting itself to your condition, will bring you back to health

and to permanent membership in this present volume of General

Membership . The seventh edition is more than twice the size

of the sixth . The price to all persons, members or not, is two

dollars ; but any member who has a club number may, upon

stating the club number and paying ten cents for recording,

receive the Inside Membership Book for one dollar, or free as an

emolument on procuring a new recruit to the club .

5th Degree. Complete Membership. This consists of a

book considerably larger than both the Inside Membership Book

and the General Membership Book put together, and is worth

many times their combined value. From the nature of its con

tents it should be in the hands of every man and woman, in every

home, in every library. It is a complete physical summary of

the human body, and an explanation of the operations of life,

presented in a way that everybody may understand .

FOUR HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS .

Of all the previous editions of the Book of Complete Member

ship, not one was ever illustrated . The seventh and final edition

is splendidly presented with four hundred pictures explaining the

exercises and the laws of life. The book has been entirely

re-written and will prove a surprise to those who have so much

admired its predecessors .

While the chief purpose of the Book of Complete Member

ship is to present a completed system of natural cures for the

various diseases of the body, it goes much farther and completes,

by applying, what the General Membership Book has declared to

be the foundation of all health and all cures . Therefore, although

the Department of Natural Cures is the greatest portion of the work,

there are several other very important departments.
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DEPARTMENTS

OF THE

BOOK OF COMPLETE MEMBERSHIP.

FIRST DEPARTMENT. Ralston Movement Cure.

One hundred illustrations, each showing the full action of the

whole body. This system consists of graded movements suited

to the vitality of each member. The human body is divided into

seventeen parts, and one part after another is given special atten

tion . The effect is most surprising. Take any disease, such as

dyspepsia or biliousness, and it would be a most desperate case

that could not be cured in a few weeks . There is no expense

whatever for apparatus or any other matter, in this or any other

department, or in any of our books .

SECOND DEPARTMENT. Ralston School of Physical Culture.

This is a home school, designed for those who wish to takę a

course of scientific exercise without a teacher. It is also a complete

course for schools, colleges and gymnasiums, either for ladies and

gentlemen, where a thorough training is desired . Suggestions for

music, and how to practice alone or handle classes, accompany

each exercise.

THIRD DEPARTMENT. Public School Exercises.

This is a short, simple, yet new and thorough little system,

just suited for schools, either public or private, and for scholars of

all ages. The movements are fully illustrated , and suggestions for

music accompany each exercise. Owing to the demand for, and

special efficiency of this method of school training, we are led to

believe that it will be universally adopted in the schools.

FOURTH DEPARTMENT. Nine Great Laws of Nature.

These are not the laws of health , but the laws underlying the

expulsion of disease . These laws have been discovered by experi

ment, and while some ofthem have been known before, none have

ever been presented in their usable form. All physicians and

specialists, and all treatments of any value, are dependent upon

these Natural Laws, but in perverted processes. It is better, there

fore, for you as a Ralstonite, to seek a cure under the great laws,

than in their perverted and lesser processes .
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FIFTH DEPARTMENT. Ralston Massage.

This is the complete system of MASSAGE CURES . These are

added to the Ralston system, not as a part hereof, but because they

are valuable and aid to hasten natural cures . They are accom

plishing cures, and practicing physicians, as well as the leading

hospitals, are adopting both the Massage and the Swedish Cure

with the most satisfactory results. We believe that these methods

have been kept too much in the control of a few, whereas every

home should adopt and practice them regularly ; and for that

purpose we have given all the rules and the full practice of every

kind of massage treatment ; and that which has heretofore cost

from fifty to five hundred dollars, may now be had free in your

club book.

SIXTH DEPARTMENT. Man as an Invalid.

SEVENTH DEPARTMENT.

EIGHTH DEPARTMENT. Colds and their Dangers.

A classification of diseases which originate in, or are attended

by a cold ; a list of the causes of this frequent and dangerous

malady ; the natural means of prevention and the cure given by

Nature.

Woman as an Invalid.

NINTH DEPARTMENT. Catarrh and what it is.

An examination into the causes, conditions, and cure of the

various forms of catarrh. Nearly every person is afflicted more or

less with this disorder. It cannot originate of itself. There is a

fault somewhere. We do not believe that medicines can cure it ;

nor have we ever known of permanent relief coming from any

source except that which an all-wise Nature has afforded. Of the

thousands of attempts made in the last few years to cure catarrh

by the aid of washes, douches, sprays and treatment, we do not

believe one has been successful. On the other hand, if any person

is honestly desirous of testing the great value and never-failing

power of the simplest method in Nature, let the Ralston cure of

this most common trouble be tried . There is no expense and no

apparatus in this or any other Ralston treatment ; yet we have

had no failure in the thousands of cases among Ralstonites where

the Natural method has been applied.
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TENTH DEPARTMENT. The Throat and Lungs.

A cold is the natural cause or companion of the early stages

of the fatal diseases that annually sweep into their graves the

thousands of our best men, women and children . Ralstonism

deals with the exact origin , the true progress, and the probable

chances of cure in every stage of diphtheria, consumption, bron

chitis, pneumonia and kindred diseases. The experience of the

most skillful physicians shows that mineral, vegetable or animal

poisons are not the means of saving human life . For every death

from diphtheria somebody is to blame. Ignorance when wilful is

a crime ; and indifference is always criminal, especially when, in

days of health, a person shuts the mind against a knowledge of

the diseases most likely to come. Pneumonia claims thousands

of victims every season ; and not one case of death from pneu

monia should ever occur. We are equally positive in regard to

consumption. Medicines cannot do any good . The lungs are sim

ply being eaten up by an invasion of life within, and this invasion

must be checked and the life destroyed.

ELEVENTH DEPARTMENT. The Stomach.

In this important section of the Ralston Complete Member

ship Book, is found the cause, the natural treatment and the cure

of every disorder of the stomach, even including the worst cases

of dyspepsia.

TWELFTH DEPARTMENT. Special Organs.

This includes the liver, heart and kidneys, and all forms of

disorders to which they are subject. We have overcome malaria

in the case of every person who has adopted the simple methods

of Nature ; also biliousness and kindred troubles. We have had

a large number of successful cures where physicians had despaired

of saving life in cases of diseased kidneys . Heart disease, and all

affections of the heart are also included in this section .

THIRTEENTH DEPARTMENT. Bones, Muscles and Nerves.

All diseases and disorders involving these agents of the body

are included in this department. We know that rheumatism ,

neuralgia and similar troubles may be overcome.

FOURTEENTH DEPARTMENT. The Blood and Skin.

Bad blood, weak circulation , cold hands and feet, humors,

sores, ulcers, skin disease, bad complexion and all disorders that

may come under this class are treated.
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FIFTEENTH DEPARTMENT. The Brain.

To one who wishes to strengthen the brain and enhance the

power of the memory, as well as to control the operations of the

mind, the automatic direction of the nerves and muscles, and the

health of brain functions of the involuntary organs, this depart

ment is peculiarly valuable. Man has three brains : the thinking,

the acting and the functional ; if the first is out of order, the mind

is insane ; the second holds the key to the muscles ; the third to

the respiration , the circulation and the digestion . Such diseases

as affect the nervous and muscular health , as for instance, St. Vitus'

dance, stammering, hysterics , hiccoughs, etc., are all located in the

brain. To get an idea of the vast scope of this department, we

will state that the substance of an entire book is included in this

one division of Complete Membership.

SIXTEENTH DEPARTMENT. Miscellaneous Diseases.

Herein are included : La Grippe, Constipation , Bowel troubles ,

Diabetes , Headaches, Nervousness , Sleeplessness , Irritability, Gen

eral Weakness , Local Weakness, Despondency , Alcoholism, Gout,

Hereditary Diseases, Weak Eyes, Failing Eyesight, Apoplectic

Tendencies, Scalp Diseases, Leanness, Excessive Fat, Contagions

and General Ill Health.

SEVENTEENTH DEPARTMENT. Local Clubs.

Every owner of the present volume of General Membership

who has a Club Number may obtain the great Book of Complete

Membership free on obtaining five actual members to the Club, or

by the process hereinafter stated ; and, with the book, the Charter,

Constitution, By-laws and Rules of Organization and Government

of a Local Club. This will enable you to form a Club in your

locality. Hundreds are now in existence all over the country.

They are generally private and exclusive. You have a right to

form one of your own, and to control the membership. Such

Clubs lead to many benefits. By the constitution no fees can be

charged for any purpose by us or by any person . Such member

ship is absolutely without cost. Every Complete Member should

come into, or organize and control, a Local Club.

Price of Book of Complete Membership .-To any person,

whether a member or not, the price is seven dollars. This is

charged because as a book alone, regardless of its special value to

Ralstonites (even if it had no illustrations instead of four hun

dred), it is fully worth seven dollars.
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It is free to every fifth degree member, the only charge being

ten cents for record-fees for each of the five degrees (fifty cents, or

sixty cents ifthe Book of Inside Membership is included) and cost

of mailing ; but these charges are not made if you buy the book

for seven dollars. Ifyou have not procured the members, but pur

chase five books under promise to secure actual members, for the

five dollars and sixty cents you may procure five General Member

ship Books, one Inside Membership Book, and the great Book of

Complete Membership ; that is, seven books valued at fourteen

dollars for the small sum of five dollars , of which number you

may sell five for the five dollars, and thus be reimbursed . This is

the plan of the emoluments all the way along the road to the

highest degrees .

This advantage can only be secured by obtaining or agreeing to

obtain genuine members to the Club ; and is offered only to a person who

has a Club Number under the present seventh edition.

C.-FORMS.

Ifyou wish to buy books, no forms are necessary. State what

you wish. If you wish emoluments, use the following forms:

FORM ONE.-Inside Membership : To Martyn College,

Washington, D. C. I enclose one dollar (and ten cents for record)

and wish one copy of General Membership Book, also the Book

of Inside Membership as an emolument. I now own a copy of

the seventh edition of General Membership, and my Club Num

ber under the seventh edition is (or I herewith

enclose my copy of Certificate Notice from Chapter IV and

stamps for Club Number) . Having applied for the book as an

emolument I agree to find a member for the copy of General

Membership herein ordered. My name and address are.

FORM TWO.- For Complete Membership : To Martyn

College, Washington, D. C. I enclose seven dollars for Book of

Complete Membership.

If claimed as an emolument : I enclose five dollars for five

copies of General Membership (and fifty cents for record) ; and I

also wish the Book of Complete Membership free. I now own a

copy of the seventh edition of General Membership, and my Club

Number is .... (or copy of certificate notice is enclosed ,

etc.). Having applied for the book as an emolument, I agree to

find five genuine members for the five General Membership Books

herein ordered . My name and address are

........
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NOTICE. If the Club Number is not given, or any other mate

rial omission occurs, the money received will be applied only to

its value in General Membership Books. When sending copy of

Certificate Notice, please read Rules in Chapter IV.

If Inside and Complete Membership Books are desired for

five dollars, etc. , it should be clearly stated , and sixty cents for

record should be enclosed.

If Inside is obtained first, it will afterwards cost five dollars

to obtain Complete ; and FORM Two must be used.

FUTURE OF THE RALSTON CLUB.

Our Club is now your Club. It is not possible to retard its

progress . It must be a permanent institution in the home life of

the nation, because it is right , it is Nature, and it is helpful. We

believe that Ralstonism, since it is becoming universal, is as neces

sary as food, light or water.

Bring your wives and husbands, sons, daughters, and relatives

into the Club. Bring every man and woman of intelligence into

the Club. We want a majority of the good people of your county

to join at once. Our plan is to accomplish four things in the imme

diate future.

1. A Ralston Sanitarium in every county.

2. A Ralston Free School in every county.

3. Ralston Stores in every town.

4. Ralston Distilleries.

RALSTON SANITARIUMS .

Of late years sanitariums have sprung up in nearly all the

states. They are simply hotels where proper food and hygiene are

prescribed under the guidance of physicians. They pay very

large profits. A Ralston Sanitarium would pay any person hand

somely from the very start.

RALSTON SCHOOLS.

These are to teach health, physiology and a general education ,

under the laws of perfect development of mind and body.

RALSTON STORES.

These are to keep only pure food, and to exclude all articles

which are adulterated . Such a store would have the largest patron

age, and would pay. The Local Clubs must determine what are

genuine Ralston Stores.
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RALSTON DISTILLERIES .

No water is fit to drink in perfect safety, unless it is boiled or

distilled. Boiled water is free from animal and vegetable germ - life,

but contains the calcareous matters which abound everywhere.

Well water is, at its best, a hastener of the " ills that flesh is

heir to ." We can prove that all typhoids, nearly all malarial,

contagious and organic diseases are due to the water we drink.

Alcohol cannot be substituted, for it is sure to produce some

degree of congestion . Tea and coffee are but partial substitutes ;

they attack the welfare of the nervous system, and it is only a

question of time when the penalty must be paid.

Distilled water is absolutely pure ; it is free from all calcareous

deposits, and becomes in the body a powerful solvent of old-age

material, completely throwing it off and out of the system. A

familiar experiment was recently made very clear at our hands.

Two young ladies, one under twenty-five and the other past

that age, and growing old unmistakably, were the subjects. The

latter drank no liquid except distilled water iced , for three years ;

and at the end of that period she looked younger, fresher and

sweeter than her sister ; just reversing their previous conditions.

How to get pure drinking water is and must continue to be

the great problem of all who live. A still does not cost much.

Water can be distilled and sold for one cent a gallon, and a profit

of one-half easily made. The great physicians of America have

declared that the drinking water question must be settled before

they can guarantee health even to the careful. Such diseases as

diphtheria, catarrh, biliousness and kidney troubles must always

prevail as long as human blood is poisoned by such water as we

find in town and country.

Hygienic ice can now be made at a very low price ; and is in

fact made in hundreds of cities and towns.

TO SUM UP.

The Ralston Doctrine teaches

1. Health of Body, Brain and Nerves, by

2. Cultivation of Cheerfulness , Exercise and GLAME ;

3. Eating Proper Foods and Fruits ; and

4. Drinking Distilled Water.

5. By reason of our numbers we claim the right to control the

government oftowns, counties and states, in so far as they affect the
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HEALTH, HAPPINESS AND HOMES

OF OUR MEMBERS.

6. We are pledged to justice, common sense, absolute right

and an earnest purpose to do good by every proper means.

7. We advance no wild theories, and are not responsible for

the unfounded claims of many who profess to be Ralstonites , but

who have no standing on our books .

We now bring our labors to a close as far as this book is con

cerned, and leave the results to you, as far as those results lie in the

path of your influence. As has been said before, the Ralston

Club can never die. It will live and flourish by the law of propa

gation until the work of universal reform has been achieved.

It is well to remember that the Ralston doctrines of health are

Nature's first laws ; that their foundations are laid deeper than the

hand of man can plant ; and their turrets, let us hope, reach

Heavenward. Their principles cannot be shaken ; for they are

RIGHT. If the physician can cure, if drugs and medicines can

restore health, it must be through the agency of these laws ; but

always in lesser degree . It is the common remark of physicians

and scientists that they know but little more of disease and its

cure in this century, than did the ancients of Greece and Rome.

In the dawning light of this new education let us believe that the

intelligence of man will prompt him to adopt the higher laws of ex

istence and health , and take them direct from the hand of Nature.

That this may be possible, and that the means of preserving

the integrity ofthe human organism from its fell destroyer may beas

simple as it is certain, the Ralston Health Club has presented a

system that is easily adopted by rich and poor, by the scientist

and the layman, by the learned and unlearned alike. You, and all

of us, will find it both easy and pleasurable to live up to the Ral

ston System .

This book we commit to your charge and with it the General

Membership which it implies. May you and it be inseparable

companions ; may its pages open up to you new truths, to be

conned and learned until their spirit shall become a part of your

desires ; may it never leave you in final parting ; but on the

other hand we hope that you shall be the first to leave it, not in

the years that mark the highway of the present generation , but in

the hazy distance of Life's long autumn, far, far away from the

day your name was first enrolled as a member of

THE RALSTON HEALTH CLUB.
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